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FILE NO. 170709 RESOLUTION NO. 

[Department of Children, Youth and Their Families 2016 Community Needs 
· Assessment and 2018-2023 Services Allocation Plan] . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Resolution approving the 2016 Community Needs Assessment and 2018-2023 

Services Allocation Plan·developed by the Department of Children, Youth and 

Their Families in accordance with Charter, Section 16.108. 

7 WHEREAS, On November 7, 2014, the voters of San Francisco overwhelmingly 

.8 reauthorized the Children and Youth Fund (Charter, Section 16.108) which enabled the 

9 Department of Children, Youth and Their Families (DCYF) to build on the previous 

10 successes of the Fund and enhanced DCYF's funding capacity for the future; and 

11 WHEREAS, The revised legislation expanded the scope of the Children and 

12 Youth Fund to include 1) an increase in the earmarked property tax revenue to four 

13 cents for each $100 of assessed property value by fiscal year 2018~2019, 2) expanded 

14 the use of the Children and Youth Fund to provide services to disconnected transitional 

15 age youth (TAY) aged 18-24 years as well as children birth to 17 years old and their 

16 families, and 3) extended the tenure of the Fund for 25 years, to sunset at the end of 

17 fiscal year 2040-2041 ; and 

18 ·WHEREAS, The provisions of the Children and Youth Fund set forth a five-year 

19 planning process for spending, and the process is intended to: 1) increase 

20 transparency, accountability, and public engagement; 2 ) provide time and opportunity 

21 for community participation and planning; 3) ensure program stability; and 4) maximize 

22 the effectiveness of the services fund; and 

23 WHEREAS, Th~ first step of the five-year planning process m~ndates DCYF to 

24 conduct and develop the 2016 Community Ne~ds Assessment (CNA). The CNA. 

25 engaged young people, parents, service providers and City agencies to examine the 
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1 issues, challenges and opportunities facing San Francisco's children, youth, transitional 

2 age youth and their families. Sources of assessment data included community 

3 discussions, youth and adult focus groups and surveys, evaluation of funded agencies, 

4 existing statistical data and input from city departments and community leaders; and 

5 WHEREAS, The 2016 Community Needs Assessment was structured around 

6 five areas of service. need in San Francisco and highlights the disparities between 

7 populations across the city along the five interconnected areas ofthe Our Children, Our 

8 Families Outcomes Framework: 1) Economic Security and Housing Stability; 2) Safe & 

9 Nurturing Environments; 3) Physical, Emotional, & Mental Health; 4) 21st Century 

10 Learning·Environment; and 5) Post-Secondary Education & Career Paths; and 

11 WHEREAS, DCY.F began the 2018-2023 Services Allocation Plan process by 

12 highlighting results that we believe reflect fundamental conditions that should be present 

13 for children, youth and families in San Francisco; DCYF's four results were based in the 

14 research and community input presented in our Community Needs Assessment and 

15 align with the major goals in the Our Children, Our Families (OCOF) Outcomes 

16 Framework; and 

17 WHEREAS, The SAP establishes funding priorities and desired outcomes over 

18 the next five-year funding cycle to remain focused on funding the services most likely to 

19 positively influence these four results: 1) Children and Youth are supported by nurturing 

20 families and communities; 2) Children and youth are physically and emotionally healthy; . 

21 3) Children and youth are ready to learn and succeed in school; and 4) Youth are ready 

22 for college, work and productive adulthood; and · 

23 WHEREAS, DCYF held public hearings on the 2018-2023 Services Allocation 

24 Plan before the DCYF Oversight and Advisory Committee and the DCYF Services 

25 
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1 Provider Working Group and involved key stakeholders, such as community-based 

2 organizations, the San Francisco Unified School District and other city departments, to 

3 gather feedback and build support; and 

4 WHEREAS, DCYF is committed to taking a leadership role in implementing the 

5 recommendations of the 2018-2023 Services Allocation Plan; to facilitate joint planning 

6 at all levels; to involve the community; to employ strategies that are equitable, inclusive, 

7 transparent, well informed and ·driven by the needs of child~en, youth, transitional age 

8 youth and families; and to strengthen the service delivery system for all children, youth, 

9 transitional age youth and their families; and 

1 O WHEREAS, San Francisco's prosperity depends on our ability to ensure that all 

11 · children, youth, transitional age youth and their families have the opportunity to thrive; 

12 when children grow up healthy, obtain a quality education, and live in safe, supportive 

13 homes and communities, they have a solid foundation for a productive future; and, 

14 WHEREAS, In accordance with Charter, Section 16.108, DCYF has submitted to 

15 the Board of Supervisors the 2016 Community Needs Assessment and the 2018-2023 

16 ·services Allocation Plan; now, therefore, be it 

17 RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 

18 Francisco approves the 2016 Community Needs Assessment and the 2018-2023 

19 Services Allocation Plan developed and submitted by the Department of Children, Youth 

20 and Their Families. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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Maria Su, Psy.D. 
Executive Director 

A Letter from the Executive Director 

Edwin M. Lee 
Mayor 

I am pleased to present the 2016 Community Needs Assessment (CNA} for the Department of Children, 

Youth, and Their Families (DCYF}. The CNA is a comprehensive overview of the needs of children and 

youth, birth to age 24, and their families in San Francisco. It is the first needs assessment conducted by 

DCYF following the reauthorization of the Children and Youth Fund and is a document we will rely on as 

we move into the next phase of our planning process. 
. . . . 

The CNA reflects DCYF's partnership with and commitment to the community. It is a compilation of local 

and regional population data; research conducted by City departments, foundations, and other 

agencies; and direct input from the community. I want to thank and acknowledge the hundreds of San 

Francisco residents who participated in our CNA community input process via surveys, focus groups, and 

community meetings, and offered their suggestions on what they believe children, youth, and families 

need in-order to thrive. We greatly appreciate their insight and thoughtfulness. 

The_CNA was created at a time_ of dichotomy in San Francisco. The city is home to an exhilarating level of 

progress and success in the technology sector, yet many San Francisco youth are performing below 

proficiency in math and reading. The city has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the United States 

and recently passed the country's most generous paid parental leave ordinance, but many families 

struggle to find quality affordable childcare when they return to work. Housing prices are near the 

highest in the country, while many low-income families and tra~sitional age youth are marginally 

housed or homeless. 

We can and must do more to guarantee equitable access to the services and opportunities that all 

children, youth, and families need to lead lives full of opportunity and happiness. We must work 

together, with community-based organizations, City departments, the School District, i;'lnd the 

community to improve our coordination of services for children, youth and families. In addition, we 

must assess our efforts to ensure the services we provide· are having the intended impact. 

In the next phase of our planning process, DCYF will ~reate a Services Allocation Plan (SAP} to determine 

how to allocate funds to address the ser_vice needs identified in this CNA. The SAP will be completed in 

June of 2017, and a Request for Proposals (RFP} based on the SAP will be issued shortly thereafter. 

Grants awarded via the RFP. process will start in July 2018. 

I hope you find the CNA informative and useful. DCYF and our partners look forward to using the CNA as 

we continue our mission to make San Francisco a great place to grow up. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Su, Psy.D. 
Executive Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 
In 1991, voters passed the Children's Amendment to the City Charter, making San 

Francisco the 'first city in the country to guarantee a dedicated funding stream to 

children each year. This landmark legislation set aside a portion of annual property taxes 

for the Children's Fund to be used exclusively for services that benefit children.from 

birth to age 17. In 2000, residents overwhelmingly voted to renew the Children's Fund, 

and then again in 2014, under Proposition C with an extended 25-year tenure. 

Renamed the Children and Families First Initiative, the property tax earmark will 

increase to four cents for eact:i $100 of assessed property value by fiscal year 2018-2019. · 

Additionally, the i_nitiative expanded the us·e of the Children's Fund to provide services 

to disconn.ected transitional age youth (TAY) aged 18 to 24 yea_rs,_and renamed the fund 

the Children and Youth Fund to reflect this expanded service population. 

Proposition C also created the Our Children, Our Families (OCOF) Council, an advisory 

. body co-led by the mayor and the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) 

superintendent to align City, School District, and community efforts to improve 

outcomes for children, youth, and families. It includes data on demographics, economic 

well-being, health, education, and community factors and informed the structure and 

content of this Community Needs Assessment (CNA). 

The Children and Families First Initiative established a five-year planning cycle for 

spending from the Children and Youth Fund. To fulfill the planning requirements of the 

Children and Youth Fund, the San Francisco Department of Children, Youth, and Their 

Families (DCYF) engages young people, parents, and service providers across the city in a 

CNA every five years. The Children and Families First Initiative stipulates that the CNA 

shall include "qualita~iv~ and quantitative data sets collected through interviews, focus 

groups, surveys, or other outreach mechanisms to determine service gaps in 

programming for.children, youth, and families" and requires that DCYF conduct an 

equity analysis as part of the process to identify 'community needs. 

The results of the CNA inform the development of the Services Allocation Plan (SAP), 
which will inform strategic funding priorities. 

This CNA is structured around the five strategic areas defined in the OCOF Outcomes 

Framework, which was created to establish key outcomes that the City, School District, 

and community want all children, youth, and families in San Francisco to reach. Based 

on data collected and examined, this CNA identifies key areas of service needs in San 

Francisco and highlights the disparities between populations across the city along the 

following five interconnected-areas-of the OCOF Outcomes Framework: 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Economic Security & Housing Stability: This describes how San Francisco fares on measures of 
poverty and self-sufficiency and examines the extent to which city residents are stably housed. 

2. Safe &_Nurturing Environments: This examines perceptions of neighborhood safety, crime, and 

violence among city residents. 

3. Physical, Emotional, & Mental Health: This describes disparities across the city on dimensions 
of health that also intersect with other challenges raised across other sections of the CNA. 

4. 21st Century Learning Environment: This describes early care and education (ECE} settings and 

examines disparities around school readiness and K-12 school outcomes. 

5. Post-Secondary Education & Career Paths: Successful transition into adulthood is the ultimate 

targeted outcome of all these efforts, and this section examines challenges associated with this 

transition. 
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METHODOLOGY 

METHODOLOGY 
San Francisco is home to a diverse po·pulation with varying needs and interests. This 

CNA integrates regional and local population data from a wide array of secondary data 

sources to provide a description of the city from a broad vantage point. To better 

understand and give life to that diversity, attempts were made to ensure the many 

voices of the community were represented. DCYF solicited input from city residents -

young people and their families, school administrators, and service providers - to 

highlight the greatest disparities and service needs facing San Francisco's children, 
youth, and families. Variations in how populations are referred to reflect differences in 

the terminology that source documents use: The specific data ·sources used include the 

following: 

Literature review and population-level data: DCYF conducted an extensive literature 
review of San Francisco-specific reports related to children, youth, and their families'. A 

literature review summarizing 49 reports, largely published between 2013 and 2015, 
served as a primary data source for the final CNA (this document will be made available 

. alohg with the release of the final report). Regional, national, and/or pre-2013 data 
were used selectively to substantiate needs identified by the community when local 

and/or more current data were unavailable. Additior:ially, this CNA drew heavily on 
OCOF's 2015 report on the well-being of children, youth, and families in San Francisco, 

· which includes data on demographics, economic well-being, health, education, and 

community factors. Current population data from City depai:tments and SFUSD were 

requested on an ad hoc basis. 

Community input sessions and all-grantee meeting: In collaboration with the OCOF 

Council, the Office of Early Care and Education (OECE), and City district supervisors, 
public input sessions were held in November and December 2015 in each of the 11 
supervisorial districts in San Francisco. In all, 362 parents, caregivers, youth, community 

members, and service providers joined the input sessions to discuss their opinions about 
what children, youth, and families most need in support of positive outcomes. A report 

detailing the results from the 11 community input sessions can be accessed on the DCYF 

website. 

In March 2016, a meeting convened to collect feedback from all DCYF-funded service 
providers (grantees) on the needs of children, youth, and their families in San Francisco. 

The all-grantee meeting began with a presentation by DCYF's deputy director on the 

disparate outcomes and identified needs of San Francisco's children, youth, and their 

families based on data collected to date through the literature review and Community 
Input Sessions. DCYF staff then collected input from the 223 attendees, representing 

176 DCYF-funded programs on the five outcome areas identified in the OCOF Outcomes 

Framework. A report on the input received at the service providers meeting can be 

accessed on the DCYF website. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Community members were invited in June 2016 to review a first draft of the CNA report and to provide 
feedback and additional input at a presentation of some of the key findings of the CNA. DCYF sought 
additional commu_nity input via an online portal to provide the opportunity for comment to those who 
were unable to attend the meeting in person. DCYF received input from approximately 150 respondents, 
and worked to clarify and add content to the CNA in response to this input. Much of the input 
comunicated through the various community input sessions and All-Grantee meeting will also be 
leveraged to inform the development of the SAP. 

Surveys; focus groups, and interviews: To learn more about the needs of children, youth, and families 
from the vantage point of service providers and education professionals, DCYF administered surveys to 
three groups in May 2014: school principals, child development center (CDC} site supervisors, and 
service providers. A total of 262 providers, 61 principals and assistant principals, and seven CDC site 
supervisors and site staff submitted survey responses. 

In December 2015, OCOF collaborated with the San Francisco Board of Education Parent Advisory 
Council to strategically reach out and hear from families and communities experiencing some of the 
greatest disparities, challenges, and inequities in San Francisco. These efforts resulted in 20 focus groups 
with over 250 participants, the findings of which are documented in the 2015 OCOF Council Data 
Report. DCYF references the key service needs identified for children and families in this report.i 

In acknowledgment of the wide diversity of the city's population, DCYF worked with DCYF's Oversight 
and Advisory Committee and Applied Survey Research to identify and meet with more difficult-to-reach 
populations in the city who have a high level of need but for whom data were limited. Given time and 
resource constraints, these groups included monolingual immigrant parents; lesbian, gay, transgender, 
queer, and questioning (LGBTQ} youth; TAY; justice-involved TAY; and other youth from hard-to-reach. 
subpopulations. DCYF conducted a series of 11 focus groups; where it was not possible to reach the 
population directly, three interviews with service providers or experts in other City departments and 

1The data report is available on line at http://www.ourchildrenourfamilies.org/datareport. 
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METHODOLOGY 

community-based organizations {CBOs) were conducted. ii Many of the comments and personal stories 

shared by community members who participated in focus groups and interviews are represented in this 

report to illustrate the lived experiences of everyday San Franciscans with respect to each domain area. 
The comments align closely and are quite consistent with the quantitative data points presented in the 

CNA. Many of the comments shared touch on issues relevant to more than one domain, and all of the 

comments included throughout this report as "Community Voices" are collected in Appendix A. All 

names used in this report are fictitious to protect participating community members' anonymity. 

Given limitations in time and resources for this assessment, conducting a focus group with one segment 

necessarily meant that the perspectives of some other groups could not be captured. Second, due to the 
resource-intensive nature of these methods, DCYF was not able to conduct all of the desired focus_ 

groups and interviews, meaning that there remain ·segments of the city's population whose realities may 

not be fully represented by this needs assessment. 

Equity analysis: DCYF partnered with Mission Analytics Group to conduct an equity analysis of children 
and families across the city. This analysis drew on census, School District, and other administrative data 

sources to identify low-income neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities. AdditionaOy, based on 
programs DCYF administered in ~iscal year 2014-2015, the analysis establishes a baseline distribution of 

services and resources across neighborhoods and communities by estimating a dollar benefit to each 

youth served by funded programs. Along with a similar citywide analysis of resources being developed 

by the OCOF Council and the OECE, these equity analysis findings will help inform the next SAP. 

11 Priority groups included LGBTQ TAY, transitional age fathers on probation, Arab youth, Samoan youth, Chinese immigrant 
parents, monolingual Spanish-speaking immigrant parents, TAY with mental health cha((enges, system-involved (including 

· juvenile justice, foster care) TAY, TAY in leadership positions, and middle school students. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF THE 

CHILDREN, YOUTH, & FAMILIES OF SAN 

FRANCISCO 

This section offers a brief demographic overview of the children, youth, and families of. 

San Francisco to provide context for the numerous data points and indicators presented 

in this report. 

According to recent estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau 2014 American Community 

Survey, San Francisco is home to approximately 852,000 residents, including 114,000 

children and youth under 18 years of age and 65,000 young adults aged 18 to 24. 

Compared to other major cities in the United States, San Francisco has a relatively ~mall 

percentage of residents under 18 years of age, that is, only 13.4% of San Francisco 

residents are children or youth under 18, compared to 14.9% of Seattle residents, 16.5% 

of Boston residents, and 21.2% of Ne:w York City residents. Across California, children . . 

and youth under 18 comprise 23.6% of the state's total population. 

While economic growth since the recession has resulted in an expanded population and 

record levels of employment, San Francisco's well-documented housing crisis makes 

clear that the benefits of the growing economy have not been universally shared. News 

articles and planning studies alike reference the flight of families and long-time 

residents fron:i the city due to the grqwing cost of living in San Francisco. According to 

the Association of Bay Area Governments, approximately 61,000 residents left San 

Francisco between 2011 and 2013. 1 About half of these former residents moved to a 

neighboring county, while the remaining half left the San Francisco Bay Area altogether. 

A recent report by the San Francisco Controller's Office indicates that people moving to 

the city are disproportionately between the ages of 2S·and 34, have never married, arid 

are White.2 

Although San Francisco continues to be one of the most diverse cities in the United 

States, the current racial and ethnic composition of the city is markedly different from 

just 15 years ago. The number of African American residents has declined from nearly 

59,000 in 2000 to just 44,000 in 2014, a decrease of 25%. As shown in the following 

figure, nearly all other racial/ethnic groups in the city have experienced growth since 

2000. In particular, the number of residents identifying as two or more races grew 37% 

between 2000 and 2014, from 23,154 to 31,827. The numbers of Asian and 

Hispanic/Latino residents have also grown faster than the population of San Francisco as 

a whole. 
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Figure 1. SAN FRANCISCO: SELECTED DEMOGRAPHICS, 2000-2014 

2000 2010 2014 

Total San Francisco residents 776,733 805,235 852,469 

Families with children under 18 63,021 62,936 62,494 

Under 18 years of age 112,802 107,524 114,445 

Under 5 years of age 31,633 35,203 39,307 

5 to 17 years of age 81,169 72,321 75,138 

18 to 24 years of age 70,596 77,664 66,128 

American Indian and Alaska Native 

Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander 3,602 3,128 3,474 

Hispanic/Latino 109,504 121,774 130,275 

Chinese 133,869 144,627 146,669 

Spanish 89,759 88,517 87,808 

Filipino {Tagalog) . 29,197 24,532 23,250 
Source: U.S. Census Burea_u. (2002). 2000 Decennial Census Data; U.S. Census Bureau. {2012). 2010 Decennial Census Data; U.S. 
Census. {2016). American Community Survey, 20141-Year Estimates. 

The number of foreign-born residents that call San Francisco home is another. indicator of its rich 

diversity. More than one third of residents are foreign-born, and 43% of residents over age 5 speak a 

language other than English at home. While just 7% of the city's children and youth under 18 are 

foreign-born, more than half (54%) live with at least one foreign-born parent, and 45% of youth aged 5 

to 17 speak a language other th;m English at home. 
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Compared to the population of San Francisco as a whole, children and youth under 18 years of age in 

the city are disproportionately non-White. The figure below compares the racial/ethnic composition of 

· the total population with that of the city's population of children and youth under 18. African American, 

Hispanic/Latino, multiracial/multiethnic, and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander residents make up a larger 

percentage of the population under 18 than they do the population of San Francisco as a whole. 

Figure 2. SAN FRANCISCO: TOTAL POPULATION OF CHILDREN/YOUTH UNDER 18, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2014 

II Total Population (N=852,469) r1 Children/Youth Under 18 (N=114,445) 
100% 

41% 
34%30% 

0% 1% .1% 1% 
0% +----"'-"-=-~-

African American Asian·. Hispanic/ Multiracial/Native Hawaiian/ Other White 
Latino Multiethnic Pacific Islander 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. (2016). American Community Survey, 20141-Year Estimat~s. 
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ECONOMIC SECURITY & HOUSING 

STABILITY 

Niesha is a high school girl who lives in the Tenderloin 1,,vfth her parents and three siblings 
In a two-bedroom public housing unit. She walks to school every day through an inner-city 
morass of homeless people sleeping in the streets, drug dealers at the comer store, and 
dog feces on the sidevva/k. Her family 'Nould like to move to larger accommodations in a 
safer neighborhood, but cannot afford to do so. The family feels stigmatized for taking 
government subsidies, but they also find the cost of housing prohibitive and so must rely 
on what public housing is available, even though it is inadequate for their needs. 

Mei-Uhg, a Chinese irnmigrant mother, struggles to get by on her husband's minimum 
wage job 1,vhile she cares for her tv,'o small children in their orie-bedroom apartment in 
Chinato\,vn. She would like very much to learn English so that she can get a job with 
greater upward mobility than the one her husband has now, but she cannot afford 
childcare and the waiting list for subsMized childcare is long. She also knows that taking 
the time to learn English is no guarantee of a good Job. Therefore, she andher husband 
dedde she should stay home to care for their children for the time being, ,vhile he . 
struggles to locate and access job training programs in Chinese and continues to pursue 
employment oppo1tunities that might get the family outside of Chinatown, a 
neighborhood they find small and unsanitary. 

San Francisco is a vibrant city with a booming economy that has shown consistent 

growth over the past several decades, and that demonstrates strong prospects for 

continued long-term economic growth. 3 However, this success has' come at a price, as 

the cost of living increasingly squeezes out working families, and San Francisco's once 
diverse population is becoming increasingly split in two by a widening income gap 

between the city's highest and lowest earners. 

Economic security is the condition of ha~ing stable income or other resources to support 

a standard of living .now and into the foreseeable future. 4 The extent to which parents 

can adequately support their families has enduring and myriad effects on children's and 
youth's outcomes long into adulthood.5 In this chapter, we describe the city in terms of 

. . . 
some key indicators of economic security, including measures of poverty, employment, 

housing, and homelessness, a~d report on some ways in which community members 

believe the City might help residents achieve greater economic security. We 

acknowledge that many of the needs highlighted in this section are broad and will 

require partnerships across multiple City agencies to mitigate the stress families 

experience with respect to economic security and housing stability. 
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FAMILIES STRUGGLE TO BE SELF-SUFFICIENT 

We make just enough money to support our family, but too much to get any help, so we struggle every day, 
rnonth-to-month. - Chinese imrnlgrant mother 

As most residents have experienc~d, the cost of living in the city has been steadily rising over the years 
and has outpaced wage growth, 6 making it increasingly difficult for families to make ends meet. 

Approximately 38% of households with children in San Franciscom are living below the self-sufficiency 
standard {SSS), a benchmark that measures the minimum level of income needed to support very basic 
household needs without public or private assistance. In 2014, the SSS for a two-parent household with 
two children in San Francisco was $92,914.7 Even at the new minimum wage of $15 in 2017, three full
time jobs will be needed for a household to be self-sufficient. Moreover, 27% of San Francisco 
households fall below the SSS but above the federal poverty level {FPL) of $23,850 for a family of four, 8 

thereby limiting their ability to qualify for some-critical support services and aid. While some programs 
such as Medi-Cal and Free Muni for Youth are available for individuals and families that fall into this gap; 
eligibility criteria vary and many needs remain unmet. 9 

Textbox reference10 

In addition to the SSS, there is a second metric referred to as a "living wage," that is, the.amount of 
income needed to cover the annual cost of a family's minimum food, childcare, health insurance, 
housing, transportation, and other basic necessities. Given the high cost of living in San Francisco, 300% 
of the FPL is the approximate living wage for most household types; for a family of four, the living wage 
is $71,550. 

111 This amounts to 21,160 households, according to the Insight Center for Community Economic Development {2015). The SSS 
calculator may be found at http://www.insightcced.org/tools-metrics/se/f-sufficiency-standard-tool-for-california. Additional 
details on the SSS calculation are available in Appendix B. 
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As described in the Equity Analysis chapter, data from the U.S. Census Bureau show that in San 

Francisco, household incomes offamili.es with children and youth aged 0-17 vary substantially by race. 

While 87% of Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander youth (1,081) live in families with incomes below 300% of 

FPL, just 10% of White youth (3,149) live in households earning less than 300% of FPL. 11 And although 

nearly all racial groups saw an increase in poverty since the recession, the number of APls living in 

poverty increased most rapidly, growing by 43% from 26,917 in 2007 to 38,495 in 2012. 12 

Figure 3. PERCENTAGE OF YOUTH AGED 0-17 BELOW 300% OF THE FPL, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2010~2014 

100% 

45% 
54% 54% 

White Chinese African American Hispanic/Latino 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. (2016). American Community Survey, 2010-2014 5-Year Estimates. 

87% 

Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific 

· Islander 

The trends of family poverty appear to be headed in the wrong direction. The figure below shows an 

increase in the percentage of children younger than 6 living in low-income households (from 34% in 

2007 to 37% in 2012), and a concomitant decrease in the number of children living in higher income 

households (from 66% in 2007 to 63% in 2012).13 

Figure 4. PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN 0-5 EARNING ABOVE AND BELOW 300% OFTHE FPL, 2007-
2012 

2007 2008 2009 2010 · 2011 2012 

Below 300% FPL 34% 37% 34% 40% 36% 37% 

At or above 300% FPL 66% 63% 66% 60% 64% 63% 
Saurce: First Five San Francisco Children and Families Commission and Public Profit. {2015). First Steps: A Data Report on the 
Status of San Francisco's Young Children. 

With language barriers posing an additional layer of challenge for San Francisco's substantial immigrant 

population, basic economic security is even more difficult to obtain and maintain. In a recent survey of 

immigrants, employment and housing were identified as their most pressing n.eeds. 14 These needs also 

rose to the top in a targeted assessment of the needs of the Southeast Asian immigrant community in 

the city, in which language barriers and translation needs also figure prominently in immigrant 

residents' access to services that would enhance their economic security and overall well~being. 15 
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COMMUNITY VOICES 

Participants in the Chinese immigrant parent focus group indicated that eligibility requirements for 
assistance should be relaxed. to address the reality of San Francisco's struggling residents. They shared 
t.hat many families are living below levels of self-sufficiency but above the poverty threshold, and they 
need the safety net expanded so that they may receive crucial assistance to meet their families' basic 
nee.ds in a city whose growth is quickly leaving them behind. 

Many community members mentioned their need for support with basic needs. For instance, fathers on 
probation discussed the need for things like diapers and formula for their children and professional 
clothing for themselves; ~ervice providers also indicated the need for clothing, particularly for families 
with children aged 0-5. Parents from the Parents Advisory Council highlighted the need for better acces.s 
to healthy food, a sentiment echoed by participants in the community input sessions, who emphasized 
the need for access to affordable, healthier food options, particularly for families living in the Bayview 
neighborhood. 

This year we struggled to meet the financial needs of ourfomilie0 rncrny of them in crisis. Our youth of color 
struggled to feet heard and to feel like they have agency in schools .that speak of equity but isolate .their 
communities. Our staff struggle to remain in a job thot th2y love while making rent, and our agency struggles 
to pay a rising, fair wage with stagnant grants. This struggle is not background noise. it is a constant nag in 
the back of our minds. These struggles boil blood and embitter hE·orts. - Community rnernber 
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EMPLOYMENT & INCOME GAPS ARE WIDENING 

I know that opportunities exist, but I don't know how to access them I-African American transitional age 
· father in Adult Probation 

Although the economy has been growing across the San Francisco Bay Area, job growth has not kept 

pace with population growth. Despite comparnble levels of labor force participation (either workin.g or 

actively seeking employment), people of color experience higher rates of unemployment, as illustrated 

in the figure below. While 7% of White and API residents are unemployed, African American residents 

experience a 15% unemployment rate.iv,16 

Figure 5. SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2008-2012 

100% 

9% 14% 15% 
9% 

0% 

White Asian/ Hispanic/ Native American African Other 
Pacific Islander Latino American 

Source: University of Southern California Program for Environmental and Regional Equity and Policylink. (2015). An Equity 
Profile of the San Francisco Bay Area Region. 

Income inequality has increased sharply in the Bay Area. Since 1979, the highest-paid workers have seen 

their wages increase significantly, while wages for the lowest-paid workers have declined. 17The· labor 

market is increasingly divided as the fastest-growing jobs are at the top and bottom of the wage scale. 

At the same time, middle-wage jobs are shrinking and comprise the smallest share of jobs in the region, 

making ·it more difficult for lower-wage workers to move up the economic ladder.18 A recent study by 

· the Brookings Institute found that San Francisco stands apart from other cities with high income 

inequality in the country, in that the wealthiest households earn at least $423,000, which is more than 

$100,000 higher than their counterparts in the next-wealthiest city of San Jose.19 

The high wages found in the Bay Area are also unevenly distributed by race and gender. The wage 

gr.owth for people of color has not kept pace with the wage growth that White workers have 

experienced in the region. Indeed, African American and Latino workers' median hourly wages have 

declined since 2000. 2° Further, as is the case elsewhere, a gender wage gap persists such that on 

iv Figures represent San Francisco Bay Area regional estimates of unemployment rates averaged from 2008 through 2012. 
Overall unemployment for the region during this time was 9.2%. . 1 
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average, women. in San Francisco earn 80 cents on the male dollar.v,21 Moreover, women of color earn 

the lowest median wages, regardless of level of education completed. 22 

Textbox references.23 

Language barriers pose a particular challenge to San Francisco's large immigrant populations with 

regards to employment. While English language classes are helpful for assimilating into the city's 
J . 

economic and social fabric, those classes do not necessarily result in new employment and must be 

taken at a cost of time away from paid work. A recent study found that a key challenge for the 

immigrant community in the city is employment, with 45% of immigrant respondents indicating they are 

out of work and 21% are underemployed, defined as working only part time. 24 Moreover, immigrants 

who do not have permanent residency status face limitations in their employment opportunities. 

Depending on their visa, they may not be permitted to work except as a student intern, they may be 

permitted to work only in certain occupations, or they may be subject to deportation if they lose or 

leave a job and/or seek to change employers. Narrative accounts from a recent survey of immigrants in 

San Francisco indicate that many of the working conditions respondents occupy are exploitative and 

without a living wage.25 Undocumented immigrants are subject to even greater limitations and potential 

exploitation, since they can only work in either the informal economy or use false documentation. 

Undocumented immigrants are also disadvantaged by their limited access to services and resources. 26 

v 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-year estimates indicate that median earnings in the last 12 months for men in San 
Francisco (in 2014 inflation-adjusted dollars) were $51,784 while median earnings for women were $41,466. Data can be found 
at http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tab/eservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF. 
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COMMUNITY VOICES 

In 10 out of 38 of the community breakout groups, participants prioritized the need for financial 

security. Participants highlighted the need for access to jobs with a living wage and the importance of 

removing barriers for undocumented youth. Further, Chinese immigrant parents discussed the high cost 

of childcare and limited availability of subsidized care, which impacts their financial stability because the 

lack of childcare prevents parents from working. 

TAY expressed interest in pathways to upward mobility and mentorship with adults in their communities 

who have successfully transitioned out of public housing, off public assistance,·and into gainful 

employment and independent living. 

In the community input sessions, six groups discussed the needs of 14- to 24-year-olds and prioritized 

the need for youth to develop life skills and independence, with a particular emphasis on financial 

literacy (e.g., banking, building credit, taxes, and savings}. Service providers at the All-Grantee meeting . 

also emphasized the need for developing financial literacy, including debt and debt management, · 

information about student loans, credit building, access to banking, and avoiding check cashers and 

predatory lenders. 

Additionally, focus group participants highlighted the particular challenge immigrants in the city face iri 

obtaining employment because of the lack of language-appropriate, culturally-competent job training 

programs. They mentioned that programs are held only during the workweek and are located in parts of 

the city that are difficult for them to get to. 
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HOUSING NEEDS ARE WIDESPREAD 

Public housing units ore not large enough for us. Like Latino families, Arab families are bigger. We hove a 
fomily of six in a small two-bedroom apartment. Can't public housing moke units for larger families? 
- ,l\rab vouth 

Housing in the city is increasingly unaffordable, particularly for families. The rapidly rising cost of 

housing in San Francisco has caused families to flee the city in increasing n~mbers year after year. 27 

Several programs and initiatives, such as those supported through the Mayor'~ Office of Housing and 

Community Development, HOPE SF, and the Human Services Agency, provide critical services and 

resources to ameliorate the city's housing crisis. Yet the cost of housing in San Francisco continues to 

rise, as illustrated in the figure below. The median cost of rent in August 2015 was $3,880 per month 

($2,722 for a studio, $3,452 for a one- bedroom, $4,400 for a 2-bedroom apartment),28 which is 

prohibitive for low- and moderate-wage workers (those earning less than $18/hour), who comprise 36% 

of the labor market. 

Figure 6. MEDIAN MONTHLY RENT BY YEAR IN SAN FRANCISCO, 2011-2015 

$4,000 

$2,595 

$0 
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Source: Priceonomics. (2015). The San Francisco Rent Explosion Part Ill. 
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Moreover, communities of color have higher housing burdens vi relative to Whites in the Bay Area, such 

that they are more likely to spend 30% or more of their household income on housing. This is 

particularly true for those who are renters. As illustrated in the figure below, greater proportions of 

African American and Latino households spend 30% or more of their household income on rent as 

compared to other racial/ethnic groups in the Bay Area. vii, 29 

Figure 7. PERCENTAGES OF HOUSEHOLDS SPENDING 30% OR MORE OF INCOME ON HOUSING BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 

2008-2012 

African American 
161%1 

Latino (58%} 

African Americans and Latinos have the highest 
renter housing burden of ail race/ethnic groups 

Asian/Pacific White (45%) Other (50%) All{50%) 
Islander 146%) 

Source: University of Southern California Program for Environmental and Regional Equity and Policylink. {2015). An Equity 
Profile of the San Francisco Bay Area Region. 

There is clearly a shortage of housing in San Francisco. Between 2007 and 2014, the city produced 

en~ugh units to meet only 65% of the demand for housing. The gap between demand and availability is 

greatest at the moderate income level (defined as 120% of area median income), viii where only 16% of 

the demand for housing was met, At the very low-income level (defined as 50% of area median income), 

the city produced enough units to meet only about one third (34%} of the demand for housing.30 

Due to high housing costs, many San Franciscans have no choice but to live in overcrowded conditions. 

The 2012 Census reported that 20,520 of all San Francisco households were overcrowded (defined as 

more than one person living in each habitable room in a unit}. 31 While this represents just 6% of the 

city's population, the incidence of residents doubling up i.s likely severely underre.ported, given the 

difficulty of collecting reliable data. Moreover, anecdotal evidence from community input sessions also 

strongly suggests that the incidence of doubling up is undercounted. Of the households that were 

counted in the 2012 Census, 11,617 or 3.4% were severely overcrowded, with more than 1.5 occupants 

per room. 32 Latino and Asian households were disproportionately overcrowded (14% and 12%, 

respectively). These households are also more likely to be largerix and to earn lower incomes than the 

city averages. Given the limited stock of larger housing units, larger families have difficulty securing 

housing with enough bedrooms. Coupled with high housing costs and the unique challenges associated 

vi Housing burden is defined as spending more than 30% of income on housing. 
vii The overall housing burden is 50%. 
viii Median household income in San Francisco is $71,304. The average Asian household earns 85% of the median household. 
income, and Latino households earn 79% of the median household income in the city. 
rx Averpge household size across the city is 2.26, while average Latino households have 2.94 persons and Asian households have 
an average of 2.75 persons per household. 
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with immigration status and language barriers, many of these low-income families crowd into smaller 

units.33 

According to the 2010 Census, Chinatown and the Tenderloin have the highest rates of overcrowding, 

with 27% and 16% of households in the area overcrowded, respectively. 34 Again, anecdotal evidence 
from the community suggests that overcrowding is highly likely and undercounted in other 
neighborhoods in the city as well, including the Richmond and other parts of the Avenues. In 2014, 699 

families with minor children were coµnted as living in single-room occupancy (SRO) hotels across the 
city in the SRO census, which represents a 55% increase since 2001. As of December 2014, the median 
monthly rent for an SRO in Chinatown was $700 per month, $900 in the Tenderloin, $950 in the Mission, 
and $1,000 in the South of Market area. Approximately 95% of families rented only one unit, the 

average size of which is 8 x 10 square feet. Forty percent of SROs had four or more people living in a 
single unit; 11% had five or more. Fifty-nine percent of the heads of SRO households were women. 

Children and youth comprised 48% of the population, adults were 49%, and seniors comprised 2% of the 
SRO population. 35 · 

The immigrant community in San Francisco is also particularly challenged by housing needs; indeed, 62% 

of families in SROs are immigrants, predominantly from Hong Kong or China. 36 Almost half (4~%} of 

immigrants responding to a recent surveyx indicated that their housing needs are not being met, and 

58% have difficulty accessing housing services. 37 

"Conducted by the San Francisco Immigrant Legal & Education Network (SF/LEN}. 
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COMMUNITY VOICES 

The community consistently identified affordable housing and housing support as one of the most 

pressing needs for San Franciscans. Indeed, roughly half of all participants in the community input 

sessions prioritized affordable housing, citing the need to "relax income requirements for affordable 

housing," "provide support for navigating the housing system," and "ensure culturally competent shelter 

for disconnected LGBTQ TAY." 

Community input session participants acknowledged that while the City has increased efforts to address 

housing needs, TAY and their families have particular needs for intentional services for the whole family. 
Further, a group of fathers on probation identified the need for TAY-specific housing for justice-involved 

youth, indicating that housing with older individuals who may be involved in more serious crime than 

youth may not provide the most supportive environment for this vulnerable population. 

There needs to be more transitional housing for LGBTQ. Some exists but there needs to be more and it needs 
to be in safer neighborhoods. - LGBTQ youth 

Community members also discussed·the challenges they face in public housing, saying that there are not 

enough housing projects and the units that are available are dilapidated. They expressed opinions that 

conditions in public housing units should be more highiy regulated to address deficiencies. Further, a 

young Arab woman shared that Arab and Latino families tend to be large, and that new public housing 

developments should be built with their families' needs in mind. 

Another community member said they observed that housing units in some areas of the Sunset and 

Richmonci are also being "doubled and tripled up" in by multiple families. Moreover, due to the high 

cost of living in the city, immigrants are at high risk for exploitation even within immigrant communities, 

as many are undocumented and therefore willing to work for low wages. 
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HOMELESSNESS PERSISTS IN SAN FRANCISCQxi 

There are so many homeless. r have to wafk by homefess people every day on m)1 way to school. - Arab 
youth 

Homelessness in San Francisco is particularly acute. In 2015, there were nearly 2,100 homeless or 
marginally housed children in SFUSD, which represents a staggering 110% increase since 2007. 38 

However, mqst of these families are invisible, in that they tend to reside in temporary, marginal housing 
rather than on the streets.Xii Across the city, a total of 7,539 individuals were counted on the streets and 
in shelters in the 2015 point-in-time count in San Francisco; 6,686 were adults, and 853 were 
unaccompanied children and TAY (aged 18-24}. This represents a slight increase in overall homelessness 
of 2% since 2013, but a 7% increase since 2005. More than half (58%} of the homeless population was 
unsheltered, which is comparable to 2013. 

Figure 8. SAN FRANCISCO POINT-IN-TIME HOMELESS COUNT UNSHELTERED AND SHELTERED POPULATION TREND, 2015 
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Source: City and County of San Francisco, Local Homeless Coordinating Board and Applied Survey Research. (2015). San 
Francisco Homeless Point-in-Time Count & Survey. 

Homeless individuals surveyed identified as African American, multiethnic, or American Indian in greater 

proportions than those groups are represented in the general population in the city. Persons in families 

with children represented roughly 9% of the total population counted., which included 226 families (or 

630 individual family members}. The homeless adults with children were disproportionately African 

American (46%} and disproportionately female (82%). 

Between 2013 and 201!, there was a 7% decrease in homeless TAY or unaccompanied children under 

age 18, and TAY accounted for 17% of homeless individuals surveyed. A particularly vulnerable group, 

xi All data points in this section are derived from point-in--time counts unless otheiwise noted. The point-in-time count defines 
homelessness as individuals and families 1) living in a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designated to provide 
temporary living arrangement; or 2) with a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private space not designated for or 
ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for humans, including a car, park, abandoned building; bus or train station, 
airport, or camping ground. This narrow definition of homelessness is in contrast to the broader definition adopted by the City 
and County of San Francisco, which includes individuals· who are "doubled ·up" in homes, staying in jails, hospitals, rehabilitation 
facilities, living in SRO units, and in substandard living conditions including overcrowded spaces (see Housing section above). 
Data are courtesy of City and County of San Francisco, Local Homeless Coordinating Board and Applied Survey Research. (2015). 
San Francisco Homeless Count Report & Son Francisco Homeless Unique Youth Count & Survey. 
x,1 "Marginal housing" includes tempora,y shelters, doubling up ( e.g., "couch surfing," sleeping in garages, or splitting up the 
family to sleep with friends/relatives), and residential motels. 
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27% reported trading drugs for a place to stay (up from 8% in 2013), and 20% reported trading sex for a 

place to stay (up from 5% in 2013). 

Available data suggest that LGBTQ individuals experience homelessness at higher rates than the general 

population, and that this is particularly true for TAY. While it is estimated that 15% of San Francisco's 

population identifies as LGBTQ, among homeless youth; this figure jumps to 48%. 

Primary causes bf homelessness identified by the 993 survey respondents in 2015 include job loss (25%), 

alcohol or drug use. {18%), and eviction (13%). The primary barriers to employment reported by 

homeless San Franciscans highlight the particular predicaments that homelessness presents; primary 

barriers include a lack of a permanent address, identified by 28% of respondents, and lack of clothing or 

· shower facilities (13%}. In addition, 17% of respondents reported that a disability prevented them from 

employment, while other reported barriers to employment included drug or alcohol use (20%}, criminal 

record (10%), and mental health concerns (9%). 

As families are increasingly squeezed out of the limited affordable housing options available, many turn 

to temporary housing shelters, where demand is also outpacing supply. Compass Connecting Point is the 

central intake point for families facing homelessness or a housing crisis in San Francisco. As of the end of 

May 2016, Compass Connecting Pornt reported that 235families facing homelessness were on a waiting 

list for shelter. 39 
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COfv1MUNITY VOlCES 

In nearly every focus group, participants 
commented on the increasing presence of 
individuals experiencing homelessness. 
With the rapid climb in the cost of living, 
affordable housing is a challenge that cuts 
across sectors, but is particularly 
challenging for the city's most marginalized. 
Participants felt that expanding housing 
subsidies and relaxing eligibility 
requirements would come as much-needed 
-relief to working families across the city, 
and would help to prevent more residents 
of the city from sliding into homelessness. 

Young Arab middle and. high school girls and 
Chinese immigrant parents who 
participated in focus groups discussed the 
need for the City to provide social
emotional support for those who lack basic 
housin.g and/or are facing homelessness. 
Parents from the Parent Advisory Council 
proposed options such as more housing like 
Bayview Hills Garden, which provides onsite 
wraparound services and programs for 

LGBTQyouth who participated in focus groups suggested that transitional housing and drop-in centers 
in safe neighborhoods that offer culturally competent and LGBTQ-sensitive services- particularly for 
TAY -would help homeless youth get back on their feet. Participants in community input sessions also 
.highlighted a need for more safe spaces where individuals experiencing homelessness might find food, 
employment services, and respite. 
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SAFE & NU.RTURING ENVIRONMENTS 
High school students growing up in the Bayview-Hunters Point community have a hard 
time feeling safe in their neighborhoods when the threat of gun violence is th_e backdrop 
of their daily experience. There is so much violence i.n these youths' fives that many feel 
afraid of reaching out to each other for help or to service providers for assistance. Parents 
hesitate to take their children to neighborhood parks, and elders hesitate to leave their 
homes because they are afraid of encountering either community violence or police. 
Moreover, some recreation facilities are so dilapidated they no longer seem safe to use, 
even if leaving the house were a safe option. A lack of trust in law enforcement and 
government pervades, particularly when community members don't see agency 
representatives who look like them . . 

Will, a young Afrfcan American father on probation, says he no longer spends the day in 
the city with his·kids.because the city is not a place for families anymore. He feels there 
used to be places to hang out, but he no longer feels welcome because of racial prejudices 
he experiences. "Frisco is an adul_t city," he says. "Raising kids here is like raising kids in 
Las Vegas." 

The extent to which residents feel connected to their own neighborhoods is directly 

related to safety. Having a sense of shared destiny and social cohesion helps to create 

the conditions for a safe and nurturing environment. 40 Research has shown that levels 
of violent crime and perceived levels of safety significantly impact residents' levels of 

trust and willingness to take action. Rising crime and a perceived lack of safety 
compromises social cohesion and paves the way for more crime. 41 Minority· and low

income neighborhoods are at greatest risk of this cycle of disconnect, crime, and 

violence, and it is in these neighborhoods that residents feel most unsafe and 
disconnected. 

This chapter describes perceptions of safety and the incidence of crime and violence in 

the city, and highlights some of the ways in which San Francisco is divided along racial, 

economic, and geographic lines, where pockets of daily struggle persist in contrast to 
the prosperity of the booming economy enjoyed by others. 
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SAFETY IS A BIG CONCERN FOR SOME RESIDENTS 

A lot of police are not doing their jobs. They make something up in order to make an arrest. They· 
especially target trans women and all minorities . ... We get absurd accusations from the police. They make 
assumptions about us when they see the way we dress, assuming we are prostitutes. - LGBTQ youth 

My neighbor/wad is not safe. There is "No more Chinese" written on the wall in my neighborhood. My keys 
got stolen from me on the bus. It's not safe. -Chinese immigrant parent 

Total property crime increased in San Francisco between 2010 and 2015, with most of that increase 
accounted for by various types of theft, with a 77% increase in auto theft, 71% increase in larceny, and a 
near tripling of theft from vehicles. 42 

From 2012.to 2014, neighborhoods in the South of Market, Tenderloin, McLaren Park, Financial District, 
Mission, and Bayview-Hunters Point experienced the hig_hest rates of crime in the city.43 In 2015, 17% of 
all Juvenile Probation Department (JPD} referrals and 15% of all Juvenile Hall bookings were from 

. . . . 

Bayview (the next-highest bookings were in Visitacion Valley and the Inner Mission, which each had 8%). 
In additlon, 17% of all adult probationers lived in Bayview. 44 

Althougli the Southeastern part of the city lack_s open spaces compared to the rest of the city, a large 
number of residents in the Bayview and Visitacion Valley live near recreation and community centers 
that serve youth. Despite their proximity to centers that are meant to encourage social cohesion and 
improve well-being, 45 residents of.Bayview also tend to feel least safe among San t=ranciscans. While the 
percentage of San Franciscans who report feeling safe in their neighborhoods has increased overall in 
recent years, perceptions of safety vary by neighborhood: 17% of survey respondents from Bayview and 
12% of respondents from South of Market reported feeling unsafe both day and night, compared to less 
than 5% who feel unsafe both day and night across oth_er parts of the city.46 Many of these same 
neighborhoods in Southeast San Francis.co also suffer from insufficient access to reliable transportation, 
which poses a barrier to gainful em~loyment and is a strong factor in the odds of exiting poverty.47 On a 
scale of 1-100 (with 100 as the highest score indicating access to pu_blic transit routes within one mile), 
the overall public transit score across San Francisco was 34, with scores·ranging from a low of one in 
Treasure Island to a high of 90 in Chinatown. Bayview-Hunters Point, Visitacion Valley, and Potrero- Hill 
received public transit scores of 14, 16, and 18 respectively in 2010.48 
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Residents of color also express greater safety concerns in their neighborhoods, as do. low-income 

residents, those under age 35, parents, and people with disabilities, reflecting trends that have 

remained consistent since 20·13.49 Transgender people of color feel less safe than other LGBTQ residents 

and feel more limited by safety concerns about where to live, work, socialize, and get health care and 
other services.50 

Moreover, trust in law enforcement and government to address safety conceros is low, particularly 

where the need for such services is greatest. There is cynicism about government-funded initiatives arid . 

a deep mistrust of law enforcement, with some residents in the Bayview neighborhood fearing that 

ultimately the community will become gentrified and residents will be displaced, with the City 
government's support.51 · 

The expansion of proof-of-payment fare enforcement cin MUNI has fostered widespread fear of racial 

discrimination and profiling among working-class African American, Latino; and API residents in east and 
southeast San Francisco -the same neighborhoods where families spend 21-24% of their total 

household income on transportation. 52 Residents also feel buses are unsafe, rowdy, and provide prime 
conditions for theft. 53 While the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency {SFMTA) is aware of 
inequities and has developed strategies for addressing tliem, the need for additional and safer 

transportation options is clear, and that need is most acutely felt along the city's "high-injury network" 

(the 12% of city streets where over 70% of severe and fatal transportation injuries are concentrated}, 

which is primarily in the Tenderloin, South of Market, and Chinatown, and where 31% of SFUSD schools 

are located.54 
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COMf,JlUNITY VOICES 

Sc;1moan TAY and TAY fathers on probation suggested that law enforcement can make stronger 

connections to the communities they serve by having community members act as liaisons to help build 
bridges and make communities safer in a culturally competent way that speaks to that particular 
community. 

Police need to have better access to translation sentices so they can communicate better vvith non-English
speal<ing communities. -TAY Advisory Committee member 

Monolingual Chinese- and Spanish-speaking immigrant parents and LGBTQ youth all mentioned that 
surveillance cameras would improve their sense of safety in their neighborhoods. Samoan TAY discussed 
wanting to see greater police presence and quicker response times in their community. Additionally, 
middle school girls expressed their concern for safety, citing instances of harassment at the bus stops in 
their neighborhoods. 

San Francisco has this legacy of being accepting of disenfranchised groups but that is slipping away with 
the influx of wealthy corporations and wealthy families moving into our city. You can feel a real sense of 
judgment from them especially for gender nonconforming and transgender folks. - TAY Advisory 

Committee membe,-

There is a continued demand for more safe spaces and culturally competent and culturally specific 
community programs that youth and families can go to, where family-community conrtections can be 
developed and strengthened. Focus group participants expressed that existing parks and recreation· 
centers need to be renovated and maintained, and that housing projects should have their own centers 
for youth and separate spaces for teens to recreate in a healthy, safe environment. 

System-involved TAY fathers expressed i_nterest in recreation centers that are open longer hours, in their 
communities (in Visitacion Valley, Bayview-Hunters Point, and Sunnydale), which are safe and open after 
school as.well as during the daytime hours for adults to access when children and youth are in school. 

TAY fathers on probation and Samoan youth expressed interest in greater exposure- possibly through 
school field trips or other programs -to different communities to see what other areas are like and to 
see how other people live in the Bay Area. An Adult Probation Department (APD) officer said that more 
could be done to reach people, especially those who tend not to use email, internet, and/or 
smartphones, and connect them to programs and opportunities in their community. 
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VIOLENCE IS ON THE RISE IN SAN .FRANCISCO 

Gun violence within the community- especially among low-income communities- there is so much 
violence. We fall short of the needs there. Because there is so much violence, many are afraid to come out 
and get help with housing, education, employment, and everything else. DeaUng with immediate issues of 
neighborhood violence /(eeps them from being able to get additional help. There needs to be more trust. 
Someone/tom the community would be more effective in reaching families. 
- Deputy Prnbation Officer, San Francisco APO 

Violent crime has increased in San Francisco over the past five years, including a.14% increase in 

robberies, a 13% increase in aggravated assault, and c;1 4% increase in homicides. 55 In 2012, 39% of all 

shootings and 25% of homicides occurred in the Bayview, and 53% of homicide victims and 63% of 

shooting victims in San Francisco were African American, with 39% between the ages of 18 and 25 years 

old.56 

Figure 9. VIOLENCE IN THE BAYVIEW NEIGHBORHOOD AS COMPARED TO SAN FRANCISCO AS A WHOLE, 2012 

Source: City and County of San Francisco District Attorney's Office and Vera Institute of Justice. (2015).Bayview Safer Together 
Implementation Plan. 

African Americans represent less than 6% of the overall population of the city, yet they are 

overrepresented as homicide and shooting-victims. In 2015, the Bayview district suffered the greatest 

incidence of hornicides, comprising 33% of all homicides in the city (17 cases). The northern SFPD ar.ea, 

which includes the Western Addition and the Fillmore, experienced the second-highest number, 

representing 19% of all homicides in the city (10 cases). 57 In the Northern police district, a doubling of 

homicides occurred between 2014 and 2()15, and the Bayview district experienced a 31% increase. 

While the Mission district saw a substantial decrease in homicides, it suffered the second-highest 

number of shootings, comprising 19% (27 incidents) of all incidents in 2015, second to Bayview's 34% 

(48 incidents).58 

San Francisco receives an average of 20 calls to 911 and nearly 60 crisis calls per day associated with 

domestic violence. 59 The SFPD Uniform Crime Reporting statistics on domestic violence show thaf the 

rates of domestic violence have varied considerably by year, with the following number reported per 

year: 3,049 domestic violence crimes reported in 2014, 3,114 in 2013, 2,705 in 2012, and 4,115 in 

2010. 60 In 2015, the District Attorney's Victim Witness Program served 240 children who had been 
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exposed to domestic violence in San Francisco. SafeStart, a 
program serving children under the age of 6 who have been 
exposed to community and domestic violence, helped 354 
families. 61 

Child maltreatment ratesxiii are higher among African American 
children compared to children in other racial/ethnic groups in San 
Francisco. 62 In 2014, 19% of African American children/youth 
were subject to a maltreatment allegation, compared to 6% of 
Latino and 2% of Asian and White children. In Bayview-Hunters 
Point, the child maltreatment rate is close to three times the city 
average. 63 
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A survey of service providers for children aged 0-5 identified exposure to violence in the home and/or in 
the community as a top barrier to children entering school happy, healthy, and ready to learn. Of· · 
respondents, 53% endorsed this as a top challenge, which ranked second only to not having basic needs 
met. 64 At the high school level, data collected by the Centers for Disease Control's Youth Risk Behavior 
Surveillance System found that 7% of SFUSD girls reported experiencing physical dating violence, and 
11% reported experiencing sexual dating violence. 65 

San Francisco's LGBTQ population has also experienced high rates of violence. For example, 68% of 
LGBTQ respondent~ to the 2015 LGBTQ Community Safety Survey have experienced physical violence, 
48% have experienced sexual violence, 81% have experienced harassment, and more than 33% of 
LGBTQ respondents have experienced all three. 66 

While difficult to measure, sex trafficking is a particular risk for girls and women. San Francisco agencies 
identified 95 known minor and 78 transitional age survivors of sex trafficking in 2015. At least five girls 
are under the age of 13, and 85 are aged 14-17,Xiv Survivors of sex trafficking are disproportionately 

African American and Hispanic/Latino.67 

The link between violence and homelessness is clear: In 201s; 27% of survey respondents in homeless 
families cited domestic violence as their primary cause of homelessness. 68 Of homeless TAY surveyed, 
97% had experienced some form of abuse prior to experiencing homelessness; 37% reported emotional 
abuse, 22% reported physical abuse, and 15% reported sexual abuse prior to homelessness. 69 

xiii Maltreatment rates refer to total a/legations and substantiations of all forms of child abuse and neglect. 
xiv While some cases may be duplicated due to different agencies potentially reporting on the same client, many more cases are 
likely not being counted at all. 
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COMMUNITY VOICES 

Middle school youth and TAY alike expressed concerns about crime and violence in their communities, 

indicating a need for better security in their neighborhoods. Several middle school boys also shared that 
they feel they live in "violent communities," with one boy stating there are "people who stand on the 
corner and push you to do things that you don't want to." 

SFUSD needs some sensitivity training for teachers around how to identify students who are suffering from 
sexual abuse to refer them to services. - TAY Advisory Committee member 

TAY service providers and community members expressed the importance of more education for youth, 
teachers, and service providers around the risks of sexual exploitation and the importance of trauma

informed care for survivors of sex trafficking. 

Further, justice-involved TAY shared that they are seeing a methamphetamine epidemic in their:. 
communities, and that "there is no street code - dealers are not afraid to sell to young people or 

children anymore." 

TAY fathers on probation identified the need to provide services to youth to keep them from becoming 
involved with illegal activity in the first place. Some of their suggestions include recreation centers that 

are open longer hours and in their communities (Visitacion Valley, Bayview-Hunters Point, Sunnydale), 

facilities that are safe and open both when kids are in and out of school, centers for youth in public 

housing projects, renovations to existing recreational spaces, and guards in pub(ic spaces that reflect the 

community. Similarly, middle school boys in Portola and justice-involved TAY also discussed the need for 
safe spaces for them to engage in healthy activities. 
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PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, & MENTAL 

HEALTH 

San Francisco has opened its doors to countless immigrant individuals, families, and 
cornmunities, but even after 10 years of living fn the city, Wan-mei has yet to feel 
assimilated. She feels that immigrant families need more programs to help them adjust 
and assimilate1 to help with their children's adjustment and. mental health and to help 
adults learn the systems and culture here. She said, "The housing is smaller than what we 
have back home, the food is different the language barrier affects our well-being. It's 
difficult and stressful and we don 1t feel well. 11 She feels that immigrants face 
disappointment, mental trauma, and stress. 

Jorge, an imrnigrant from .Mexico agrees. "! feel frustrated. f vvou/d like to have a 
psychologist so he/she can listen to me. Somebody f can talk to. But at the clinic, 
appointments for Spanish-speaking thempists are available only eve1y 2 months if you can 
get on the v..;aiting list. 1 would like to have service accessible, near home. A person 
available when 1,ve need it. 11 

.Guy, a transitional age iGBTO youth who suffers from severe depression and has 
attempted suicide several times, stated that the City needs to offer "more real counseling" 
servfces, people who "proactively step.up and listen to you and care like Big Brother Big 
Sister." He reported that the therapy he has received from City services has consisted 
primarily of medication managemenf, even though he is reluctant to to/,e rnedications. ,Ye 
\,vants talk therapy vvith a therapist he can trust and does not want medications thrust 
upon him1 but the waiting list for talk therapy is too long. 

Physical, emotional, and mental health provide the ba$iC foundation for individuals and 
communities to.thrive. Discrimination, poverty, substance abuse, domestic violence, 
trauma, and involvement in the criminal justice and/or foster care system are major 
barriers to a fundamental state of health and well-being, and are issues t.hat San 
Francisco's most disenfranchised residents grapple with on a di!ily basis. 

The first Director General of the World Health Organization championed the noti?n that 
mental and physical health are intimately linked. He famously stated, "Without mental 
health there can be no true physical health."70 Half a century later, we have strong 
evidence elucidating the reciprocal relationship between mental and physical health. 

Researchers and leading health organizations now widely recognize mental health as an 
integral part of overall health and well-being. Left untreated, mental health issues in 
childhood have lasting, negative effects into adulthood. 71 This section highlights how 
issues such as housing, race, income, and sexual·orientation affect physical, mental, and 
emotional health and well-being. 
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COMMUNITIES OF COLOR HAVE GREATER PHYS[CAL HEALTH CHALLENGES 

I want to go on bike rides and walks in my neighborhood, but it's not safe. "J want to learn yoga and Zumba 
and have physical activities, but I don't know where to go and cannot afford to pay for them. 
- Mexican immigrant parent 

It is difficult for new immigrants who haven't received a social security number yet to obtain health 
insurance. And language barriers make it hard to understand all the forms and insurance. We think we get 
medical help that is covered but then ~1>e get a big bill. And we have no dental care. -Arab youth 

With its reputation as vegetarian-friendly and a foodie destination, its renowned public parks, and 
plethora of outdoor recreation and cultural activities available, San .Francisco has topped several 
rankings of the healthiest, happiest, and fittest cities in the nation. 72 Indeed, physical activity among San 

Francisco's youth has increased, as 36% of SFUSD high school students report being physically active for 
at least one hour per day on five or more days, up from 25% in 2005.73 Moreover, the Healthy San 

Francisco program instituted in 2007 provides subsidized medical care to the city's uninsured regardless 
of immigration status, employment status, or preexisting conditions, thereby expanding access to health 

care and improving the health and well-being of all residents. 74 

However, disparities persist, with health outcomes accruing unevenly for residents across the city. While 

physical activity has increased among high schoolers overall, African American and Filipino youth are the 
least likely to be physically active (7% and 8% report engaging in physical activity for at least one hour a 

day, five or more days per week, respectively}. 75 Moreo:,,er, healthy dietary habits among youth are 

strongly correlated with academic achievement, such that high school students who eat vegetables daily 

are more likely to achieve higher grades, as are students who drink fewer sodas per week, compared to· 

their peers who eat fewer vegetables and drink more soda.76 

Communities of color face significant health challenges in the San Francisco Bay Area, with over 68% of 
the region's African Americans and Latinos identified as obese or overweight. 77 This preventable health 

risk is exacerbated by poor access to healthy foods. Food deserts, defined as low-income census tracts 

where a substantial portion of residents have little to no ;iccess to a supermarket or large grocery store, 

is a condition predominately experienced by people of color. In the Bay Area, African Americans and 

Latinos make up a much greater share of the population residing in food deserts (51%) than in areas 

with better food access (29%).78 In San Francisco, the Tenderloin, Bayview, and Treasure Island 

neighborhoods are all considered "food deserts."79 
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figure 10. PERCENTAGE OF SFUSD STUDENTS OVERWEIGHT OR OBESE BY GENDER AND GRADE LEVEL, 2014-2015 

~Female 11' Male 

Source: California Department of Education, Physical Fitness Testing Research Fifes {2015}. Data reflect school year 2014-2015. 

The seriousness of the health consequences associated with being overweight has led the Surgeon 
General to declare its prevalence in children and adolescents "a major public health concern."80 The 
Centers for Disease Control has declared obesity a national epidemic, due to its major contribution to 
some of the leading causes.of death in the United States, including heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and 
some types of cancer.81 In 2015, approximately 66% of all SFUSD fifth, seventh, and ninth graders were 
at a healthy weight;xv however, this varied substantially by race - approximately half of Latino and half 
of African American students were obese or overweight, compared to 39% of Filipino, 30% of 
multiracial, 25% of White, and 23% of Asian American students.82 Further, research has shown that an 
increase in the racial/ethnic disparities in weight gain occurs over the summer months for children and 
youth who are not in structured summer learning. programs, particularly for African American and 
Hispanic/Latino youth.83 

. 

Residents of SR Os, most of whom are people of color and immigrants, experience significant health 
disparities. Of SRO residents, 84% are at high nutritional risk, xvi,s4 and children in SROs are at increased 
risk for nutritional deficiencies due to the lack of kitchen facHities. 85 Moreover, 48% of families living in 
SROs report their health being negatively impacted by living in an SRO. Of those, 63% complained of 
respiratory problems, 27% of insufficient light, 15% of infections due to unsanitary conditions, and 13% 
of sleep deprivation due to noise. 86 

Significant disparities in health outcomes are also observed at the community level, with families in the 
Tenderloin,xvii South of Market, Excelsior, Bayview, and Visitacion Valley being less likely to receive first 
trimester prenatal care, and more likely to have low birth weight babies and preterm births as compared 
to womeri across the city and county overall.87 Eleven percent of babies born to African American 
mothers and 8% of Latina-born babies were preterm in 2012, compared to 5% for White mothers. 88 And 
again, families in SROs are at particularly high risk, as 15% of births to women in SROs are preterm, 
compared to 8% of births to women in standard. housing. 89 Teen mothers also face a range of health, 
social, and economic challenges. While rates of teen pregnancy are lower than the state average and 

xv The "healthy weight" proportion measure is 1 minus the proportion of children identified as overweight or obese because they 
do not score in the "Healthy Fitness Zone" based on body mass index or other measure of body composition. 
xvi "Nutritional risk" is a measure based on an index of items measuring the prevalence of conditions compromising nutritional 
health, such as frequency of eating fruits and vegetables and consumption of alcoholic beverages. 
xvii The Tenderioin neighborhood has a higher rate than the city/county average only on no first trimester prenatal care. 
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have dropped by more than 50%_ between 2000 and 2012 in San Francisco,xvm racial/ethnic disparities 

persist; 51% of teen mothers in 2012 were Latina, and 26% were African America'n. 90 

Racial/ethnic health disparities are not limited to African American and Latino communities. The API 

community also struggles with significant health disparities compared to the general population of San 

Francisco. Of the 116 cases of active tuberculosis documented in 2012, 70% were in the API population. 

In addition, rates of new HIV infection doubled among API residents within the past decade, while 

testing rates remain stable and low.91 

While the total number of adolescents and young adults who are diagnosed with HIV represents fewer 

than 1% of all persons living with HIV in San Francisco, the rate of new infections among this age group 

is higher as compared with older age groups (141 new infections per 100,000 13- to 29-year-olds, 

compared to 57 per 100,000 for 30- to 39-year-olds); and this rate increased from95 to 141 per 100,000 

between 2010 and 2013, while it rerriai_ned stable or decreased in older age groups during the same 

time. Among young adult HIV cases, 78% were men who have sex with men; racial/ethnic demographic 

breakdown was 35% Latino, 24% White, and 22% African American. 92 At the population level, rates of 

infection for women remain low in comparison to men. However, African American women are 

disproportionately affected by HIV, accounting for 40% of female cases in San Francisco in 2014. 93 

COMMUNITY VOICES 

In community input sessions, pa"rticipants prioritized expanded hours for drop-in clinics, targeted 

services for LGBTQ TAY, and culturally competent, multilingual supports as needs to support physical 

health. DCYF-funded service providers also indicated that they are seeing a large number of overweight 

youth developing health issues associated with poor nutrition in the communities they serve. 

Immigrant families shared the particular need for additional support navigating and accessing health 

c:;are options available to them, stating that culturally competent assistance is critical to ensuring these 

families receive the care they need. 

>viii Of the 9,037 births to mothers with zip code residence in San Francisco County in 2012, 202 were births to mothers under the 
age of 20. 
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MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS ARE DlVERSE ACROSS THE CITY 

A lot of people come to San Francisco, but the city doesn't hove enough services to support everyone. 
There are not enough therapeutic services. There should be more groups. The waiting list for therapy is 5-6 
months. There_ are so few therapists for trans youth and therapy is required in order to get gender
reassignment therapy. - Transgender TAY 

rvJy husband has constant headaches from stress from immigrating here but he does not want to see a 
doctor. I don't /moM' hov,.1 to help him. - Chinese. immigrant parent 

As illustrated in previous sections, San Francisco is home to a substantial LGBTQ population, thousands 
of homeless residents, tens of thousands living in poverty, and to immigrants from all over the world. 94 

With such diversity represented among its residents, the mental health needs in San Fr,rncisco are also 
diverse. 

While the ratio of population to mental health providers in San Francisco is 571:1 compared to 1,853:1 
statewide, San Francisco has the second-lowest ratio statewide, xix some populations continue to 
experience disparities in access. 95 Barriers related to language, culture, and stigma make certain San 
Francisco populations more susceptible to limited health literacy. Approximately one quarter of San 
Franciscans are English language learners, placing them at risk for poor health outcomes and limited 
health ·care access.96 Limited access, coupled with limited cultu_ral competency, compromises patient 
experience and quality of care, leading to poor health outcomes, a particular concern for San Francisco's 
diverse population.97 

Despite such challenges, it is estimated that nearly 3,000 youth and young adults access public mental 
health and substance abuse services,98 and in the 2012-2013 period, Latinos (31%} and African 
Americans (29%) made up the majority of youth receiving City-funded services, followed by Asian (17%) 
and White (7%) youth.99 However, many youth clients of City-funded mental health services do not live 
near clinics and hospitals or in areas with accessible transportation. 10° Client data from 2_015 from 
County Behavioral Health Services indicate there are fewer clients aged 16-18 than aged 21-24. 101 

Among SFUSD high school students surveyed in the 2015 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS), 13% have 
seriously considered suicide. Females are more likely than males to consider suicide, and LGBTQ 
students are more likely to have considered it, compared to non-LGBTQ students. 102 Middle school 

xix Marin County ranks #1 an this measure statewide. 
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students are at even greater risk.103 These dataxx indicate that LGBTQ youth, in particular, are in need of 

mental health support. 

Figure 11, PERCENTAGE OF SFUSD STUDENTS WHO HAVE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED SUICIDE BY GENDER AND SEXUAL 

ORIENTATION, 2015 

Ii Total D Male !iii.Female Iii LGB llilTransgender lii1 Heterosexual 
100% 

60% 

0% 

Middle School High School 

Source: City and County of San Francisco, San Francisco Unified School District-Student Family and Community Support 
Department-Schoo/ Health Programs .. (2015). Key Findings: 2015 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS). The Latest Results on the 
Health and Wellness of Middle School Students; The Latest Results on the Health and Wellness of High School Students. 

Among youth aged 16-24 receiving services from the San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) 

Behavioral Health Unit in 2015, 13% had alcohol or drug use as their primary diagnosis. More males 

have open cases in the Behavioral Health Unit than females, with the highest number of cases among 

16- and 17-year-olds. Male youth also receive·a greater 

number of services from the Behavioral Health Unit than 

their female counterparts do.104 Among youth who received 

services from DPH's Child, Youth, and Family behavioral 

health programs in the 2013-2014 period, family discord was 

the highest rated item of need, with nearly 50% of youth 

exhibiting moderate or severe problems with parents, 

siblings, or other family members. Roughly 40% of youth 

receiving services exhibited moderate or severe issues in the 

areas of anxiety, school achievement, and depression.105 

Among San Francisco's younger residents, an estimated one 

in 10 children and youth under age 18 in the city has had 

three or more adverse childhood experiences (ACEs). ACEs, 

including conflict in the family, violence, abuse, 

discrimination, and extreme poverty, have been found to negatively impact healthy development and 

xx The middle school YRBS was administered to 2,158 out of 3,122 sampled students across 21 middle schools, grades 6 through 
8 (completion rate of 68%}. The high school YRBS was administered to 2,220 of 2,670 students across 21 high schools in grades 9 
through 12 (completion rate of 82%}. 
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lifelong well-being. In the 2011-2012 period, an estimated 11.1% or 11,901 children in San Francisco had 

three or more ACEs. 106 

Among the sizable homeless population in the city, mental health needs are particularly acute. As 

described in the Homelessness.section above, the most frequently reported healt_h condition among 

homeless survey respo_ndents was drug or alcohol abuse (37%}, followed by psychiatric or emotional 

conditions (35%). 107 These issues also pose significant barriers to homeless individuals' abjlity to obtain 

and maintain employment.xxi 

COMMUNITY VOICES 

Across all community input sessions, access to quality m~ntal health services was consistently prioritized 

as a critical need in the city. Requests for support ranged from better social and emotional support in 

the classroom, to increased availability of services for severe mental health conditions. 

An employee of the San Francisco DPH expressed that filling the mental health service gap between 

umild" and ((moderate need" is critical. This respondent also said that too.many.San Franciscans are not 

receiving the support they need to treat early symptoms and to prevent a slide from "mild" mental 

health needs to ((moderate" needs. 

Several community members indicated that waiting lists for therapy are too long to be an effective 

o'ption for treatment, which-results in prolonged suffering and increased potential for substance use. 

· Other community members spoke of feeling stigmatized for seeking mental health services, particularly 

in the Chinese and Samoan communities. Services need to be more culturally responsive in order to 

become more accessible. 

\1\/ef/ness centers and community clinics are overburdened,. [we need to] build wpacity that is realistic for 
staff, ensure oil staff understand and are trauma-informed: {there needs to be] more training for the 
whole school ecosystem; capacity building around mental, physica{ and e,17otiono! health. - DCYF-funded 
service provide1· 

In response to a·survey about student needs; over half of school principals identified mental health 

services as one of the top three areas of need that come up most often for the children and families 

they serve. An.additional third of principals identified access to counseling for children as one of the top 

three needs. 

A large number of providers surveyed indicated the need for gender-responsive programming and 

positive r~le mqdels/mentorship programs for both boys and girls. indeed, middle school girls echoed 

that sentiment by indicating the need for support in interacting and communicating with boys. 

In community meetings, TAY talked about the need to build the capacity of service providers to relate to 

and und~rstand the needs of TAY who have experienced trauma. 

xxi Twenty percent of homeless survey respondents identified drug or alcohol use and 9% identified mental health concerns os 
primary barriers to employment. Data are from tbe City and County of San Francisco, Local Homeless Coordinating Board and 
Applied Survey Research. (2015). San _Francisco Homeless Count Report & San Francisco Homeless Unique Youth Count & Survey. 
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JUSTICE-INVOLVED YOUTH ARE PARTICULARLY VULNERABLE 

[Justice-involved] youth need mental health care- therapy for trauma, issues at home. There is still stigma 
associated with mental health care and some com,nunities are not really aware of what it is. It must be 
presented in a digestible way to community because it is a great need. There was one young man who was 
shot, completed the TA l1 program [in APO] and worried about retaliation. But we brought everyone 
together with a therapist to vent, share how theyfelt, everyone cried, it brought" communitv, families 
together and prevented retaliation. -APD Officer 

While APD caseloads have declined over the past five years, as have r~tes of juvenile felony arrests, 

some segments of the population continue to be overrepresented in justice involvement.xxti,los Within 

San Francisco, African .American and Hispanic/Latino youth are disadvantaged on a broad range of 

measures. These youth experience higher rates of poverty, lower rates of academic achievement, and 

higher rates of involvement 'J'.'.ith the juvenile justice system than other racial/ethnic groups in the 

city.109 As discussed in the Equity'Analysis chapter of this report, African American youth comprised 40% 

of all those arrested between 2010 and 2014, although African Americans comprise just 6% of the 

general youth population in the city. 110 According to the San Francisco JPD, 53% of its referralsxxiii were 

for African American youth and 28% were for Hispanic/Latino youth in 2015. African American TAY are 

also overrepresented in the APO, where they comprise 49% of 18- to 24-year-olds. 

In 2015, 74% of youth referred-to the San Francisco JPD were male; and 26% were female.xxiv Of youth 

referred to J_PD, 17% were from Bayview-Hunters Point, 8% from Visitacion Valley, and 8% from the 

Inner Missiqn neighborhood. 111 Most of the 3~0 JPD bookings were for. robbery offenses, 34% ofmale 

and 49% of female bookings. Burglary was the next most common offense booked for boys {14%), and 

assault was the next most common among girls {19%).= 

Of the 175 homeless TAY surveyed in the most recent point-in-time homeless count, 33% had been 

involved with the criminal justice system prior to turning 18, 19% were on parole or probatio!1 at the 

time of the homeless survey, 16% were on parole o·r probation prior to experiencing homelessness, 8% 

xxir APD caseloads have decreased from 7,594 in 2006 to 4,603 in 2014. Juvenile felony arrests have declined from a rate of 14.8 
per 1,000 youth aged 10-17 in 2014 to 6.8 in 2014. · 
xxiii The JPD counts as a referral alt separate instances when a minor is cited or brought to JPD,·including contact beyond those 
related to arrests, citations, bookings, or coses. 
xxiv The total count of unduplicated referrals in 2015 was 779. 
'"" The total number of female bookings in 2015 was 73, and 307 male. 
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reported incarceration as their primary cause of homelessness, and 15% reported that their criminal 

records preverited them from obtaining housing. m 

Children of incarcerated parents also face significant challenges in trying to navigate the complexities of 

the criminal justice system and manage the emotional and social repercussions of incarceration. A 2015 

survey of incarcerated adults in the San Francisco County jail system found that 59% are parents to a 

total of approximately 1,110 children in San Francisco, of whom 16% witnessed their parent's arrest, 

27% had to change homes, and 16% had to change schools at least once as a result of their parent's 

incarceration.113 In addition, 57% of parents reported their family lost income due to their incarceration. 

Moreover, while only one third of parents reported having visits with at least one of their children at the 

jail, 95% intend to reconnect with at least one child when they are out of jail. Given that 46% of 

surveyed parents reported that one of their own parents had been incarcerated, it becomes clear that 

having an incarcerated parent increases a child's risk of living in poverty and/or instability that could 

lead to perpetuating cycles of system involvement and further marginalization.114 Families that have 

members who are detained or incarcerated require support to maintain and (re)build family stability to 

prevent the negative impacts that jLtstice involvement can have on children, TAY, siblings, and other 

family members. 

COMMUNITY VOICES 

Justice-involved TAY identified a need for greater support to transition out of the juvenile justice system. 

DCYF grantees highlighted the need for more training to better understand the needs of incarcerated 

girls. Additionally, they pointed out the need for new facilities for mental health, citing the overcrowding 

in agencies and jails, and the need for more services addressing acu·te mental health issues for minors 

and TAY. 

r \.vas re!easedfrom the [Juvenile] Haff in San Francisco on my 181
·., birthday at 5:06 p.m. My phone and 

money had been confiscated, and 1 vvas left on rny Olfiln to do everything. I did not feel that the transition 
of leaving the l---la/1 was supported at af/. -Justlce-involved young woman 

Children of incarcerated parents have unmet emotional needs and are often socially stigmatized. 

Cum;nt service providers said they did not feel adequately trained on the unique set of issues children 

of incarcerated parents are dealing with. 

We could all use some education on what's involved with the lives of children of incarcerated parents. 
Most of us don't know. - Focus group pa1·ticipant (a the1·apist) from P1"oject WHAT! 115 

A justice-involved TAY parent focus group emphasized the need for more family-oriented programs to 

help keep families together, noting that problems start in the home and that building support systems 

can strengthen individuals an'd their families. A probation officer interviewed expressed that culturally 

responsive family education programs to support reunification efforts for justice-involved youth could 

help break cycles of both family and community violence. 
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YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SUPPORTS TO THRIVE 

These youth aging out of foster care ·don't have supports. It's really difficult to transition Into affordable 
housing. Living in violent neighborhoods, environments that are not healthy or safe - young people 
engaged in systems have additional challenges. - Behavioral Health Services staff, San Francisco DPH 

The numbers of children in foster care in San Francisco have decreased from 2,113 in 2005 to 924 in 

January 2016. Youth aged 11-15 comprise the largest group in foster care, representing one quarter of 

the foster _care population in the city. Children aged 5 and younger and youth aged 18-21 comprise the 

next-largest shares, at 23% each.xxvi,l16 

Figure 12. NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE IN SAN FRANCISCO BY AGE, 2005-2016 

1,000 
--Under 1--age 1-2 --age 3-5--age 6-10 --age 11-15 --age 16-17--age 18-21 

0+---------~---,---~--......---....----~----,----,----'r--~ 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Source: University of California at Berkeley {2016). California Child Welfare Indicators Project. Nate: Paint-in-time counts are 
taken from the Child Welfare Services Case Management System tool as of April 1 each year. 

Most young people move successfully from adolescence to adulthood with the support of family, 

schools, and community. But for those aging out of foster care, particularly if they are involved with the 

justice system, leaving school without a diploma, or experiencing a range of other life challenges, this 

transition is even more difficult. Between 2005 and 2009, 15% of foster children h.ad an episode of 

involvement with the JPD. In 2014, 37% of foster care youth were in mental health services. 

Youth in the foster care system often experience ongoing life challenges. For example, of the 1,027 

homeless individuals surveyed in the 2015 point-in-time homeless count, 21% reported a history of 

foster care. In fact, 27% of youth younger than 25 reported a history of foster care, and of those, 9% had 

been living in foster care immediately before becoming homeless.117 In 2011, approximately 8% of foster 

youth aged 16 or older ran away from placement. 118 

""'Children aged 6-10 comprise 15% and 16· to 17-l'ear-olds comprise 14% of the foster care population In San Francisco. 
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Textbox references119 

Students in foster care are twice as likely to be classified with a disability as their peers. Among students 

with disabilities, those in foster care are about five times more likely to be classified with an emotional 

disturbance than other students. The educatio~ opportunities for these students are further 

compromised by high mobility; per 2014 data, 32% of students in foster care changed schools during the 

school year. Furthermore, 15% of students in foster care were enrolled in the lowest-performing 

schools, compared to only 2% who were enrolled in the highest-performing schools. 120 

COMMUNITY VOICES 

We need a better plan for how to systematical Iv assist foster vouth 1Nhen they age out of the systern. 
-OCOF TAY focus group particfpant 

A young father on probation discussed the need to have targeted outreach to youth in foster care to 

inform them of the services and programming available to them. 

Parents who participated in the Parent Advisory Council focus groups expressed a need for stable school 

and home placements for children and youth, especially for youth in foster care and in transition, to feel 

connected and supported by someone who believes in them and to experience the support of a 

community to help guide, motivate, and-encourage them. 
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Mitch ~reads going to school each and every day. At his middle schoof, he is made fun of 
and shunned because of his sexual orientation. Sometimes he skips school to avoid the 
bullyh1g he is frequently subjected to. "I don't understand why people look down on us. I 
am still the same person whether I am LGBT or not." 

Aaliyah attends a public high school in San Francisco and is confused as to why there are 
Spanish and Chinese immersion schools and language classes v\!ithin schools, but Arabic is 
not offered as a language that fulfills requiren,ents, even in schools where there is a high 
· concentration of Arabic-speaking students, many of \/\,'/Wm are imrnigrants. Having to 
learn English while also having to learn another foreign language poses additional 
barriers to non-Spanish- and non-Chinese-speaking immigrant students. 

Tzu-i v,,..onts more communication with the teachers of her middle and high school 
children. She 1,vants·to be involved in decisions on curricula and \A/ants reassurance that 
the schools offer rigorous academic programs. She wants after-sch_ool programs to be 
rnore academic and have less play. She is uncomfOitable wnh all the discussion oround 
gender-neutrol bathrooms at school and v,lOufd like some suppott with how to talk about 
it v\/ith her kids, but doesn_1

~ know v/ho to ask for help. As a recent immigrant, navigating 
the school systern is c;omplex. She feels ovenvhel med and unsure where to begin. 

An extensive body of research demonstrates that learning starts before birth and that 
quality ECE imparts lasting benefits to children, preparing them for kindergarten entry 
and setting them up for academic success and social-emotional growth that has long
term positive effects on development and achievement. 121 Moreover, when parents 
have access to high-quality ECE that they can afford, they are better able to maintain 
employment, further their own education, and otherwise do more to support their 
families and improve their household's economic outcomes. 

In the K-12 environment, achievement and proficiency are important indicators of later 
academic success and have implications for further accomplishment into adulthood. The 
National Education Association established a "Framework for 21st Century Learning" in 
K-12 settings that focuses on the "Four Cs" - critical thinking, communication, 
collaboration, and creativity- skills that will prepare young people for the unique 

. demands of the 2;1.5t century. 122 The SFUSD maintains in its vision statement that "every 
student who attends SFUSD schools will graduate from high school ready for college and 
careers and equipped with skills, capacities, and dispositions necessary for 21st century 
success." 123 San Francisco's diverse population enriches and yet poses some challenges 
to creating and supporting a 21st century learning environment in which all students are 
inspired to become lifelong learners, and in which all can excel and thrive. This section 
describes some of the challenges in accessing 2ist century learning and education 
opportunities, and highlights disparities in education experiences by race, income, and 
sexual orientation. 
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ACCESS TO HIGH-QUALITY EARLY CARE & EDUCATION IS UMITED 

1 want to work. 1 need to work. But I cannot find affordable childcare. Waiting fists [for subsidized 
ch.ildcare] are two years long! - Chinese immigrant pai-ent 

An extensive body of research shows that a child's brain develops most dramatically during the first five 
years of life and that a big contributor to that development is quality ECE, which prepares children for 
school entry and mitigates risk factors and impe9iments such as poverty. 124 Children who develop the 
early social-emotional skills that are emphasized in high quality ECE environments have a greater 
likelihood for positive outcomes as young adults with respect to education, employment, criminal 
activity, substance use, and mental health.125 

San Francisco has a relatively s111all percentage of young children in its population compared to the rest 
of the state. In 2014, children aged 0-5 comprised about 5% of San Francisco's population, compared to 
7% in the state ov·erall.126 And since 2007, the percentage of chiJdren aged 5 and younger has fallen by 
9%. However, these patterns of change for children aged 0-5 vary by ethnicity. The city has seen a 52% 
decrease in the African American 0-5 population, a 22% decline among White people, a 3% decline in 
Latinos, and a small increase of 2% in the Asian 0-5 population. 127 

Preschool enrollment in the city is on the rise. In 2013, 71% of 3- to 5-year-olds in San Francisco 
attended preschool, compared to only 48% in California overall. 128 In the 2013-2014 school year, 393 
ECE classrooms assessed in San Francisco were rated as "good" on average, indicating high quality in 
overall ECE environments.xxvii,l29 In school readiness assessments across SFUSD over the.years, children 
who attended preschool prior to kindergarten entry demonstrate greater school readiness than those 
who did not. 130 

Textbox references131 

ECE programs also provide an opportunity for early screening and identification of-special needs. The 
2015 SFUSD school readiness assessment found that on average, children identified with special needs 
were 2.5 years of age when diagnosed. While 58% of families of children with special needs receive 
professional help with the need, this varies substantially by race; 83% of White families receive 
professional help, compared to only 44% of Hispanic/Latino families. In addition, children with special 
needs are disproportionately represented in certain neighborhoods; while an estimated 6% of the . . 

«vH A total of244 preschool ciassrooms and 149 infant/toddler classrooms were rated an average of 4·5 on a scale of 1-7 using the Classroom Assessment 
Scoring svstem (CLASS). 
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student population has special needs, 132 a large percentage of students in SROs in the Tenderloin (16%) 

and SOMA (22%) receive Special Education services.133 

Obtaining ECE for young children can be very challenging, particularly for low-income families in San 

Francisco. The availability of subsidized childcare services does not meet the demand. In 2012, about 

one third of families eligible for subsidized childcare did not receive it, and families with children aged 0-
2 were most likely to have an unmet childcare need. 134 While capacity in 

licensed ECE centers is expanding every year, thousands of children still 

remain on a waiting list.135 

Many middle class families are also challenged by the cost of childcare, 

as their household incomes are often too high to qualify for publicly 

subsidized childcare but too low to afford private childcare. services 

available in the city.136 In 2009, the cost of childcare for young children 
aged 0-5 in San Francisco was 44% higher than the state average, and by 

2012, the cost of childcare in the city had climbed to 70% higher than the 

state average. 137
. 

COMMUNITY VOICES 

. Across the city, community members highlighted the need for assistance in accessing high-quality ECE 

programs, not only so that children can be better prepared to enter kindergarten, but also so that their 
parents can pursue opportunities for economic advancement. Indeed, Chinese immigrant parents 

discussed the critical need for subsidized childcare so that they might seek employment and pursue 

upward mobility for their families. 

In a survey about the needs of the families they se_rve, 56% of service providers of children aged 0-5 

ranked affordable childcare in the top three areas of need that come up most often for the clients they 
serve. When asked about challenges to accessing childcare, 50% of providers serving children aged 0-2 
ranked finding available infant care as one of the top two challenges. For the 3-5 age group, 61% of 

providers surveyed ranked finding care that accommodates parent/caregiver schedules as one of the 

top two challenges. 

Fathers in the justice system also highlighted the need for easier access to childcare, particularly for 

probationers who are actively participating in programs. . . 

In all eight community breakout groups discussing children aged 0-5, participants prioritized the need 

for access to high-quality ECE programs. Specific recommendations included "more transitional 

kindergarten with teachers with ECE backgrounds, also in community settings," "more affordable high
quality childcare arrangements," "drop-in community centers," and "more childcare subsidies." 

In the survey of providers, 44% reported that parents/caregivers not having access to parent classes or 

other supports to help children reach developmental milestones is one of the top obstacles to 

preventing children in the broader community f~om entering school happy, healthy, and ready to learn. 
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SAN FRANCISCO HAS A UNIQUELY DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATION 

LGBT histo1y and avvareness need to be taught in school. It's important to know LGBT histo1y and the 
psychological differences beti,veen LGBT youth and regulor youth. There is no difference except that non
LGBT youth make fun of LGBTQ which creates psychological wmfare. - LGBTQ youth 

SFUSD enrolled 59,7,59 students in the 2015-2016 school year. 138 Additionally, approximate'iy 23,000 

students attend private school in the city.139 

Given the school assignment lottery system in SFUSD, many students .attend school outside of their 

home neighborhoods. Indeed, of the youth served at PCYF-funded K-8 out-of-school-time (OST} 

programs in 2014-2015, 60% attended a school and K-8 OST program outside of the neighborhood in 

which they live, and only 27% attended a school and OST program in their home neighborhood. 140 These 

figures suggest that transportation to school and OST programs is a key issue for many youth, one that 

the San Francisco County Transit Authority is currently studying.141 

In SFUSD, enrollment rates as offal[ 2015 reflected large Asian and Latino populations. However, the 

percentage of Asian SFUSD students is declining while the Latino population is on the rise, as illustrated 

by the trend data depicted in the figure below. In recent years, an increase in White student enrollment 

· and a decrease in African American student enrollment has also been observed:142 

ftgure 13. PERCENTAGE OF SFUSD STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2006-2007 TO 2015-2016 
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Source: California Department of Education, Data Reporting Office. (2015). Cohort Outcome Data for the Class of 2014-15, 
District Results for San Francisco Unified. 

With such an ethnically diverse populati.on, it is not surprising that 27% of students were classified as 

English learners (EL). A total of 62 languages were identified arnong the 2014 SFUSD Els, most of whom. 

speak Spanish (49%) or Cantonese (28%).143 Another 4% speak Mandarin, 3% Vietnamese, 3% Filipino, 

and 2% Arabic. Other languages spoken among smaller numbers of SFUSD students include Toishanese, 

Russian, Japanese, Korean, Samoan; French, Hindi, and Portuguese. 144 
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In addition to the rich racial and ethnic diversity among SFUSD students, in the 2015-2016 school year, 

the district also served 6,728 students enrolled in Special Education, predominantly with specific · 

learning disabilities or speech/language impairments. Of the students enrolled in Special Education, 

approximately 38% are HisparJic/Latino, 24% are Asian, 17% are African American, 12% are White, 9% 

are multiracial, and 1% are Pacific lslander.145 Within some categories, xxvm Special Education 

classification varies by race/ethnicity. African American students account for 30% of students classified 

as Emotionally Disturbed, 21% of students classified as having a Specific Learning Disability, and 19% of 

students classified as having an Intellectual Di~ability, but only account for less than 10% of the total 

SFUSD population. Hispanic/Latino students ·account for 44% of students classified as having Speech or 

Langu~ge Impairments, 44% of students classified as having a Specific Learning Disability, and 61% of 

students classified as having Multiple Disabilities, yet account for only 29% of the SFUSD population.146 

figure 14. SFUSD SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2015-2016 
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Source: California Department of Education Special Education Division. {2015}. Special Education Enroflment by Ethnicity and 
Disability, December 2015. · · 

SFUSD is also diverse in the sexual orientation and gender identity of its students. In a 2013 survey, 16% 

of SFUSD middle school students and 11% of high school students identified as gay/lesbian, bisexual, or 

"not sure," and 2% of middle school students and 2% of high school students identified as transgender 

or "unsure."147 The district has a number of programs in place to encourage acceptance of diversity in 

gender identity and sexual orientation, including a family diversity curriculum at the elementary level, 

comprehensive sexual health education, programs and events to recognize LGBTQ students and families, 

a transgender policy (as of 2002), and support services for LGBTQ students. Recently, SFUSD schools 

· have begun the process of creating gender-ne~tral bathrooms. 148 

Despite these resources, students who openly identify as LBGTQ face a host of challenges at school, 

including bullying, harassment, and stigma. An increasing number oftransgender students in high school 

report hearing other students at school make harassing statements based on gender identity and/or 

sexual orientation {39% in 2011 compared to 58% in 2013). In 2013, 26% of students who identified as· 

lesbian, gay, or bisexual reported skipping school for safety reasons. 149 Additionally, although less 

xxviii Categories of special needs are defined in Appendix C. 
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frequently than LGBTQ students, girls consistently report higher rates of bullying and harassment, higher 

rates of chronic sadness or hopeless feelings, and lower feelings of safety in high school than do boys.150 

Textbox references1s1 

COIVIMUNITY VOICES 

More professional development for teachers was identified in community input sessions as a priority 
need, and middle and high school youth also said they would like. to see more high-quality, culturally 
sensitive and competent teaching professionals in their classrooms. The community also repeatedly 
mentioned the need for better compensation for teachers and staff, as well as better relationships 
between SFUSD and CBOs. 

Children need to see themselves reflected in their school curriculun, favorably and authentically. - Parent 
Adviso1~i1 Council participant 

At community input sessions, participants frequently expressed the need to have more opportunities for 
leadership development. Participants indicated that youth leadership development is a way to help 
youth gain confidence in their ability to make a difference and develop skills to tackle issues in a healthy 
a.nd positive manner. 

Middle and high school girls emphasized the need for girl-specific spaces in and out of school to engage 
in sports, art, and other extracurricular activities. Indeed, one young woman at a community input 
session shared that the girls in her high school recognize that girls' sports teams are less valued than 
boys' are, and that girls therefore feel less engaged in those activities. 

Our youth need an educational environment free froin gender harassment. - Community Input Session 
participant 

LGBTQ youth participants in focus groups expressed that a safe learning environment free from 
harassment is something all young people should be able to rely on at school. LGBTQ youth are 
particularly vulnerable to bullying and harassment and need safe spaces to learn. 

Parents also indicated a desire to have greater involvement with the·schools, but felt they needed 

avenues for engagement and advocacy. Indeed, residents at six of the community input sessions 
prioritized the need for services to support families in navigating the education system. 
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IS UNEVEN 

We want quality schools staffed with qualified teachers who build on students' strengths, are culturally 
sensitive, hold high expectations, and are trained to work ,,,vith OUR kids. - Parent focus grnup participant 

Thev really need to set up the "fog picture" earlier about the A-Gxxix requirements and grades for college 
and whv any of that matters later. - Samoan high school youth 

Parenting practices in the home play a critical role in establishing strong foundations for long-term 

academic achievement. The 2015 school readiness assessments in SFUSD found that engagement in 

activities at home such as reading with/to children for more than 5 minutes at a time, singing songs, 

including children in household chores, playing games, doing arts and crafts, and/or playing sports 

contribute to school readiness. 152 Overall, 55% of parents whose children were included in the 2015 

school readiness assessments indicated they read with their kindergartner for five or more minutes at 

least five times a week. However, only .38% of African American parents, 44% of Latino, and 47% of 

Asian parents do so, compared to 90% of White parents. 153 

Ofthe entering SFUSD kindergarten class in 2015, 62% demonstrated the readiness skills in motor 

development, self-regulation, social-emotional development, and kindergarten academics needed to be 

academically successful by the third grade. However, readiness levels vary substantially by 

race/ethnicity; 83% of White students were school-ready by the time they entered kindergarten, 

compared to 67% of Asian students, 48% of Latino students, and 40% of African American students. 154 

figure 15. PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN READY FOR KINDERGARTEN, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2015 

Characteristics Ready for Kindergarten1 Not Ready2 

Hispanic/Latino 48% 
White 83% 
African American/Black 40% 
API 67% 

Total 62% 
Source: Applied Survey Research. {2016}. School Readiness in San Francisco, 2015-16. 
1 Meets/exceeds overall school readiness levels as established by the Longitudinal Study Standard (see original report for 
additional details}. 2 Below the Longitudinal Study Standard. · 

xxtx A-G requirements define the high school coursework that California high school students must complete to satisfy 
requirements for University of California and California State University admissions. 
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21ST CENTURY LEARNING & EDUCATION 

Time spent in school, or instructional time, is 

critical to learning and a big contributor to 

academic success. In San .Francisco, truancy 

rates have been inching up since 2007, when the 

rate was 20.7, to 26.7 in. the 2014-2015 school 

year.155 Instructional time varies considerably by 

race/ethnicity. In 2013-2014, African American 

high school students missed an average of 3.3 

days of instruction, while Latino students missed 

almost 24 days, compared to the overall average 

of 14 missed days. 156 African American, 

Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander students 

have the highest rates of chronic absenteeism. 

African American and Latino students also have 

less instructional time than their peers because they are disproportionately affected by suspensions and 

office discipline referrals. In 2014-2015, although African American students comprised less than 10% of 

the student population, they constituted 40% of all SFUSD suspensions. In addition, Latino students 

comprised 29% of the population but accounted for 35% of all suspensions. 157 
· 

Demand for after-school and summer programs exceeds supply for K-8 youth. An estimated 88% of 

youth who wanted after-scho~J programs had access in 2013-2014 (about 35,000 youth had access, 

while about 5,000 did not}. In the same year, only about 22,000 K-8 youth were enrolled in summer 

programs, while 18,000 were not. Coupled with the transportation issues described in th~ previous 

section, the need for greater.supports around informal learning environments becomes clear. Research 

has shown that up to two thirds of the difference between low- and middle-income youth· in academic 

measures such as participation in advanced coursework, high school drop-out, and college completion 

can be attributed to summer learning loss occurring in elementary school, underlining the need for 

access to quality summer programming, particularly forfow-income youth. 158 

In grades 3 through 8, as well as in grade 11; 52% of SFUSD students met or exceeded proficiency levels 

in English language arts (ELA} on the 2015 California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress, 

and 48% met or exceeded achievement levels in mathematics, compared to 44% anci'33% statewide. 

However, proficiency levels vary considerably by race/ethnicity, such that African American, . 

Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander ·students demonstrated lower levels of proficiency across grade 

levels. These findings are highlighted in greater detail in the Equity Analysis chapter. 

There are persistent disparities by racial/ethnic groups along a range of academic outcomes. In 2013-

2014, the overall pass rates for the California High School Exit Examination among SFUSD 10th graders 

were 77% for ELA and 82% for math. While this exam has been suspended as of January 2016, 

disparities in passing rates indicate disparities in students1 trajectories for graduation. While 

socioeconomically disadvantaged students had pass rates only a few percentage points lower than 

overall rates, EL students passed at considerably lower rates (16% for ELA and 52% for math), as did 

African American (55% and 51%) and Latino youth (62% and 64%). 159 These findings indicate that African 

American and Latino youth are less likely to be on track for graduation than their White counterparts. 
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Figure 16. SFUSD COHORT GRADUATION RATES BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2010-2014 
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Source: California Department of Education. {2015). California Longitudinal Pupil Achievement Data System. 

2014-2015 

As illustrated by the figure above, grad·uation rat~s have gradually increased in SFUSD over the past five 
years. Pacific Islander students have seen the most dramatic, though somewhat erratic, rise in rates of 

graduation, from a low of 60% in 2011 to 88% of the cohort graduating in 2015. However, high school 

completion rates remain uneven. As described in the Equity Analysis chapter, over 4,200 18-to 24-year

olds in San Francisco have not completed high school, which includes 4% females and 9% males who 

have not completed high school. African American and Latino youth in SFUSD high schools have lower 

graduation rates compared to their peers. In the 2014-2015 school year, the overall graduation rate 

from SFUSD high schools was 85%, which was slightly higher than the statewide graduation rate of 82%. 

Graduation rates for African American {71%) and Latino (73%) youth were lower than the rest of the 

district while graduation rates for Asian (92%) and White (85%) youth were higher. 160 The graduation · 

rate of students with disabilities (64%) also lagged below the overall district graduation rate. 161 

Despite its large population of EL students, xxx SFUSD is doing a comparatively better job of helping EL 

students gain the English skills necessary for later success. In the 2014-2015 school year, 15% of Els in 

SFUSD were redesignated to .Fluent English Proficiency compared with 11% in California overall. 162 

However, significant disparities are still observed for Els. In 2013, by the spring of their junior year, only 

26% of EL students were on track to graduate compared with 68% of non-EL students.163 

xxx In 2015, SFUSD enrolled 16,051 Els, comprising 27% of all students enrolled. 
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COMMUNITY VOICES 

Chinese immigrant parents discussed the challenges students and their families had transitioning into 

kindergarten, middle school, and high school. They expressed that additional supports, such as 

streamlining the enrollment process, would help reduce anxiety around these critical transitions. 

Samoan TAY indicated the need to 

ensure that students understand what 

the A-G requirements are, how the 

requirements are relevant to college and 

beyond, and how foundational skills 

learned in middle and high school will be 

critical to them over their lifetime, 

especially for vulnerable youth who are 

at risk of dropping out. They reported a 

need to support youth with affordable, 

high-quality, after-scho.ol program 

options that provide academic support, 

wellness centers, and ancillary support 

staff (e.g., school counselors and career 

counselors). They indicated that in order 

to prevent vulnerable youth from falling 

through the cracks, the City needs to 

provide extracurricular activities that also 

build skills .such as cooking, art, and 

sports, and otherwise ensure students 

have a way to connect and 11buy in" to 

their own learning and education. 

Monolingual Spanish-speaking immigrant 

parents ·expressed the need for tutoring 

and other after-school programs and 

services specifically for immigrant 

children and youth, and greater outreach to increase access to existing programs. In addition to 

language barriers, many immigrant families do not have smartphones or internet access and 

consequently often miss opportunities for their children. 

Parents from the Parent Advisory Council focus groups expressed a need to 111ift st.udents' morale, 

motivation, and encouragement- especially among youth who are African American, Latino, Pacific 

Islander, in foster care, and newcomer students" and cited the need for district staff to be aware of 

children's cultural and community backgrounds and needs. 

Across input sessions, parents, grantees, and community members prioritized the need for access to 

high quality in- and out-of-school programs. In surveys of both principals and K-8 after-school and 

summer program providers, almost half of providers ranked affordable after-school activities in the top 

three areas of need that come up most often for the families they serve .. Both principals and providers 
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indicated that homework help and tutoring were the after-school activities most requested by families 

that they serve. 

Service providers and community members alike prioritized the need for access to high-quality summer 

programs, especially during transitions from middle to high school.· Of surveyed K-8 providers, 38% 

ranked affordable summer programs in the top three areas of need that come up most often for the 

families they serve. Providers indicated that sports and fitness (38%), environmental/outdoor activities 

(35%}, and extended programming (31%) were the summer program elements most requested by the 

families they serve. 

Further, DCYF-funded service providers reported that lack of safe transportation to and from programs 

serves as a significant barrier for youth from high crime neighborhoods to engage in after-school 

enrichment activities, stating that "transportation (safe, reliable, consistent} is a barrier to access for . . 

communities of color, low-income communities." Several service providers also indicated that low 
access to technology, especially for youth living in SROs, affects academic outcomes. 

Youth expressed the need for greater supports early in high school to help them address challenges in 

their lives and stay on track to graduate. TAY want public schools to do a better job supporting them in 
traditional schools rather than "pushing them out into continuation high schools." They indicated that 

teachers need more training to identify issues and intervene early to help keep TAY on track for 

completing high school. 

Youth also talked about a greater need for services in school and the broader community to help them 

cope with and manage the stress they often feel. While youth identified school-based wellness centers 

as a place they can seek help, they said that the current centers cannot meet the needs of all students 

who want their services. 

Schools in low-income neighborhoods do not have equitable support. [They have] low parent involvement, 
low funding to support extracurricular activities. I have two high school children 1Nho attend [an SFUSD 
high school] and the teachers/administrator do not have adequate funding to support·alf of their students. 
They rely too heavily on non-profits, and SFUSD needs to step up to provide more edurntion funding for 
schools vvfth economically disadvantaged populations. -Community member 
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Jay, a tronsgender youth, wants a safe place to get an education. He wants to find gainful 
employment-and needs opportunities to open up, despite the stigma he faces. He knows 
that there are many services for LGBTQ youth and adults to find career paths, but what he 
lacks most is belief in himself after the years of abuse and derision he has endured due to 
his transgender identity. What he really needs is confidence-building so that he can get to 
the point of landing on a successful career path. Ideally, he'd like to see more outreach 
from LGBTQ-run businesses so that LGBTQ youth can more easily identify safe, "friendly'1 

~vorkp/aces. 

Masin a thinks of her neighborhood as 1'the hood" and wants to get out. She knows that 
finishing high school and getting a good job is her ticket out, but she doesn't know how 
it's done. She wants to learn from someone successful who came up from her 01;11n 
neighborhood about how they "made it" so that she can better understand the steps she 
needs to take in a way that feels familiar and authentic for her. 

San Francisco is experiencing a booming economy. However, a post-secondary 

education and a clear career pathway are both critical for young people to gain a 
foothold in the expanding economy. Individuals who complete a post-secondary 
education are more likely to secure high-wage jobs that are associated with a host of 
benefits that accrue for the individual, their family, and their community. A higher level 
of schooling is also associated with lower risk for unemployment, decreased 
dependency on government support services, and lower incarceration rates. 164 

While there are multiple pathways to successfully transition into adulthood, the 
consequences of not completing necessary education or not landing gainful 

employment can be detrimental and long-term. And while most young people make a 
successful transition from youth into adulthood, some face unique challenges. 
Particularly vulnerable are young adults in the juvenile justice, foster care, and/or 
Special Education systems, as they tend to drop out of school and out of work, leaving 
them ineligible for services that facilitate the transition to adulthood.165 Youth neither 
enrolled in school nor worki.ng thus find themselves veering off the path to self
sufficiency, and are at risk for multiple poor outc_omes going into adulthood. This 

chapter focuses on San Francisco's young adult population as they transition into 
adulthood, and notes disparities by race, immigration status, and system involvement. 
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COLLEGE ENROLLMENT & COMPLETION RATES VARY ACROSS THE POPULATION 

We need more scholarship options and help finding scholarships to pay for college. We don't know which 
ones we can trust, but we need money to pay for college. -Arab youth 

Individuals who complete a college degree tend to earn a higher income, enjoy greater economic 

stability and upward mobility, and ~re able to mcire fully participate in their communities. As explained 

in the Equity Analysis chapter, the median weekly earnings of individuals who obtain a bachelor's degree 

is $459 more per week than those of individuals with only a high school diploma or equivalent.x)O(i 

However, access to college varies widely acr~ss the city's young adult population: 

Education levels across the country have been increasing, and the percentage of adults who hold a 

bachelor's degree has increased much more quickly in San Francisco than it has nationally. 166 While the 

pursuit and attainment of higher education has increased dramatically for youth of color, racial 

disparities persist.167 Overall, from the class of 2014, 77% of high school graduates enrolled in college 

and 63% enrolled in four-year schools in the fall after high school graduation. The cohort of college 

entrants enrolling in college during the fall included 86% of Asian high school graduates and 80% of 

White graduates, compared to 72% of Pacific Islander, 66% of Latino, and 63% of African American high 

school graduates.168 Senior Class Survey responses indicate that the vast majority of students in the 

SFUSD graduating class of 2016 plan to enter a college or university by the end of the calendar year. Of 

those who do not plan to enter college/university, 12% plan to get a job, while 1% (34 students) plan to 

enter a career or technical school. 169 

figure 17. SFUSD SENIOR CLASS OF 2016 PLANS FOR THE END OF THE YEAR 

Enter the Military, 

Enter a 
Career and 
Technical 

School, 1% 

Source: SFUSD. {2016). Senior Class Survey. Note: N=2,552 valid responses. Total percentages may not add to 100% due to 
rounding. 

The share of SFUSD graduates enrolling at City College has seen a slight uptick over the past three years. 

Among the SFUSD class of 2013, 21% of college-enrolled students were at City College, while among the 

class of 2015, 27% of the 2,620 college-enrolled students were en roiled at City College. 170 However, only 

half of Pacific Islander students and 58% of African American stl!dents continually enrolled from their 

xxxi Median weekly earnings based on full-time wage and salary workers. Data is from the US Bureau of labor Statistics, 
Employment Projections, last modified March 15, 2016. 
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first term to their second term, compared with 81% of Asian students and 74% of White students. 171 

Attainment of college-level courses for students at City College who are enrolled in remedial math or 
English classes also varies, as only 53% of students in remedial English and 31% in remedial math 
completed a college-level course in the same· discipline within six years. 172 

While college enrollment rates are on the rise, fewer than half (47%) of SFUSD graduates from the class 
of 2008 earned a college degree within six years, with marke~ differences by student race/ethnicity and 

English fluency; 23% of African American, 27% of Latino, and 31% of EL high school graduates completed 
a. bachelor's degree within six years. 173 

In the San Francisco Bay Area, over half of Asians.and Whites hold a bachelor's or higher deg'ree, 
compared with 11% of Latino immigrants, 19% of Native Americans, 25% of African Americans, and 30% 
of U.S.-born Latinos. 174 Education levels also differ dramatically among immigrant groups. South and 
East Asian immigrants tend to have higher education levels while Southeast Asians and Pacific Islanders 
have lower levels. For example, in the Bay Area only 14% of Laotian immigrants have an associate's 
degree or higher compared with 81% of South Asian immigrants from lndia. 175 

Some barriers to college entry may relate to expectations and "buying into" the "culture of college." 
Some families, particularly recent immigrant and non-English-speaking monolingual families have never 
had a family member attend college and thus are not aware of all the planning that is necessary in the 
application process, are not prepared for the financial burden of a post-secondary education, and do not 
know how to access aid.176 

TAY with mental health challenges face even greater barriers to a successful transition into adulthood. 
As the Deputy Director of Behavioral Health Services in the DPH observes, 11lf you have to work to eat, 
it's hard to find time to go to school. Add on mental health issues, it becomes more challenging. We 
need to provide additional supports for TAY to go to school, stay in school, [and] finish." 
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Youth and TAY express that they are in need of greater guidance and direction when it comes to 

applying for college, seeking scholarships, and planning for their life paths beyond school. Youth, 

parents, community service providers, and school principals all identified greater support in schools for 

college and career counseling as a top priority need in the city. Developing life skills and independence 

during this transition·at age is also an area that many of the city's youth struggle with. 

Every child should be able to graduate from high school and be prepared to advance to college. 
- Parent Advisory Council member 

Both system-involved and non-system-involved TAY indicated the need for more access to programs 

that not only support college prep, but also connect youth to financial support for college and provide 

support while they are enrolled. 

Further, TAY in leadership positions highlighted the need to see themselves reflected in higher

education curriculum, particularly through more diverse ethnic studies. Additionally, second-generation 

immigrant youth in a community input session asked for services to help their families understand 

pathways to higher education and avoid predatory college prep programs that often have a high cost for 

little return: 
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CAREER PATHS ARE LEAST CLEAR FOR THE CITY'S MOST VULNERABLE 

f' d like to hear and learn from someone from our community who "made it." I want to know hovv one of us 
actually did it and made a pathway out to be successful. - Samoan youth 

Recent estimates (2014) find that about 10% of 16-to 24-year-olds in San Francisco, or roughly 8,000 

youth, are at elevated risk of not transitioning successfully into adulthood, or not reaching adulthood at 

all, as 42% of San Francisco's homicide victims are 25 or younger.177 

The city's most vulnerable and marginalized youth are at greatest risk of finding themselves out of 

school and unemployed with few skills (referred to as being "disconnected"), without a high school 

diploma, in poverty, homeless, and/or involved with the criminal justice. system. In 2014, it was 

estimated that approximately 5,000 undocumented 14- to 24-year-olds in San Francisco had little to no 

legal options for employment.178 Given that the majority (75%) of 18-to 24-year-olds on Adult Probation 

were unemployed at the time of their arrest, 179 it becomes clear that career paths for TAY can be a 

critical antidote to system involvement. 

SFUSD high schools offer Career and Technical Education ~CTE) academies as a means of developing 

career pathways by exposing students to different career fields._ However, student enrollment in these 

programs varies, as ~tudents in Special Education (6% in CTE compared to 11% in SFUSD), EL students 

· (9% in CTE compared to 29% ih SFUSD), female students (45% in CTE compared to 48% in SFUSD), 

African American students (6% in CTE compared to 10% in SFUSD ), Hispanic(Latino students (21% in CTE 

compared to 29% in SFUSD), and White students (3% in CTE compared to 13% in SFUSD) are 

underrepresented. 180 

figure 18. ENROLLMENT IN SFUSD ACADEMIES, BY SELECTED GROUPS, SCHOOL YEAR 2014-2015 
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Source: College and Career Readiness.San Francisco Unified School District. (2016, July). Personal Communication. 
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Homeless youth are also much less prepared to enter the workforce than their counterparts who are not 

homeless. In 2015, 40% of homeless TAY surveyed in the point-in-time count had not completed high 

school or obtained a General Education Development (GED) certificate, compared to 8% of the general 

18-to 24,-year-old population in San Francisco. Only 41% of homeless youth had a high school degree or 

a GED, compared to 6i% of the general 18- to 24-year-old population, although 10% were in school at 

the time of the homeless count. 181 Options for homeless TAY appear bleak, as only 16% had paid 

employment or internships, compared ~o 52% of the general population of 18-to 24-year-olds in San 

Francisco.182 

Figure 19. EDUCATIONALAlTAINMENT AMONG UNACCOMPANIED HOMELESS CHILDREN AND TAY, 2015 
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Source: City and County of San Francisco, Local Homeless Coordinating Board, and Applied Survey Research. {2015}. San 

Francisco Homeless Unique Youth Count & Survey. 
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In cqmmunity input sessions, 12 out of 13 groups prioritfzed the need for job skills and training. Service 

providers responding to a survey about the needs of the youth they served echoed the need for access 

to training. Almost all of the providers serving youth aged 18-24 ranked access to jobs/job 

training/internships as or.ie of the top three desires of youth they serve, and 54% ranked access to 

vocational/certificate programs as one of the top three desires. 

More specifically, respondents identified the need for culturally competent, parent-inclusive, supportive 

employment services for disconnected LGBTQ TAY, as well as services that provide realistic career 

exploration and expose youth to a variety of possibilities, including careers that do not require a college 

degree, and that help youth find or create pathways to long-term employment. 

Similarly, Samoan TAY indicated that young adults are looking for clear career paths and need practical 

job skills, as well as training and exploration of careers that are realistic and do not necessarily require 

college. A more direct pipeline could be developed such that job-training opportunities align with local 

business and CBO needs that would also pay a living wage. 

TAY also expressed interest in job-training programs that are combined with completing a college 

degree, or college degree programs that are coupled with clear, .direct career paths, so that they would 

be set up for a successful launch into adulthood immediately upon completion. They also felt that 

leadership opportunities that empower youth and build practical skills would help set them on a 

successful path towards career development. 

Youth also identified a need for better outreach to improve awareness about available programs for 

career development and job-training opportunities, especially those who are not in school and/or are 

system-involved, as they are unsure where to turn for such guidance. 

Additionally, LBGTQ youth feel stigmatized at school and said they face it all again when they enter the 

workforce. These youth indicated that more outreach from LGBTQ-run businesses to the LGBTQjob

seekiilg community would.ease their entry into the working world and could set them on a more 

successful career path. 

We need services that help you describe who you are and what you like to do. We need mock interviews, 
resume and cover letter help. Help defining a career focus. A test to figure out: what am I passionate 
about? - LGBTQ youth 
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EQUITY ANALYSIS: BASELINE DATA 

BACKGROUND 

The San Francisco Charter sets out the goals of expenditures from the Children and 

Youth Fund, and the planning process for DCYF. Among several other goals, the Charter 

requires DCYF (1) to en~ure that children and youth with the highest needs receive 

maximum benefit from the Fund and that equity is a guiding principle of the funding 

process, and (2) to the maximum extent feasible to distribute funds equitably among 
services for all age groups -from infancy to TAY. 

The Charter mandates, "The CNA shall include an equity analysis of services and 

resources for parents, children, and youth. DCVF shall develop a set of equity metrics to 

be used to establish a baseline of existing services and resources in low-income 

neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities, compared to services and resources 

available in the city as a whole." This chapter presents the results of the first stages of 
this analysis. An analysis of citywide resources will be completed for the SAP.-

WHAT 15 EQUITY? 

At its simplest, equity means that all groups have access to the resources and 

opportunities needed to reach their full potential. As an ideal, equity would mean that 

outcomes cannot be predicted by factors such as race, class, or gendei identity. Putting 

equity into practice encompasses these three major aspects:xxxii 

1. Simple fairness and equal treatment; 

2. Distribution of resources to reduce inequalities in universal programs and 

services; and 

3. Redistribution of resources to level the playing field through targeted programs. 

xxxii This is based on the typology developed by Kristen Norman-Major, published in the Journal of Public Affairs Education in 
2011 in the article "From Balancing the Four Es; or Can We Achieve Equity for Social Equi_ty in Public Administration i' 
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The idea of leveling the playing field is critical to the concept of equity and heips distinguish equity from 
equality, or treating everyone identically. The image below illustrates how equity and equality differ. 

Source: Interaction Institute for Social Change/ Artist: Angus Maguire. 

In the first image, the spectators receive equal treatment: they each receive the same supports, even if 
disproportionate to their needs. In the second image, individuals are given different supports to suit 
their needs in order to make it possible for them to have equal access to the game. That is, in the second 
image, the spectators are treated equitably. 

GOAL OF THE EQUITY ANALYSIS 

·This chapter addresses two overarching questions: 

o How are "low-income neighborhoods11 and ({disadvantaged communities11 defined? 

s How are available DCYF services and resources measured citywide and in low,income 
neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities? 

The next section of this chapter looks at three different strategies to address the first question. We refer 
to these as different definitions of need. After looking at definitions of need, we present measures of 
the recent distribution of DCYF services and resources. We end with a brief discussion of next steps. 

[DENTIFICATION OF NEED 

Recent estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau from 2014 place the number of children and youth in San 
Francisco under 18 years of age at approximately 114,000: An additional 65,000 residents between 18 
and 24 years of age call San Francisco hqme. The city'~ children and youth are thriving in a number of 
ways. In 2015, 88% of children completed preschool prior to entering kindergarten and are poised to 
succeed in school. 183 A majority of SFUSD high school graduates {77%) go on to enroll in college, and 
upwards of 80% of 10th graders are on track on ELA standardized tests. However, not all of San 
Francisco's children and youth are faring well. This chapter examines the subset of children and youth 
with the greatest needs. 

To establish a baseline for the equity analysis, equity metrics must identify low-income neighborhoods 
and disadvantaged communities in a manner that can be followed over time. As demonstrated · 
elsewhere in this CNA, we can measure the well-being of youth and families along many dimensions. For 
the purpose of the equity analysis, we focus on three groupings. The most straightforward of these 
responds to the identification of low-income neighborhoods. The other two look at seecific . 
disadvantag.ed communities that can be tracked over time and linked to service delivery in future 
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funding cycles: youth from highly disadvantaged race/ethnicity groups and disconnected TAY (aged 18-
2~: . 
IDENTIFICATION OF LOW-INCOME NEIGHBORHOODS 

The most straightforward method of identifying need is by level of irtcome. Detailed information by 

neighborhood is available from the U.S. Census Bureau, which publishes estimates of the number of 

individuals at selected levels ofthe FPL by age. The FPL varies based on the number of individuals and 

related children aged 0-17 in a family. A family's income can be compared to the FPL for its size and 

composition to determine its poverty status. For example, a four-:person household with two children 

under 18 years of age is considered to· be at. or below 100% of the FPL if their household income is no 

more than $24,008 per year. 

Given the high cost of living in San Francisco, families above 100% of the FPL are clearly still low-income 

in this city's context. To set a threshold that defines a household as low-income for the purposes of this 

analysis, we compared wages equivalent to 100% of the FPL to estimates of the living wage by 

household size and composition. The living wage is a measure of the wages needed to support a family, 

based on a set of very basic needs calculated using geographically specific expenditure data that 

includes a family's likely minimum costs for food, childcare, health insurance, housing, transportation, 

and other basic necessities (e.g., clothing and personal care items), given family type and size.=m 

Converting these amounts to annual full-time wages and comparing by family type, we find that 300% of 

FPL is approximately the San Francisco living wage for most family types. 

xxxi;1 While there are multiple standards for living wage caiculations, one of the most widely used versions is the MIT Living Wage 
Calculator. A detailed methodology can be found at livingwage.mit.edu/pages/about. 
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The following figure shows the number of youth in each age bracket in San Francisco and the share of 

these youth in famiHes below 300% FPL As shown below, 28% of San Francisco's children aged 0-5, or 

12,257 children, are below 300% FPL Even larger shares of older youth are low-income; 35% of youth 

aged 6-13, or 16,935 youth, and 45% of youth aged 14-17, or 9,754 youth, are below 300% FPL In total, 

nearly 40,000 {35%) of San Francisco youth aged 0-17 are below 300% FPL 

Figure 20. PERCENTAGE OF YOUTH AGED 0-17 BELOW 300% OF THE FPL, BY AGE GROUP, 2014 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau. (2016). American Community Survey, 20141-Year Estimates. 

45% 

The next figure shows the proportion of youth below 300% FPL by neighborhood.xxxivThe 41 

neighborhoods in San Francisco are shaded into five equ;:il-sized groups based on the percentage of 

youth in each that are below 300% FPL The lightest shaded group represents the neighborhoods with 

the lowest rates of poverty, and the darkest shaded group represents the neighborhoods with the 

highest rates of poverty. The 40,000 youth in poverty are present all over the city, although youth in 

certain neighborhoods have greater odds of growing up in poverty than others. For example, 6.3% of 

youth in the Presidio are below 300% FPL compared to 77.6% of youth in Bayview-Hunters Point. The 

neighborhood with the highest percentage of youth below 300% FPL is Treasure Island {89.2% or 468 

youth in poverty). 

xxxiv The DPH and the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, with support from the Planning Department, 
created these 41 neighborhoods by grouping 2010 Census tracts, using common real estate and residents' definitions for t/Je 
purpose of providing consistency in the analysis and reporting of socioeconomic, demographic, and environmental data, and 
data on City-funded programs and services. They are not codified in Planning Code nor Administrative C.ode. 
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Asian youth, despite generally being less. disadvantaged in regards to academic achievement and justice 

involvement, exp.erience high rates of poverty. In Chinatown for example, 83.3% or 1,389 youth are 

below 300% FPL, which is one of the highest neighborhood poverty rates in the city. 

figure 21. PERCENTAGE OF YOUTH AGED 0-17 BELOW 300% OF THE FPL, BY NEIGHBORHOOD, 2010-2014 

LJ0%-13.9% 

E] 14% - 24.7% 

D 24.8%-53.1% 

t~5ii~rl ~.2% - 68.1% 

tt::}~3.ffi 68.2% - 89.2% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. (2016}. American Community Survey, 2010-2014 .S~Year Estimates 

IDENTIFICATION OF DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES 

In addition to low-income neighborhoods, the Charter calls on DCYF to identify disadvantaged 

communities. Within San Francisco, African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander youth are 

disadvantaged on a broad range of measures. These youth experience higher rates of.poverty, lower 

rates of academic achievement, and higher rates of involvement with the juvenile justice system 

compared to other racial/ethnic groups in San Francisco. 

The next figure provides an overview of the number of children and youth under 18 years of age by 

race/ethnicity as well as the percentage in poverty. Youth of African American, Hispanic/Latino, and 
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Pacific Islander descent have the highest rates of poverty of any race/ethnicity group.xxxv Data from the 

U.S. Census Bureau shpw that in San Francisco, 54% of.African American youth (3,848}, 53% of 

Hispanic/Latino youth (13,755}, and 87% of Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander youth (1,081} are in families 

with incomes below 300% FPL. In contrast, only 10% of White youth (3,149} reside in low-income 

families. 

figure 22. PERCENTAGE OF YOUTH AGED 0-17 BELOW 300% OF THE FPL, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2014 

Totals above bars reflect the total number of youth (aged 0-17} by race/ethnicity. 
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xxxv Throughout this section there are variations in the exact wording of each race/ethnic group. We have retained the wording 
from each original source to help clarify who is counted in each race/ethnic group for each source. · 
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Further disparity among racial/ethnic gro1.:1ps can be seen in academic indicators. Among all SFUSD 

students, students of African American, Hispanic/Latino, or Pacific Islander descent have the highest 
rates of chronic absenteeism, defined as absence for 10% or more of school days whether excused or 

unexcused. African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander students had above average rates of 

chronic absenteeism during the 2014-2015 school year. 

Figure 23. PERCENTAGE OF SFUSD STUDENTS CHRONICALLY ABSENT 2014-2015, BY RACE/ETHNICITY 
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Source: CORE Districts. (2015}. Research File, 2014-15. Note: No data available for American Indian/Alaska Native. 
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These three race/ethnicity groups are also the lowest performing in standardized testing. The chart 

below shows the percentage of SFUSD students meeting or exceeding standards in math and ELA on the 

2015 California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress. The percentage is displayed as an 

average across all grade levels at which students take the test (grades 3-8 and 11). While 68% of White 

SFUSD students met or exceeded the standard in math, only 11% of African American or Black, 19% of 

Hispanic or Latino, and 18% of Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander students met the same standard. The 

disparity is similar for ELA. 

Figure 24. PERCENTAGE OF SFUSD STUDENTS MEETING OR EXCEEDING STANDARD IN MATH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

ARTS, 2014-2015 BY RACE/ETHNICITY 
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Source: California Department of Education. (2015). California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress Results. 

The disparities continue through graduation: African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander 

students complete high school at substantially lower rates than other race/ethnicity groups. As 

described in the 21st century Learning & Education chapter, African American and Latino youth in SFUSD 

high schools have lower graduation r.ates compared to their Asian and White counterparts within the 

district. In addition, African American, Latino, and Pacific Islander students enroll in four-year colleges 

and universities at lower rates than White students. 
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African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific·lslander students also experience disproportionate 

involvement with the juvenile justice system. According to the San Francisco JPD, in 2015, 52.9% of its 

referralsxxxvi were for African American youth and 27.6% for Hispanic/Latino youth. 

Figure 25. UNDUPLICATED COUNT-DF JP REFERRALS, BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2015 
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Source: San Francisco Juvenile Probation Department. (2015). Statistical Report. 

70 

Disproportionate juvenile justice involvement is further described in the Safe & Nurturing Environments 

section of this report. 

DISCONNECTED TAY 

This section brings into focus the needs of the most disconnected TAY in the context of equity. 

"Disconnected.TAY" are individuals who struggle with entering the workforce, creating strong support 

networks, and succeeding in education. To highlight the needs of the most disconnected TAY, we 

examine data on homelessness, criminal justice involvement, mental illness/substance abuse, and lack 

of a high school diploma or GED. 

Population-level data on TAY are limited, and disconnected TAY individuals may be homeless, have 

criminal justice involvement, have a mental illness, lack a high school diploma, or experience some 

xxxvi The JPD counts as a referral all separate instances when a minor is cited or brought to JPD. It uses the term "contact" 
interchangeably with "referral" and indicates that each contact represents a "unit of work" for the Department. Referrals 
incfude contact beyond those related to arrests, citations, bookings, or cases. · 
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combination of all these challenges, rendering them a difficult-to-reach population. The TAY population 

is composed of 18~ to 24-year-olds who need addition.al supports and opportunities to make a successful 

transition to adulthood. According to Section 16.108 of the San Francisco Charter, TAY includes 18- to 

24-year-olds who: 

• Are homeless or in danger of homelessness; 

• Have dropped out of high school; 

• Have a disability or other special needs, including substance abuse; 

• Are low-income parents; 

e Are undocumented; 

e Are new immigrants and/or English learners; 

• Are LGBTQ; and/or 

• Are transitioning from the foster care, juvenile justice, criminal justice, or Special Education 

system. 

According to recent estimates from the 2014 American Community Survey, there are over 4,200 18- to 
' 24-year-olds in San Francisco who have not yet attained a high school diploma or GED, representing 

6.4% of the 18- to 24-year-old popµlation. The figure below displays the educational attainment of 18-

to 24-year-olds in the city by gender, showing that 8.5% of males and 4.3% of females had not earned 

· their high school diplomas or GEDs in 2014. 

Figure 26. EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF 18-TO 24-YEAR-OLDS IN SAN FRANCISCO, 2014 
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Individuals who do not obtain a high school diploma by age 25 are at a disadvantage in terms of both 

earnings and employment rates. Across the nation, individuals aged 25 and over with less than a high 

school diploma have an unemployment rate of 8.0% compared to 5.4% for people with a high school 

diploma and 4.3% for all workers. There are also disparities in earnings; the median weekly earnings of 

individuals with less than a high school diploma is $493, compared to $678 for individuals with a high 

schoo.1 diploma and $860 overall.184 

Figure 27. EARNINGS AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, 2015 
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There is a substantial number of homeless TAY in San Francisco. In January 2015, a point-in-time census 

of homelessness in San Frai:icisco County was conducted. The census, required by the U.S. Department 

· of Housing and Urban Development, is conducted across the country every two years and provides a 

comprehensive count of homeless individuals living on the streets, in shelters, and in transitional 

housing. As of the point-in-time census, there were 1,441 youth. aged 18-24 who were homeless, 

consisting of 197 youth in shelters and 1,244 on the streets. 

/ 
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Of the homeless youth under 25 years of age, 40% had not completed high school or received a GED, 

33% reported ~eing involved with the juvenile justice system before turning 18, 19% were on probation 

at the time of the survey, and 27% reported having been in the foster care system. Homeless youth also 

deal with health issues and social barriers, as detailed below. 

Figure 28. HEALTH CONDITIONS AMONG UNACCOMPANIED HOMELESS CHILDREN AND TAY, SAN FRANCISCO, 2015. 
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Among disconnected TAY, we also include youth with contact with the criminal justice system. As of 

February 2016, the San Francisco APD had 737 clients aged 18-25. The age breakdown of cases is shown 
in the figure below, along with the level of public safety risk assigned to each probationer by APD. The 

five color-coded categories of risk level signify no risk (dark blue), low risk (green), medium risk (yellow), 

medium high risk (red), arid h_igh risk (light blue). These individuals are disproportionately African 

.American, as shown below. In addition, the San Francisco JPD reported 173 referrals for 18-year-olds 
and 40 for young adults over 18 in 2015.xxxvu 

Figure 29. SAN FRANCISCO APD CLIENTS AGED 18-25, BY AGE AND RISK LEVEL, 2016 
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Figure 30. SAN FRANCISCO APD CLIENTS AGED 18-25, BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND RISK LEVEL, 2016 
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xxxvii Data from San Francisco JPD, 2015 Statistical Report for the year 2015. 
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Within the TAY age bracket, individuals with mental health issues are another group at high risk of 

disconnection. In 2015, 1,892 individuals aged 18-24 accessed the DPH Behavioral Health Services 

treatment for mental health or substance use conditions in San Francisco, split between 1,054 males 

and 838 females. The next figure depicts the number of youth in treatment. Note that this measure only 

counts those who accessed services through DPH's Behavioral Health Services; the t~tal number of 18-

to 24-year-olds with mental health issues and/or substance use conditions is likely undercounted by this 

. summary. 

Figure 31. NUMBER OF 18-TO 24-YEAR-OLDS IN TREATMENT FOR MENTAL HEALTH OR SUBSTANCE USE CONDITION, SAN 

FRANCISCO, 2015 
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. Source: SF Health Network, San Francisco Department of Public Health. {2016). Brief Summary of Behavioral Health Data for 
Transitional Age Youth (TAY), April 4, 2016. 

The disconnected TAY categories are not mutually exclusive, making it difficult to estimate the total 

disconnected TAY population across the city. As described above, disconnected TAY individuals may be 

homeless, have criminal justice involvement, have a mental illness, lack a high school diploma, or 

experience some combination of all four. Determining unique counts of disconnected TAY by 

neighborhood is an even harder task, as it requires assigning locations that either may not be known or 

may change frequently. 

SERVICES & RESOURCES 

In this section, we establish a baseline of DCYF services and resources citywide and in low-income 

neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities. DCYF derives funds from a combination of sources, 

including the Children and Youth Fund, the City's General Fund, and state and federal grants. In fiscal 

year 2014-2015, DCYF allocated $84 million toward supporting children, youth, and their families in San 

Francisco, including nearly $60 million in direct service grants to over 450 programs. 
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The programs that DCVF funded are spread across the city, as shown in the next map. Note that each 

red dot on the map represents a site where a program offered services and that several programs may 

be located at the same site. While the total dollars that DCYF allocated to programs located in each 

· neighborhood provides one measure of the distribution of.services and resources across the city, the 

resulting figures do not offer a complete picture of the benefits to each community. Many youth . 

participate in programs outside of the neighborhood in which they live, for example, in programs 

located near their school or public transportation. Additionally, several programs, such as youth 

employment programs, draw youth from across the city. 

figure 32. LOCATIONS OF DCYF SERVICE SITES, FISCAL YEAR 2014-2015 

Source: DCYF. (2015). Service Data, Fiscal Year 2014-2015. 

lri fiscal year 2014-2015, DCYF-funded programs served more than 50,000 children and youth aged 0-24 

and their families. To understand the distribution of DCYF services and resources across neighborhoods 

and communities, we estimated a dollar benefit to each youth served by DCYF programs based on the 

per-participant costs of the programs. in which th·ey participated. For example,. if DCYF were to provide a 

$10,000 grant to "Program X" and "Program X" served 100 youth, the per-participant cost of Program X 

would be $100, and the estimated benefit to each participant would be $100. Summing up the resulting 
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estimated benefits across participants offers an alternative method of estimating the distribution of 
DCYF services and resources across neighborhoods and communities.xxxvm 

The figure below demonstrates the results of applying this methodology and shows the distribution of 
DCYF services and resources by neighborhood, as represented by the total estimated benefits to 
participants living in each_xxxix For example, participants in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood 
received approximately $10.7 million in benefits from participating in DCYF-funded services, while 
participants in the Mission received $5.1 million in benefits. 

Figure 33. DCYF FUNDING BY NEIGHBORHOOD OF PARTICIPANTS, FISCAL YEAR 2014-2015 

Source:.OCYF. {2015). SeNice Data, Fiscal Year 2014-15. Neighborhoods with fewer than 10 participants are represente.d in gray. 

xxxv111 ft should be noted that most programs blend DCYFfunding with other public and private funding to fully cover the cost of 
services. This analysis does not account for these other resources. 
xxxlx Data is based on participant home addresses collected by DCYF grantees. The benefits received by youth whose addresses 
were missing or unable to be mapped were distributed across the neighborhoods of the remaining participants of the program 
in which they participated. For example, if 80% of participants with known addresses lived in Visitacion Valley and 20% lived in 
Bayview-Hunters Point, 80% of program benefits not assigned to a neighborhood due to missing address information were. 
allocated to Visitacion Valley and 20% were allocated to Bayview-Hunters Point. 
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It is important to note that the 41 neighborhoods presented above are not equal in terms of population 

size. For example, the Bayview-Hunters Point and Sunset/Parkside neighborhoods have many more 

children and youth than do the Japantown and Presidio neighborhoods. Nornializingthe total benefits 

to each neighborhood by the number of children and youth served in each provides a better indication 

of the distribution of DCYF services and resources. The next figure shows the average benefits received 

by youth served by DCYF-funded programs in each neighborhood. 

Figure 34. AVERAGE BENEFIT PER PARTICIPANT BY NEIGHBORHOOD OF PARTICIPANTS, FY2014-15 
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Sourr;e: DCYF. (2015). Service Data, Fiscal Year 2014-15. Neighborhoods with fewer than 10 participants are represented in gray. 

The _average youth in DCYF-funded services in fiscal year 2014-2015 derived approximately $1,150 in 

benefits froin their participation. The figure above shows that the average benefit per participant varies 

widely by neighborhood. For example, youth participants from Treasure Island received $2,234 in 

benefits on average, while youth from Russian Hill derived $760 in .benefits from participation. Several 

factors influence the variance in the average benefits per participant across neighborhoods: (1) youth 

may participate in more than one DCYF-funded program; {2) per-participant costs vary by program -for 

example, case management programs have higher per-participant costs than after-school programs; and 

(3) the age distribution of youth served may vary across neighborhoods- per-participant costs of 

younger youth programs tend to be lower than those of older youth programs. To the extent.that youth 
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with the greatest needs access multiple programs and more intensive services than the average youth 
participant, we would expect neighborhoods with large numbers of low-income and disadvantaged 
children and youth to have larger benefits per participant on average. 

In addition to estimating the distribution of DCYF services and resources by neighborhood, we also 
examined the distribution by race/ethnicity. Figure 35 provides a breakdown of the race/ethnicity of the 
more than 50,000 youth participants served by DCYF-funded programs in fiscal year 2014-2015 and their 
estimated benefits from participation. 

Figure 35. DCYF PARTICIPANTS AND ESTIMATED BENEFITS IN FISCAL YEAR 2014-2015, BY RACE/ETHNICITY 
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Total 53,069 $61,040,121 $1,150 
Source: DCYF. {2015). Service Data, Fiscal Year 2014-15; only includes data from subset of funded programs that collect 
individual level participant data. 

The figure above shows that the average benefit per participant varies by race/ethnicity. African 
American participants received $1,930 in benefits on average, while White participants received $815 on 
average. The per participant benefits to Pacific Islander youth were above average at $1,872 per 
participant, while the per participant benefits received by Hispanic/Latino youth were just about 
average at $1,142. 

That African American and Pacific Islander youth are above average in regards to the average benefit per 
participant is not surprising given that participation data shows that these youth are also the most likely 
to participate in more than one program. Hispanic/Latino youth are also more likely to participate in 
more.than one program compared to the average participant. However, the fact that they are about at 
the average in regards to their per participant benefits suggests that Hispanic/Latino youth served by 
DCYF-funded programs are younger in age. 

This section provided initial baseline data on the distribution of DCYF services and resources across 
neighborhoods and communities in San Francisco. The results suggest that children and youth from low
income neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities benefit from DCYF-funded services more than 
the average DCYF participant. However, further analysis is needed to inform DCYF's equity work going 
forward. For example, while this analysis focused on the benefits received by children and youth that 
participated in DCYF-funded programs and services, there may be many youth with great needs that are 
not accessing services. Additionally, while youth from low-income neighborhoods and communities 
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appear to be benefiting more from DCYF-funded services, further research is needed to understand the 

level of benefits necessary to yield more equitable outcomes. 

We have not examined DCYF services and resources data for the TAY population due to data limitations 

{especially the lack of consistent geographic data on disconnected TAY) and limited TAY funding in 2014-

2015. Programs serving disconnected TAY only recently became eligible for funding following th.e 

reauthorization of the Children and Youth Fund in 2014. Additional TAY service data collected through 

new contracts and citywide allocations for TAY will be available as we expand on the equity analysis in 

the SAP. 
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NEXT-STEPS 
The San Francisco City Charter mandates that DCYF develop an equity analysis of 
services and resources for parents, children, and youth that includes a set of equity 
metrics to be used to establish a baseline of existing services and resources in low
income neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities, compared to services and 
resources available in the city as a whole. The equity analysis within the CNA presents 
the results of the first stages of this analysis by identifying San Francisco's disadvantaged 
communities. 

The Service Allocation Plan will further the equity analysis by associating new funding 
allocations with disadvantaged communities and neighborhoods. This analysis will draw 
on DCY.F service and participation data that is not yet available for the most recent 
funding for fiscal year 2015-2016. In addition, DCYF will look to the OCOF Council to 
release its analysis of citywide spending for children and youth services. Where the data 
is available, DCYF will provid·e an analysis of spending for low-income neighborhoods 
and disadvantaged communities as defined above, compared to the city as a whole. We 
anticipate that the next phase of the equity analysis will be a challenging one, in that we 
will attempt to identify an equitable distribution of funds in order to improve outcomes 
for the communities and address the needs that we have identified through the CNA. 
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APPENDIX A: COMMUNITY VOICES 

ECONOMIC SECURITY & HOUSING STABILITY 

Participants in the Chinese immigrant parent focus group indicated that eligibility requirements for 

assistance should be relaxed to address the reality of San Francisco's struggling residents. They shared 

that many families ?re living below levels of self-sufficiency but above the poverty threshold, and they 

need the safety net expanded so that they may receive crucial assistance to meet their families' basic 

needs in a city whose growth is quickly leaving them behind. 

Many community members mentioned their need for support with basic needs. For instance, fathers on 

probation discussed the need for things like diapers and formula for their children and professional 

clothing for themselves; service providers also indicated the need for clothing, particularly for families 

with children aged 0-5. Parents from the Parents'Advisory Council highlighted the need for better access 

to healthy food, a sentiment echoed by participants in the community input sessions, who emphasized 

the need for access to affordable, healthie~ food options; particularly for families living in the Bayview 

neighborhood. 

This year we struggled to meet the financial needs of our families, many of them in crisis. Our youth of color 
struggled to feel heard and to feel like they have agency in schools that speak of equny but isolate their 
communities. Our stajf struggle to remain in a job that they love while making rent, and our agency struggles 
to pay a rising, fair wage V1dth stagnant grants. TI1is struggle is not background noise. It is a constant nag in 
the back of our minds. These struggles boil blood and embitter hearts. - Community mem.ber 

In 10 out of 38 of the community breakout groups, participants prioritized the need for financial 

security. Participants highlighted the need for access to jobs with a living wage and the importance of 

removing barriers for undocumented youth. Further, Chinese immigrant parents discussed the high cost 

of childcare and limited availability of subsidized care, which impacts their financial stability because the 

lack of childcare prevents parents from working. 

TAY expressed interest in pathways to upward mobility and mentorship with adults in their communities 

who have successfully transitioned out of public housing, off public assistance, and into gainful 

employment and independent living. 

In the community input sessions, six groups discussed the needs of 14- to 24-year-olds and prioritized 

the need for youth to develop life skills and independence, with a particular emphasis on financial 

literacy (e.g., banking, building credit, taxes, and savings). Service providers at the all-grantee meeting 

also emphasized the need for developing financial literacy, including debt and debt management, 

information about student loans, credit building, access to banking, and avoiding check cashers and 

predatory lenders. 

Additionally, focus group participants highlighted.the particular challenge immigrants in the city face in 

obtaining employment because of the lack of language-appropriate, culturally-competent job training 

programs. They mentioned that programs are held only during the workweek and are located in parts of 

the city that are difficult for them to get to. 
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The community consistently identified affordable h.ousing and housing support as one of the most 
pressing needs for San Franciscans. Indeed, roughly half of all participants in the community input 
sessions prioritized affordable housing, citing the need to "relax income requirements for affordabl~ 
housing," "provide support for navigating the housing· system," and "ensure culturally competent shelter 
for disconnected LGBTQ TAY." 

Community input session participants acknowledged that while the City h_as increased efforts to address 
housing needs, TAY and their families have particular needs for intentional services for the whole family. 
Further, a group of fathers on probation identified the need for TAY-specific housing for justice-involved 
youth, indicating that housing with older indivicjuals who may be involved in more serious crime than 
youth may not provide the most supportive environment for this vulnerable population. 

There needs to be more transitional housing for LGBTQ. Some exists but there needs to be more and it needs 
to L1e in safer neighborhoods. - LGBTQ youth 

Community members also discussed the challenges they face in public housing, saying that there are not 
enough housing projec;ts and the units that are available are ,dilapidated. They expressed opinions that 
conditions.in public housing units should be more highly regulated to address deficiencies. Further, a 
young Arab woman shared that Arab and Latino families tend to be large, and that new public housing 
developmen~s should be built with their families' needs in mind. 

Another community member said they observed that housing units in some areas of the Sunset and 
Richmond are also being "doubled and tripled up" in by multiple families. Moreover, due to the high 
cost of living in the city, immigrants are at high risk for exploitation even within immigrant communities, 
as many are undocumented and therefore willing to work for low wages. 

In nearly every focus group, participants commented on the increasing presence of individuals 
experiencing homelessness. With the rapid climb in the cost of living, affordable housing is a challenge 
that cuts across sectors, but is particularly challenging for the city's most marginalized. Participants felt 
that expanding housing subsidies and relaxing eligibility requirements would come as much-needed 
relief to working families across the city, and would help to prevent more residents of the city from 
sliding into homelessness. 

Young Arab middle and high school girls and Chinese immigrant parents who participated in focus 
groups discussed the need for the City to provide social-emotional support for those who lack basic 
housing and/or are facing homelessness. Parents from the Parent Advisory Council proposed options 
such as more housing like Bayview Hills Garden, which provides onsite wraparound. services and 
programs for parents and youth who were formerly homeless. 

LGBTQ youth who participated in focus groups suggested that transitional housing and drop-in centers 
in safe neighoorhoods that offer culturally competent and LGBTQ-sensitive services - particularly for 
TAY -would help hom1=less youth get back on their feet. Participants in community input sessions also 
highlighted a need for more safe spaces where individuals experiencing homelessness might find food, 
employment services, and respite. 
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SAFE & NURTURING ENVIRONMENTS 

Samoan TAY and TAY fathers on probation suggested that law enforcement can make_stronger · 

connections to the communities they serve by having community members act as liaisons to help build 

bridges and make communities safer in a culturally competent way that speaks to that particular 

community. 

Police need to have better access to translation services so they can communicate better with non-English
speaking communities. - TAY Advisory Committee member 

Monolingual Chinese- and Spanish-speaking immigrant parents and ~GBTQ youth all mentioned that 

surveillance cameras would improve their sense of safety in their neighborhoods. Samoan TAY discussed . . . 
wanting to see greater police·presence and quicker response ti.mes in. their community. Additionally, 

middle school girls expressed their concern for safety, citing instances of harassment at the bus stops in 

their neighborhoods .. 

San Francisco has this legacy of being accepting of disenfranchised groups but that is slipping away with 
the influx of wealthy corporations and wealthy families moving into our city. You can feel a real sense of 
judgment from them especially for gender nonconforming and transgender folks. - TAY Advisory 

Committee member 

There is a continued demand for more safe spaces and culturally competent and culturally specific 

community programs that youth.and families can go to, where family-community connections can be 

developed and strengthened. Focus group participants expressed that existing parks and recreation 

centers need to be renovated and maintained, and that housing projects should have their own centers 

for youth and separate spaces for teens to recreate in a healthy, safe environment. 

System-involved TAY fathers expressed interest in recreation centers that are open longer hours, in their 

communities (in Visitacion Valley, Bayview-Hunters Point, and Sunnydale), which are safe and open after 

school as well as during the daytime hours for adults to access when children and youth are in school. . 

TAY fathers on probation and Samoan youth expressed interest in greater exposure- possibly through 

school field trips or other programs -to different communities to see what other areas are like and to 

see how other people live in the Bay Area. An Ad.ult Probation Department (APD) officer said that more 

qrnld be done to reach people, especially those who tend not to use email, internet, and/or 

smartphones, and connect them to programs and opportunities in their community. 

Middle school youth and TAY alike expressed concerns about crime and violence in their communities, 

indicating a need for better security in their neighborhoods. Several middle school boys also s.hared that 

they feel they live in "violent communities," with one boy stating there are "people who stand on the 

corner and push you to do things that you don't want to." 

SFUSD needs some sensitivity training for teachers around how to identify students who are suffering from 
sexual ab11se to refer them to services. - TAY Advisory Cornmittee meri1ber 

TAY service providers and community members expressed the importance of more education for youth, 

teachers, and service providers around the risks of sexual exploitation and the importance oftrauma

informed care for survivors of sex trafficking. 
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Further, justice-involved TAY shared that they are seeing a methamphetamine epidemic in their 

communities, and that (/there is no street code - dealers are not afraid to sell to young people or 

children anymore." 

TAY fathers on probation identified the need to provide services to youth to keep them from becoming 

involved with illegal activity in the first place. Some of their suggestions include recreation centers that 

are open longer hours and in their communities {Visitacion Valley, Bayview-Hunters Point, Sunnydale), 

facilities that are safe and open both when kids are in and out of school, centers for youth in public 

housing projects, renovations to existing recreational spaces, and guards in public spaces that reflect the 

community. Similarly, middle school boys in Portola and justice-involved TAY also discussed the need for 
safe spaces for them to engage in healthy activities. 

PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAlr & MENTAL HEALTH 

In community input sessions, participants prioritized expanded hours for drop-in·clinics, targeted 

services for LGBTQ TAY, and culturally competent, multilingual supports as needs to-support physical 

health. DCYF-funded service providers also indicated that they are seeing a large number of overweight 

youth developing health issues associated with poor nutrition in the communities they serve. 

Immigrant families shated the particular need for additional support navigating and accessing health 

care options available to them,.stating that culturally competent assistance is critical to ensuring these 

families receive the care they need. 

Across all community input sessions, access to quality mental health services was consistently prioritized 
I 

as a critical need in the city. Requests for support ranged from better social and emotional support in 

the classroom, to increased availability of services for severe mental health conditions. 

An employee of the San Francisco DPH expressed that filling the mental health service gap between 

"mild" and "moderate need" is critical. This respondent also said that too many San Franciscans are not 

receiving the support they need to treat early symptoms and to prevent a slide from "mild" mental 

health needs to (/moderate" needs. 

Several community members indicated that waiting lists for therapy are too long to be an effective 

option for treatment, which results in prolonged suffering and increased potential for substance use. 

Other community members spoke of feeling stigmatized for seeking mental health services, particularly 

in t_he Chinese and Samoan communities. Services need to b~ more culturally responsive in order to 

become more accessible. 

·vvellness centers and community clinics are overburdened, [we need to] build capacity that is realistic for 
staff, ensure all staff w:iderstand and are trauma-informed: [there needs to be] more training for the 
whole school ecosystem; capacity building around mental, physical, and emotional health. - DCYF-funded 
service provider 

In response to a survey about student needs, over half of school principals identified mental health 

services as one of the top three areas of need that come up most often for the children and families 

they serve. An additional third of principals identified access to counseling for children as one of the top 

three needs. 
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A large number of providers surveyed indicated the need for gender-responsive programming and 

positive role models/mentorship programs for both boys and girls. Indeed, middle school girls echoed 

that sentiment by indicating the need for _support in interacting and communicating with boys. 

In community meetings, TAY talked about the need to build the capacity of service providers to relate to 

and understand the needs of TAY who have experienced trauma. 

Justice-involved TAY identified a need for greater support to transition out of the juvenile justice system. 

DCYF grantees highlighted the need for more training to better understand the needs of incarcerated 

girls. Additionally, they pointed out the need for new facilities for mental health, citing the overcrowding 

in agencies and jails, and the need for more services addressing acute mental health issues for minors 

and TAY. 

f was released from the {Juvenile] Hall in San Francisco on my 13th birthday at 5:06 p.m. My phone and 
monev had been confiscated, and I was left on my own to do everything. I did not feel that the transition 
of leaving the Half was supported at all . ..:... Justice-involved young woman 

Children of incarcerated parents have unmet emotional needs and are often socially stigmatized. 

Current service providers said they did not feel adequately trained on the unique set of issues children 

of incarcerated parents are dealing with. 

We could all use some education on what's involved Vv'ith the Jives of children of Incarcerated parents. 
Most of us don't know. - Focus group pariicipant (a therapist) from Project WHAT!155 

A justice-involved TAY parent focus group emphasized the need for more family-oriented programs to 

help keep families together, noting that problems start in the home and that building support systems 

can strengthen individuals and their families. A probation officer interviewed expressed that culturally 

responsive family education programs to support reunification efforts for justice-involved youth could 

help break cycles of both family and community violence. 

We need a better plan for how to systematically assist foster youth when they age out of the system. 
- OCOF TAY focus group participant 

A young father on probation discussed the need to have targeted outreach to youth in foster care.to 

inform them of the services and programming available to them. 

Parents who participated in the Parent Advisory Council focus groups expressed a need for stable school 

and home placements for children and youth, especially for youth in foster care and in transition, to feel 

connected and supported by someone who believes in them ar:id to experience the support of a 

community'to help guide, motivate, and encourage them. 

21sr_CENTURY LEARNING & EDUCATION 

Across the city, community members highlighted the need for assistance in accessing high-quality ECE 

programs, not only so that children can be bett_er prepared to enter kindergarten, but also so that their 

parents can pursue opportunities for economic advancement. Indeed, Chinese immigrant parents 

discussed the critical need for subsidized childcare so that they might seek employment and pursue 

upward mobility for their families. 
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In a survey about the needs of the families they serve, 56% of service providers of children aged 0-5 
ranked affordable childcare .in the top three areas of need that come up most often for the clients they 

. serve. When asked about challenges to accessing childcare, 50% of providers serving children aged 0-2 
ranked finding available infant care as one of the top two challenges. For the 3-5 age group, 61% of 
providers surveyed ranked finding care that accommodates parent/caregiver schedules as one of the 
top two challenges. · 

Fathers in the justice system also highlighted the need for easier access to childcare, particularly for 
probationers who are actively participating in programs. 

In all eight community breakout groups discussing children aged 0-5, participants prioritized the need 
for access to high-quality ECE programs. Specific .recommendations included "more transitional 
kindergarten with teachers with ECE backgrounds, also in community settings," "more affordable high-

. quality childcare arrangements," !'drop-in community centers," and "more childcare subsidies." 

In the survey of providers, 44% reported that parents/caregivers not having access to parent dasse~ or 
other supports to help children reach developmental milestones is one of the top obstacles to 
preventing children in the broader community from entering school happy, healthy, and ready to learn. 

More professional development for teachers was identified in comm~nity input sessions as a pr.iority 
need, and middle and high school youth also said they would like to see more high-quality, culturally 
sensitive and competent te,aching professionals in their classrooms. The community also repeatedly 
mentioned the need for better compensation for teachers and staff, as well as better relationships 
between SFUSD and CBOs. 

Children need to see themselves reflected in their school curriculum fovorablv and authentically. - Parent 
Advisory Council participant 

At community input sessions,.participants frequently expressed the n.eed to have _more opportunities for 
leadership development. Participants indicated that youth leadership development is a way fo help 

· youth gain confidence in their ability to make a difference and develop skills to tackle issues in a healthy 
and positive manner. 

Middle and high school girls emphasized the need for girF-specific spaces in and out of school to engage 
in sports, art, and other extracurricular activities: Indeed, one young woman at a community input 
session shared that the girls in her high school recognize that girls' sports teams are less valued than 
boys' are, and that girls therefore feel less engaged in those activities. 

Our youth need an educational environment free from gender harassment. - Cornmunitv Input Session 
participant 

LGBTQ youth participants in focus groups expressed that a safe learning environment free from 
harassment is something all young people should be able to rely on at school. LGBTQ youth ~re 
particularly vulnerable to bullying and harassment and need safe spaces to learn .. 

Parents also indicated a desire to have greater .involvement with the schools, but felt they needed 
avenues for engagement and advocacy. Indeed, residents at six of the community input sessions 
prioritized the. nee~ for services to support families in navigating the education system. 
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Chinese immigrant parents discussed the challenges students and their families had transitioning into 

kindergarten, middle school, and high school. They expressed that additional supports, such as 

streamlining the enrollment process, would help reduce anxiety around these critical transitions. 

Samoan TAY indicated the need to ensure that students unde.rstand what the A-Grequirements are, 
how the requirements are relevant to college and beyond, and how foundational skills learned in middle 

and ·high school will be critical to them over their lifetime, especially for vulnerable youth who are at risk 

of dropping out. They reported·a need ~o supportyouth with affordable, high-quality, after-school 
program options that provide academic support( wellness centers, and ancillary support staff (e.g., 

school counselors and career counselors). They indicated that in order to prevent vulnerable youth from 
falling through the cracks, the City needs to provide extracurricular activities that also build skills such as 

cooking, art, and sports, and otherwise ensure students have a way to connect and "buy in" to their own 

learning and .education. 

Monolingual Spanish-speaking immigrant parents expressed the need for tutoring and other after
school programs and services specifically for immigrant children and youth; and greater outreach.to 

increase access to existing programs. In addition to language barriers, many immigrant families do not 
have s.martphones or internet access and consequently often miss opportunities for· their children. 

Parents from the Parent Advisory Council focus groups expressed a need to "lift students' morale, 

motivation, and encouragement- especially among youth Who are African American, Latino, Pacific 

Islander, in foster care, and newcomer students" and cited the need for district staff to be aware of 

children's cultural and community backgrounds and needs. 

Across input se?sions, parents, grantees, and community members prioritized the need for access to 

high quality in- and out-of-school programs. In surveys of both principals and K-8 after-school and 
· summer program providers, almost half of providers ranked affordable after-school activities in the top 

three areas of n·eed that come up most often for the families they serve. Both principals and providers 

indicated that homework help and tutoring were the after~school activities most requested by families 

that they serve. 

Service providers and comIT)unity members alike priorhized the need for access to high-quality summer 
progral'f!s, especially during transitions from middle to high school. Of stirveyed K-8 providers, 38% 

· ranked affordable symmer programs in the top three areas of need that come up most often for the. · 

families they serve. Providers indicated that sports and fitness (38%), environmental/outdoor activities 
(35%), and extended programming (31%) were the summer program elements most requested by the 

families they serve. 

Further, DCYF-funded service providers reported that lack of safe transport_ation to and from programs 
serves as a significant barrier for youth from high c·rime neighborhoods to engage in after-school 

enrichment activities, stating that "transportation (safe, reliabie, consistent) is a barrier to access for 

communities of color, low-income communities." Several service providers also indicated that low 

access to technology, especially for youth living in SROs, affects academic outcomes. 

Youth expressed the need for greater supports early in high school to help them address challenges in 
their lives and stay on track to graduate. TAY want public schools to do a better job supporting them in 

traditional schools rather than "pushing them out into continuation high schools." They indicated that 
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teachers need more training to identify issues and intervene early to help keep TAY on track for 

completing high school. 

Youth also talked about a greater need for services in school and the broader community to help them 
cope with and manage the stress they often feel. While youth identified school-based wellness centers 
as a place they can seek help, they said that the current centers cannot meet the needs of all students 

who want their services. 

Schools in 101.v-income i,eighborhoods do not have equitable support. [They hove] low parent in11olvernent1 

!01,v funding to support extracurricular activities. I have two high school children ivho attend [an SFUSD 
high :;;chooi] and the teachers/administrator do not have adequate funding to support all of their students. 
They rely too heavily on non-profits, ond SFUSD needs to step up to provide m.ore education funding for 
schools with economicai!y clisac!vontoged populations. -Community member 

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION & CAREER PATHS 

Youth and TAY express that they are in need of greater guidance and direction when it comes to 

applying for college, seeking scholarships, and planning for their life paths beyond school. Youth, 
parents, community service providers, and school principals all identified greater support in schools for 
college and career counseling as a top priority need in the city. Developing life skills and independence 
during this transitional age is also an area that many of the city's youth struggle with. 

Every childshou!d be able to graduate from high school and be prepared to advance to college. 
- Parent Advisory Council member 

Both system-involved and non-system-involved TAY indicated the need for more access to programs 
that not only support college prep, but also connect youth to financial support for college and provide 
support while they are enrolled. 

Further, TAY in leadership positions highlighted the need to see themselves reflected in higher

education curriculum, particularly through more diverse ethnic studies. Additionally, second-generation 
immigrant youth in a community input session asked for services to help their families understand 
pathways to higher education and avoid predatory college prep programs that often have a high cost for 

little return. 

In community input sessions, 12 out of 13 groups prioritized the need for job skills and training. Service 

providers responding to a survey about the needs of the youth they served echoed the need for access 
to training. Almost all of the providers serving youth aged 18~24 ranked access to jobs/job 
training/internships as one of the top three desires of youth they serve, and 54% ranked access to 
vocational/certificate progral')'ls as one of the top three desires. 

More specifically, respondents identified the need for culturally comp.etent, parent-inclusive, supportive 
employment service_s for disconnected LGBTQ TAY, as well as services that provide realistic career 
exploration and expose youth to a variety of possibilities, including careers that do not require a college 
degree, and that help youth find or create pathways to long-term employment. 

Similarly, Samoan TAY indicated that young adults are looking for clear career paths and need practical 
job skills, as well as training and exploration of careers that are realistic and do not necessarily require 
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college. A more direct pipeline could be developed such that job-training opportunities align with local 
business and CBO needs that would also pay a living wage. 

TAY also expressed interest in job-training programs that are combined with completing a college 

degree, or college degree programs that are coupled with clear, direct career paths, so that they would 
be set up for a successful launch into adulthood imm_ediately upon completion. They also felt that 
leadership opportunities that empower youth and build practical skills would help set them on a 

successful path towards career development. 

Youth also identified a need for better outreach to improve awareness about available programs for 

career development and job-training opportunities, especially those who are not in school and/or are 

system-involved, as they are unsure where to turn for such guidance. 

Additionally, LBGTQ youth feel s_tigmatized at school and said they f13ce it all again when they enter the 

workforce. These youth indicated that more outreach from LGBTQ-run businesses to the LGBTQjob
seeking community would ease their entry into the working world and could set them on a more 
successful career path. 

We need services that help you describe who you are and what you like to do. We need rnock interviews, 
resume and cover letter help. Help defining a career focus. A test to figure out: what am I passionate 
about?- LGBTQ youth 
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APPENDIX B: SELF-SUFFICIENCY STANDARD 

Many policymakers, advocates, services providers, foundations, and families use the SSS to make 
informed decisions on working family issues. It measures the minimum income necessary to cover all of 
a non-elderly (under 65 years old) and non-disabled individual or family's basic expenses- housing, 
food, childcare, health care, transportation, and taxes -without public or private assistance. The 
California SSS is available for all 58 counties across the state. This tool allows you to look up the SSS for a 
specific county and household type in California. Please see additional infon~ation at 
www.insightcced.org/tools-metrics/self-sufficiency-standard-tool-for-california. 

SSS in San Francisco, 2014 

Transportation 

ff~~~~~~i:~;-~~~r~~~~ 
Miscellaneous 

Earned income tax credit $0 

C;;;~;~'~frilclcq(E'tgi':cNoif:i(,~~,:;;J,:;;ii~§:;'i;rjHf~j[/:l~;;fS;9q},~J 
Child tax credit ($167) 

Hourly per adult 

Monthly 

Annually 

Monthly contribution 

All 
With children 
Without 
children 

23,187 
6,091 

17,096 

$22.00 

$7,743 

$92,914 

$98 

Households 

67,934 
21,160 

46,774 
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San Francisco Self-Sufficiency Standards for Different Types of Households, 2014 

Jtigl~g'. 
1 Adult+ 1 preschool aged child $29.96 $5,272 $63,266 

n:'daiitf+:Zpreschoo'.'r'q'.t~'ffi'chltaieh'.;~;,:;::::;~;;:-,;;;]f~';.t~)~~;T-g,;G--.~-::w,ef~gwJC,51:vS7Jii.r;;/:;;,'.;;,,r:•;_;,;5at;s29; 
1 Adult+ 2 preschool aged children + 1 school $55.00 $9,680 $116,155 
aged child 

~~---~:·--,~~WWl'T.t'.' 
2 Adults · $10.03 per adult $3,531 $42,376 

~'~~:At:iultsfi·l(J::"pr:esqhgpb1keffifuldrr4;%ik~-~'-'~"fiJ,,ffixr¥t~;S,$fo?261-1:ri¥r~c1tlalt'i;®'t%{ii§sp21ii&,;,i~w;6,,;,:_;$·6~h&Wi: 
-2 Adults+ 2 preschool aged children $20.92 per adult $7,363 $88,356 _ 

2 Adults + 2 preschool aged children + 1 school 
aged child+ 1 infant 

$34.45 per adult $12,126 $145,509 

A table that provides additional 555 estimates for additional types of household compositions may be downloaded from the 
Insight Center for Community Economic Development website at www.insightcced.org/tools-metrics/se/f-sufficiency-standard
tool-for-california. 
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APPENDIX C: CATEGORIES OF SPECIAL NEED 

Emotional Disturbance: Emotional Disturbance means a condition exhibiting one or more of the 
following characteristics over a long period ohime and to a marked degree, which adversely affects 
educational performance: 

• An inability to learn that cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health factors; 
• An inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers; 
e Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances; 
e A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; or 
• A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with personal or school problems. 

The term Emotional Disturbance includes children who are schizophrenic. The term does not include 
children who are socially maladjusted, unless it is determined that they exhibit one or more of the 
characteristics listed above (34 CFR Part 300.5}. 

Speech or Language Impairment: Speech and Language Impairment means a communication disorder 
such as stuttering, impaired articulation, language impairment, or a voice impairment, which adversely 
affects a child's edt,1cational performance (34 CFR Part 300.5}. 

Intellectual Disability: Intellectual Disability means significantly sub-average general intellectual 
fun.ctioning existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior, and manifested during the 
developmental period, which adversely affects a child's educational performance (34 CFR Part 300.5}. 

Multiple Disabilities: Multiple Disabilities means concomitant impairments (such as intellectual 
disability, blindness, or orthopedic impairment}, the combination of which causes such severe 
educational problems that the student cannot be accommodated in Special Education progr·ams solely 
for one of the impairments. The term does not include deaf-blind children (34 CFR Part 300.5}. 

Specific Learning Disability: Specific Learning Disability means a disorder in one or more of the basic 
psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which may 
manifest in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical_ 
calculations. The term includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain 
dysfunction~ dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The term does not include children who have 
learning problems that are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental 
retardation of emotional disturbance, or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage (34 CFR 
Part 300.5}. 

Source: California Department of Education DataQuest. 
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Making San Francisco a great place to grow up 



· Maria s~ PsyJ) .. 
Executive Director 

A Letter from the Executive Director: 

EdwinM .. le~ 
Mayor 

As we look to the next five years, we envision a San Francisco in which all of our children, young adults and 

families are leading lives full of opportunity and happiness. They will have access to high-quality care and 

services, build meaningful relationships with others and achieve their goals and dreams. 

I am pleased to present the 2017 Services Allocation Plan (SAP) for the Department of Children, Youth and 

Their Families (DCYF). The SAP calls out four bold Citywide Results that we want to work to achieve over 

the next five years and the services and investment priorities that will he[p us reach them. It is the first 

. Services Allocation Plan prepared by DCYF following the reauthorization. of the Ch.ildren and Youth Fund in 

2014 and is a document we will rely on as we move into the final phase of our planning process. The Request 

for Proposals (RFP), based on this SAP, will be released in late July. Grants awarded via the RFP will start in 

July 2018. 

Under this new SAP, DCYF will be even more strategic and focused in our efforts to support our children, 

youth, and transitional age youth, empower our families and strengthen our communities. This SAP 

encompasses many of our existing service a(eas, introduces a few new funding areas and refines old ones. 

DCYF, with the support of our partners, strives to make San Francisco a great.place to grow up. A place 

where everyone can benefit from the succ~sses of .their hard work and reach their fullest potential,. 

regardless of the social inequities they may have experienced. I look forward to working with you on this 

mission. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Su, Psy.D. 

Executive Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Th_e Department of Children, Youth and Their Families (DCYF) and its partners have a proud 

and important history offunding high quality, culturally relevant and empowering services 

for San Francisco's children, youth and their familie_s: DCYF brings together City 

government, schools, and community-based organizations (C::BOs) to help our city's youth, 

birth to age 24, and their families lead lives full of opportunity and happiness. 

Over the past 25 years, San Francisco has become home to some of the best practices and 

programs in the nation. With this Services Allocation Plan (SAP), DCYF aims to sharpen its 

focus on funding the services that are most likely to improve the lives of children, youth 

and families and on measuring key outcomes in our community. 

BACKGROUND:.THE CHILD.REN AND FAMILIES FIRST INITIATIVE AND 

DCYF 

In 1991 the Children's Amendment to the City Charter was passed by voters, making San 

Francisco the first city in the country to guarantee a dedicated funding stream to children 

each year in the city budget. The legislation set aside a portion of annual property taxes for 

the exclusive funding of services that benefit children. The Children's Fund was 

overwhelmingly renewed by voters in 2000, then renewed again in 2014 with broad voter 

support for an extended 25-year tenure through Proposition C. Proposition C, also known 

. as the Children and Families First Initiative, increased the property tax earmark for children 

and youth to four cents of every $100 of assessed property value (to be fully phased in by 

fiscal year 2018-19), renamed the Children's Fund to the Children and Youth Fund and 

expanded use of the Fund to the provision of services to transitional age youth (TAY) ages 

18 to 24 (see Appendix A: City Charter Amendment for a detailed definition ofTAY). 

DCYF administers these funds to community-based organizations and. public agencies to 

provide s~rvices to children, youth and families. DCYF's Oversight and Advisory Committee 

(OAC), which was established under the 2014 legislation, helps to guide strategic planning, 

funding recommendations and evaluation offunded programs. In fiscal year 2015-16 DCYF 

provided approximately $60 million in direct service grants to over 450 programs located 

across all of San Francisco's neighborhoods, helping to support over 50,000 children and 

youth, birth to age 24, arid their families. 

THE PLANNING CYCLE 

The Children and Families First Initiative established a five-year planning cycle for.spending· 

from the Children and Youth Fund. The cycle begins with a Community Needs Assessment 

(CNA) (available at www.dcyf.org). The Services Allocation Plan (SAP) builds DCYF's strategic 

funding priorities and allocation amounts based on the needs surfaced by the CNA. Then a 

Request for Proposals (RFP) takes the SAP a step further, presenting more det.;1iled 

descriptions of the services that will be funded for the next five years. 
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THE SERVICES ALLOCATION PLAN: HOW DCYF INVESTS IN CH[LDREN, YOUTH AND 

FAIVIIUES 

This document, the Services Allocation Plan, establishes funding priorities and desired outcomes for 

services based on needs identified in the CNA. We engaged in an intensive planning process to determine 

the key results for San Francisco's children, youth and families. During this process, we gathered feedback 

from key stakeholders, such as community-based organizations and other city departments, to build 

support for our proposed plan. We also gathered and analyzed additional data to supplement information 

from the CNA that will be used in the Department's ongoing planning efforts. This informati(!n includes key 

indicators (see Measuring Our Progress section) to identify populations of need (see Priority Populations 

section) and information on overall City spending on children and youth (see Appendix B). 

This Plan provides details on our results-based planning process qnd our four key Results, followed by an 
overview of the services that DCYF believes will improve the lives of children, youth and families in San 
Francisco. The Plan ends with a presentation of the population-level indicators that will measure San 
Francisco's progress toward reaching our four key Results over time. 
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BUILDING A PLAN FOR SUCCESS 

BUILDING A PLAN FOR SUCCESS 

STRATEGIC PILLARS AND COMMITMENT TO EQUITY 

Four Strategic Pillars serve as the foundation of DYCF's work. These Pillars reflect our core 

beliefs about how to build the strongest five-year plan that will enable us to work effectively. 

with our many City and community-based partners to deliver the best results for San 

Francisco's children, youth and families. 

Figure 1. DCYF STRATEGIC PILLARS FOR ACHIEVING POSITIVE RESULTS FOR SAN FRANCISCO 

DCYF's commitment to equity is both fundamental to our Strategic Pillars and highlighted 

in the City Charter. The City Charter states that DCYF is responsible for "ensuring the 

children and youth with the highest needs receive maximum benefit from the Fund and 

that equity is a guiding principle of the funding _process; and to the maximum extent 

feasible, distribute funds equitably among services for all age groups - from infancy to 

transitional age youth." This equitable distribution will be a factor in funding decisions in 

the next RFP. 

The CNA included an Equity Analysis that defined equity as all groups having access to the 

resources and opportunities needed to reach theirfull potential. The Equity Analysis in the 

CNA identified low-income neighborhoods and disadvantaged populations that were faring 

worse on measures of well-being compared to other neighborhoods and groups. In 

addition to the Equity Analysis, DCYF engaged with historically underrepresented 

community members through input sessions, focus groups and interviews to better 

understand the inequities they face. 

As the Department moves through the SAP and RFP processes, equity and the Equity 

Analysis remain key considerations in establishing Service Areas and in developing RFP 

content and selection criteria. 
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PRIORITY POPULATIONS 

As discussed above, DCYF is committed to ensuring equitable acces·s to the services and opportunities that 

all children, youth and families need to lead lives full of opportunity and happiness. While a range of services. 

are available to many children and youth in our community, one of our guiding principles sp_ecifies that we 

focus on ensuring access to those services for San Francisco's most vulnerable _children, youth, transitional 

age youth .and families. 

In the Equity Analysis, DCYF identified low-income neighborhoods where children and youth are likely to 

have the greatest level of need for services, as well as specific populations that benefit from targeted 

programming. The table below highlights . the populations identified through the CNA as having 

concentrated need, as well as characteristics associated with increased ne~d. 

·:_ ... ;/ . · .. :._ ·.. :-.:···.{:· ·( ... ·: 

.. . Cl:m,,JIDE}: . 
. UNIVERSAL NEED ·· 

Given the high cost of living in San Francisco, DCYF determined that 300% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) 

is approximately the San Francisco living wage for most family types. For a family of four, 300% of FPL is 

about $71,550. Nearly 40,000-or 35%- of San Francisco youth ages 0-17 are living below 300% of FPL. 

Figure 2 shows the proportion of youth living below 300% of the FPL by neighborhood. The neighborhoods 

are shaded fnto five equal-sized groups based on the percent of youth in each that are below 300% of FPL. 

The lightest _shaded group represents the neighborhoods with the lowest rates of poverty, while the darkest 

. shaded group represents the neighborhoods with the highest rates of poverty. 

The 40,000 youth in poverty live all over the city, though youth in certain neighborhoods face greater odds 

of growing up in poverty than others. For example, 6.3% of youth in the Presidio live below 300% of the 

FPL compared to 77.6% of youth in Bayview Hunters Point. The neighborhoods with the highest percentage 

of youth below 300% of the poverty level are Treasure Island (89.2%), Chinatown (83.3%), Tenderloin 

(80.6%), · Bayview Hunters Point (77,6%j, Visitacion Valley (72.9%) and Western Addition (71.5%). 

Neighborhoods with more than 2,000 youth below 300% of the FPL include Bayview Hunters Point (7,330 

youth in poverty), Excelsior (4,280 youth), Mission (4,050 youth), Sunset/Parkside (3,740 youth), Visitacion 
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BUILDING A PLAN FOR SUCCESS 

Valley (2,580 youth), Oceanview/Merced/lngleside (2,160 youth), Outer RJchmond (2,060 youth) and 

Portola (2,040 youth). 

Figure 2. PERCENT OF YOUTH AGES 0-17 BELOW 300% OFTHE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL, BY NEIGHBORHOOD 

LJ0*'·1l.9% 
L···:114%-24.7%. 

f.> .. {24.8%-~.1% 

rr~~f.;:<~ 53.2%. ss.1-,. 

~~W&f ss~ .. aa2% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. {2016}. American Community Survey, 2010-2014 5-Year Estimates 

In addition to low-income neighborhoods, the City Charter calls on DCYF to identify disadvantaged 

communities. Within San Francisco, African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Pacific Islander youth are 

disadvantaged on a broad range of measures. These youth experience higher rates of poverty, lower rates 

of academic achievement and higher rates of involvement with the juvenile justice system comp.ared to 

other racial/ethnic groups in San Francisco. Beyond these factors of concentrated need identified through 

the'Equity Analysis, we know that children, youth and families identifying with any of the characteristics of 

increased. need outlined in the figure above (under-housed, English Learners, etc.) benefit from additional 

supports. The CNA provides statistics· and graphical representations of rates of poverty,· academic 

achievement and juvenile justice involvement by race/ethnicity. 

DCYF is also dedicated to addressing needs of the most disconnected transitional age youth in the context 

. of equity." "Disconnected TAY" are individuals who struggle with entering th.e workforce, creating strong 

support networks, and succeeding i~ education. Population-level data on transitional age youth are limited, 

and disconnected TAY individuals may_ be homeless, have criminal justice involvement, mental illness, lack 

a high school diploma, or some combination of all these challenges, rendering them a difficult-to-reach 
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population. The TAY population is composed of 18-24 year-olds. who need additional supports and 

opportunities to make a successful transition to adulthood. According t6 Section 16.108 of the San 

Francisco Charter, TAY includes 18-24 year-olds who: 

•!+ Are homeless or in danger of homelessness; 

+ Have dropped out of high schqol; 

•!• Have a disability or other special needs, including substance abuse; 

•!• Are low-income parents; 

•!• Are undocumented; 

•!• Are new immigrants and/or English learners; 

•!• Are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and questioning; and/or· 

•!• Are transitioning from the foster care, juvenile justice, criminal justice or special education system. 

>, 

ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH RESULTS-BASED ACCOUNTABILITY 

As stewards of the Children and Youth Fund, DCYF seeks the most effectiv~ and equitable methods of 

determining the services that will best improve outcomes for children, youth and families, as well as how 

to best measure the impact of our investments. In the fall of 2016, DCYF began using the Results-Based 

Accountability {RBA) framework with the goal of implementing a clear and measurable tool to help ensure 

that the Children and Youth Fund investments will support positive results.1 

The implementation of the RBA framework followed the completion of our Community Needs Assessment. 

Based on the wealth of data and community input gathered through the CNA, DCYF developed the SAP 

through an iterative process whereby DCYF staff (a) identified Results that reflected the aspirations shared 

by children, youth and families in the CNA, (b) examined existing data to understand how San Francisco is 

doing in regards to each of these Results, (c) researched the factors that niost strongly influence the Results, 

(d) identified the partners with substantial roles to play in affecting Result outcomes, and (e) explored 

services that would positively impact the Results. This process will help DCYF better measure the impact of 

the services we will fund to make a positive impact in the lives of San Francisco's most vulnerable children, 

youth and families. The last step of the RBA process is fo develop Performance Measures associated with 

the services that we will fund. These Performance Measures wiil be detailed in the RFP, and will be used to 

assess grantees' performance in the next Funding Cycle. 

RESULTS FOR SUCCESS 

DCYF began the SAP process by highlighting results that we believe reflect fundamental conditions that 

should be present for.children, youth and families in San Francisco. DCYF's four Results were based on the 

research and community input presented in our CNA and align with the major goals fn the Our Children, 

Our Families (OCOF) Outcomes Framework.2 It is the Department's goal over the n·ext five-year funding 

1 For more details on the RBA framework, see the Clear Impact website: https:ljclearimpact.com/results-based-
accountability/. · 
2 In addition to reauthorizing the Children and Youth Fund, Proposition C charged the Our Children, Our Families 
Council with creating an outcomes framework to outline the milestones the City, the San Franciscp Unified School 
District, and community want all children, youth, and families in San Francisco to reach. 
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cycle to remain focused on funding the services most likely to positively influence these Results and to 

continuously measure pr~gress toward meeting them. 

Figure 3. DCYF RESULTS 

In developing this SAP we made every effort to select Results that build on each other so that together they 

will help target inequities and improve outcomes for the city's most vulnerable children, youth and families. 

DCYF recognizes that there is interconnectedness across all of our Results. Meeting the complex and varied· 

needs of children, youth and families in San Francisco requires a continuum of services and approaches. 

It is important to note that through our CNA process, DCYF heard from many families about their struggles 

to maintain housing and make ends meet despite San Francisco's overall economic prosperity. DCYF did 

not create a unique result for economic security and housi(1g stability due to limitations placed.on the_ 

Children and Youth Fund by the City Charter that prevents spending on property and land (see Appendix A 

for the text of the City Charter amendment) .. Because economic security and housing instability have such 

a large impact in San Francisco and because DCYF specifically cannot use the Children and Youth Fund to 

address these issues, we did our best to recognize and consider these circumstances in our planning 

process when determining the supportive services, programs and initiatives that will help children, youth 

and families achieve the four Results listed above. 
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SERVICE AREAS & ALLOCATIONS 

This section outlines priorities and funding ranges to guide the expenditures of DCYF's 

budget, which includes a combination of the Children and Youth Fund, the General Fund, 

and state and federal dollars. The city, state and federal governments all face fiscal 

uncertainty, and this funding allocation plan is based on the best projection of available 

revenue. Today we estimate that DCYF will have roughly $117 million available annually 

between Fiscal Years 2018-19 and 2022-23 to allocate toward the Service Areas described 

in this plan. Actual funding levels, however, may vary. For an overview. of how DCYF's 

current funding strategies relate to the Service Areas, see Appendix C. 

In the 2018-2023 Funding Cycle, Service Area~ will build on the strong foundation of work 

already accomplished by the Department and our partners. These Service Areas together 

aim to achieve a continuum of developmentally meaningful outcomes, from bfrth to 

adulthood. They are the result of careful review of the factors and evidence-based practices 

that most strongly influence our Results. They also incorporate the many voices of children, 

youth and families who engaged in our planning processes (see Appendix E and F for input 

sources). 

Through this Plan DCYF seeks to create a rich network of prevention services that are 

universal and promote protective factors to support the well-being of all children, youth 

and families. At the same time, DCYF recognizes that many children, youth and families 

have concentrated and increased needs as outlined on page 4 of this Plan. DCYF is 

committed to resourcing and supporting· the continuous development of high quality 

programs to ensure those with the greatest needs can access intensive, high quality 

services. Ultimately we want all San Francisco children, youth and families to achieve.the 

Results that frame this Plan regardless of the place from which they are starting. 

While we used the RBA and CNA process to determine the Service Areas, the funding 

amounts by service area were established using the following criteria: 

•!.. Ensure continuity of services in areas that are making a positive difference in the 

lives of children, youth and families; 

•!• Continue to close the service gap in areas that youth and their families have 

identified as a priority, such as quality child care and early education, after school 

care and enrichment, youth employment, and mental health services; 

•!• Factor in other City, State and Federal funding to ensure an equitable distribution 

of funds across all ages Oto 24, and to ensure we are not duplicating services; 

+ Improve coordination with other City departments and the San Francisco Unified 

School District (SFUSD) to increase supports to children, youth and families with 

the greatest needs and leverage existing efforts; and 

•!• Pilot new services that research has shown to be effective in reaching the Results 

we have prioritized. 
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DCYF is committed to establishing an equitable allocatio"n offunds across all age groups and ensuring that 

children and youth with the greatest needs receive maximum benefit from the Fund. To this end, DCYF 

will continue to work with the OCOF Council to conduct a more detailed analysis of citywide spending on 

supports and services for children and youth ages Oto 24. Should shifts in the funding landscape or 

results from evaluation indicate that adjustments to this allocation are needed, DCYF will seek approval 

from its Oversight and Advisory Committee and the Board of Supervisors to amend the Plan. 

Figure 4 on the following page summarizes the 2018-23 Service Areas, ages to be served, and range of 

funding allocations; The pages that follow offer summaries of each Service Area, including an explanation 

of the services, additional details on the allocation range, and the roles each Service Area plays in 

supporting positive results. For each Service Area, we divide the funding into (1) the amount available for 

Direct Grants, which will be made competitively available through DCYF's RFP process, and (2) the amount 

available for Interdepartmental Partnerships. The Interdepartmental Partnerships funds. will be allocated 

to other City departments, and the majority of these funds Will be contracted by other Ci~ departments to 

community-based organizations to provide direct services that will help us achieve our Results (see 

Appendix D for a list of these partnership investments). Of the $117 million projected to be available 

annually, we anticipate aliocating approximately $73 million toward Direct Grants and $44 million toward 

Interdepartmental Partnerships. 

As discussed earlier in this Plan, DCYF's RFP will present more detailed descriptions of the services to be 

funded over the next five years. We will discuss priority populations in the RFP and include questions that 

will allow applicants to explain how they intend to reach and serve San Francisco's most vulnerable and 

high-need children, youth and families. 
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Figure 4. SERVICE AREAS AND ALLOCATION RANGES 
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EARLY CARE & EDUCATION SERVICE AREA 

Programs providing early care and education are a primary driver for school readiness. From birth, Early 

Care & Education (ECE) settings begin to prepare children for success in school by supporting physical well

being and motor development, social and emotional development, communication and language usage. 

Access to affordable, high quality ECE programs 

also provides low-income parents the opportunity 

to develop greater financial stability. 

DCYF will continue to support ECE through an 

increased investment focused on expanding 

access to high quality ECE programs. Notably, we 

will work in partnership with the Office of Early 

Care and Education and First 5 San Francisco to 

ensure that the highest need families are 

prioritized for Early Learning· Scholarships in an 

effort to reduce the waiting list for ECE programs. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

•!• In a survey about the needs of the families they serve, 56% of service providers of children aged O

S ranked affordable childcare in the top three areas of need. Providers highlighted the chall~nge 

for fa·milies of finding available infant care and care that accommodates their schedules. 

•!• In community input sessions discussing children 

aged 0-5, participants prioritized the need for access 

to high-quality ECE programs, recommending "more 

transitional kindergarten with teachers with ECE 

backgrounds," "more affordable high-quality 

childcare arr-;rngements," and "drop-in community 

centers with childcare." 

•!• Chinese immigrant parents identified a high cost of 

childcare and limited availability of subsidized care, 

which impacts financial stability because the lack of 

childcare prevents parents from working. 

•!• Fathers in the justice system also highlighted the 

need for easier access to childcare, particularly for 

probationers who are. actively participating in 

programs to better their lives for their children. 
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OUT OF SCHOOL T!ME SERVICE AREA 

DCYF has been a primary funder of Out of School Time (OST) programs for over two decades. Since 2005, 

. we have worked with system partners to expand the availability of affordable, quality programs. Although 

much progress has been achieved, many families still identify access to quality OST programs as a priority. 

DCYF will increase its investment in OST to continue to close this service gap and deepen supports for 

children strugglir:ig to succeed in school. OST programs provide meaningful and relevant learning 

opportunities that foster curiosity, build social skills, and creatively reinforce and expand on what children 

· and youth learn during the school day. OST programs have been shown to increase school connectedness 

and are uniquely positioned to engage families in their child's academic success and to provide positive 

connections to school and community. 

In the OST Service Area DCYF seeks to support 

comprehensive programming that occurs both on 

school campuses and at community sites-. These 

programs will provide comprehensive afterschool 

and summer programming that operates during 

business hours so that parents can rely o.n these 

· programs to provide quality care for their children 

while they are at work. These programs will be 

rooted in yo.uth development, provide culturally 

competent services . and inclu.de a focus on 

competencies like literacy and social emotional 

Ages Served 

AHocation Range 

skill building. DCYF will continue to work closely in partnership with SFUSD. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• Youth development research shows that having one or more caring adults in a child's life increases 

the likelihood that they will flourish and become productive adults. Surveys of youth in DCYF 

afterschool programs show that more than 90% believe that there is an adult at their program who 

really cares about them. 

•!• In surveys of school principals and afterschool and summer program providers, almost half of the 

respondents ranked affordable afterschool and high-quality summer activities as a top area of need 

for the families they serve. Providers indicated that sports and fitness, outdoor activities and 

extended programming were the summer program elements most requested by the families they 

serve. 

•!• Low-income parents of children in private schools reiterated this need, and were concerned about 

access forfamiliE;S earning above "low-income thresholds." 

•!• Hispanic/Latino and Pacific Islander students in particular talked about the need for culturally 

specific supports and services, including groups, clubs and classes at school and afterschool 

settings, and at cultural centers in the community. 

•!• Families of children with special needs discussed the barriers families face accessing after-school 

and summer programming, as many current programs provided on scho~I sites and at community 

organizations do not have capacity to accept children with special needs. 
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EDUCATIONAL SUPPORTS SERVICE AREA 

Through the Educational Supports Service Area, DCYF is making a targeted investment to address the needs 

of academically at-risk children as well as youth who did not complete high school. For context, African 

American an_d Hispanic/Latino youth have lower levels of kindergarten readiness, as well as lower rates of 

high school graduation. Additionally, recent estimates from the 2014 American Community Survey show 

there are over 4,200 18- to 24-year-olds in San Francisco who have not yet attained a high school diploma 

or GED. Given the success of current investments in Educational Supports, input from families about the· 

. need for more academic support for struggling students and the expansion of services to TAY, DCYF is 

increasing its investment and focus in Educational Supports to address the educational disparities identified 

in the CNA. 

Programs providing Educational Supports 

encourage achievement by supporting the 

academic. progress of participants. These 

programs provide a range of services designed to 

help support academic achievement, reengage 

young people in their education, introduce youth 

to future educational possibilities and assist in 

mitigating ba rrrers. 

In the Educational Supports Service Area DCYF 

seeks to support a range of programming that 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

helps youth and young adults remain on track with their education while also working towards future 

educational goals. These services will include programs that support academic achievement; assistance 

navigating key educational transition points including elementary to middle, middle to high and high school 

to post-secondary; and programs that support post-secondary enrollment and success. These programs 

will be age appropriate, culturally competent and rooted in youth development. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• Surveyed principals indicated that 

academic support and tutoring are top 

programming .needs outside of the 

instructional day for elementary, middle 

and high school students, and are often 

requested by parents. 

•!• Students shared a desire to be seen as 

more than a racial/ethni_c stereotype and 

to be truly understood within their school 

community. TAY, students, parents, and 

service providers alike highlighted the 

need for culturally responsive 

programming. 
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ENRICHMENT, LEADERSHIP & Sl<lll BUILDING SERVICE AREA 

Through the Enrichment, Leadership and Skill Building (ELS) Service Area, DCYF continues as a primary 

funder of community-based programs that engage and inspire young people and offer them the 

opportunity to build skills while learning more about themselves and their community. ELS programs 

benefit all children and youth but have been shown to be especially impactful for youth at risk for poor · 

developmental outcomes. ELS programs are varied and cover a range of topics, approaches and concepts 

such as art, music, theater, dance, sports and athletics, science and technology, cultural empowerment, 

leadership and life skills activities. 

In the ELS Service Area DCYF seeks to support a 

continuum of services that offer opportunities for 

children, youth and young adults to engage in 

programming that teaches specialized skills. These 

services include programming during afterschool 

and summer times or as a standalone offering of 

project-based programming, culturally based skill 

building or the ability to build leadership. The City 

Charter requirement of a minimum three percent 

of the Children and Youth Fund for youth-initiated 

projects will b~ encompassed by the ELS Service 

Area. 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

These programs will be implemented in an age appropriate manner that is both culturally competent and 

rooted in youth development approaches. 

\NHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• In a survey of middle and high school SFUSD students asking what types of summer and afterschool 

programming they were interested in, over 35% of middle school students expressed a desire for 

"art, music, theater or dance" and "sports and athletics" programming, and over 30% expressed a 

desire for "science and tech activities". High school students had similar priorities with the addition 

of "community service" activities. 

•!• Middle and high school girls 

emphasized the need for girl-specific 

spaces in and out of school to engage 

in sports, art, and other 

extracurricular activities. Newcomer 

youth also expressed the desire for 

specialized programming and sports 

as a way to help them better integrate 

. into their communities. 

•!• TAY and service providers alike 

stressed the need to develop life skills 

and independence, with a particular 

emphasis on financial literacy. 
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JUSTICE SERVICES SERVICE AREA 

Programs offering Justice Services provide the support needed to help youth and young adults in the justice 

syste_m stabilize their lives, reconnect with their education and begin to focus on achieving the steps needed 

for a successful future. San Francisco saw nearly 70% fewer juvenile arrests in 2014 compared to 2000. This 

profound shift away from arrest as a solution to delinquent behavior is the result of the tremendous work 

San Francisco has done to reduce reliance on the juvenile justice system and incarceration. Despite this 

significant drop in juvenile arrest and incarceration, racial and ethnic disparities persist in both the criminal 

and juvenile justice systems. 

In the Justice Services Service Area DCYF seeks to 

support programs that provide comprehensive 

services to youth .throughout the time they are 

engaged in the justice system. These programs will 

· focus on meeting the complex needs of justice 

involved youth as well as prevent deeper 

involvement with the justice system through 

connection to adult allies and culturally relevant 

programming, ongoing case management, access 

to positive skill building activities and whole family 

engagement. These programs will be expected to 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

be well-versed in youth development and able to provide.culturally competent programming that takes 

into account the unique needs of those involved in the justice system. DCYF will also continue to support 

initiatives such as the Community Assessment and Referral Center as well as work in partnership with the 

Juvenile and Adult Probation Departments, the Department of Public Health, the District Attorney and the 

Public Defender ,to ensure system coordination. Services for high-risk youth and TAY who are at risk of 

entering the justice system continue to be a priority for DCYF, and funding will be allocated in other Service 

Areas In order to ensure access to services for this population. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• Research has shown that detention is harmful for young people, and that formal processing is not 

always effective in reducing delinquent behavior. Comprehensive youth centered programming 

mitigates negative impact and supports young people in their successful transition to adulthood. 

•!• Young people and system partners alike expressed the need for programmi_ng that offers 

enrichment (arts and music), life skills, anger management, conflict resolution and exposure to a 

greater diversity of environments. 

•!• Many young people mentioned feeling isolated from friends and family while incarcerated or in 

out-of-home placements. DCYF's system partners stressed that engaging families in every step of 

the juvenile justice process is imperative for a child to transition successfully out ofthe system. 

•!• Stakeholders, system partners, and youth alike offered suggestions focused on ens_uring we have a 

well-trained and well-supported workforce. Young people expressed their feeling that bias existed 

in systems with which they interacted. Additionally, youth suggestedthat Jaw enforcement can and 

should make stronger connections to the communities they serve. 

•!• Many stakeholders and youth identified the need for additional detention alternative and 

community supervision options to ensure a continuum of supervision services. 
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YOUTH WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT SERVICE AREA 

DCYF has been a leader in development of San Francisco's Youth Workforce Development (YWD) system. 

DCYF is increasing its investment in YWD to maintain service levels and to support more intensive services 

for young people with multiple barriers to employment. For youth that are struggling academically or 

disconnected from work or school, YWD programs with supportive services have shown to be effective at 

connecting them to work and/or school. YWD programs help to prepare young people for adulthood by 

providing opportunities for exposure to career options, teaching skills and competencies that are relevant 

to both education and employment and ensuring that young people have the ability to navigate the labor 

market. 

For yo.ung people to thrive as adults they need a 

strong academic foundation and the knowledge, 

skills and abilities to succeed in the workplace. 

Given the economic realities of San Francisco, 

youth in the city face unique pressure to develop 

the skills necessary to compete for jobs in the local 

economy. In 2015, DCYF funded. programs that 

placed over 3,000 youth in work-ba~ed learning 

opportunities, helping them meet their 

educational and career goals and achieve 

economic self-sufficiency. 

Ages Served 

· Allocation Range 

In the Youth Workforce Development Service Area DCYF seeks to support a continuum of tiered career 

exposure and work-based learning opportunities that are develbpmentally appropriate, .culturally 

competent and meet the needs of youth. This continuum will encompass a range of services including 

opportunities for early career exposure, programming. targeted towards high need youth and access to 

private sector and career oriented employment. DCYF will also. continue to support initiatives like the 

Mayor's Youth l:mployment and Education Program {MYEEP), San Francisco Youth Works and Jobs+ and will 

continue to engage with partners from the Recreation and Parks Department, the Office of Economic & 

Workforce Development, the Human Services Agency and the San Francisco Unified School District. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTAMT? 

•!• Research shows that youth need to hear early and often abouf career and educational options, 

which suggests the importance of programs for younger youth that focus on. career exploration 

and employment readiness. For older youth, evidence demonstrates that YWD programming and 

employment opportunities targeted to special populations and disconnected youth are essential. 

•!• Surveys of SFUSD principals, CB0s and youth revealed a high demand for YWD services. Eighty 

percent of providers serving youth ages 14-17 and 96% of providers serving youth ages 18-24 

ranked access to jobs, job training, and internships as one of the top three desires of youth. 

•!• Disconnected TAY expressed interest in job-training programs combined with college degree 

programs that focus on developing a direct career path to prepare them for an effective launch 

into adulthood upon completion. They also felt leadership opportunities that empower youth and 

build practical skills would help set them on a suc.cessful path. 
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· MENTORSHIP SERVICE AREA 

While caring adult relationships are a cornerstone of youth development programs and thousands of 

children and youth have develope_d trusted ad_ult allies through participation in DCYF-funded programs, 

DCYF is allocating funds to pilot formal mentoring models for at-risk youth. Mentors are able to help identify 

when a young person is in trouble, offer advice, share life experience, and help them navigate challenges 

and achieve goals. Studies have shown that high quality mentorship has a positive impact on absenteeism, 

college enrollment rates, career success, relationships and mental health. 

Mentoring programs can operate using- a diverse 

set of practices and approaches but are found to 

be most effective wh.en they focus on the goals 

and interests of the youth, include a professional 

youth worker to coordinate program experiences· 

and connection to resources and ensure that 

mentors are trained and supported. 

In the Mentorship Service Ar.ea DCYF seeks to 

support programs that provide mentorship over 

an extended period of time and focus on helping 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

youth build self-esteem and confidence, explore new possibilities and achieve positive goals. These 

programs. will provide comprehensive mentorship experiences using pr:actices and approaches that are 

culturally competent and rooted in youth development. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• Over the past thirty years, studies have linked caring non-parental adult relationships to a broad 

range of positive outcomes for youth including experiencing increased emotional resiliency, self

esteem, development of social skills, and decreased symptoms of depression, anxiety;_ sexual risk 

behaviors and drug use. Caring adult relationships have also been found to have a positive impact 

on school connectedness and academic 

outcomes. 

•!• Many surveyed providers indicated the 

need for gender-responsive programming 

and positive role models and ment_orship 

programs for both boys and girls. Youth 

also felt that mentoring, peer support and 

counseling were essential to helping 

newcomer youth transition to their new 

schools. 

•!• Transitional age youth expressed inte.rest 

in pathways to upward mobility and 

mentorship with adults · in their 

communities who have successfully 

transitioned out of public housing, off 

public assistance and into gainful 

employment and independent living. 
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EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING SERVICE AREA 

Emotional Well-Being services aim to address the impact of adverse childhood experiences on the 

emotional and mental well-being of children, youth and their families. Access to quality mental health 

services is consistently identlfied by the community as a critical need. DCYF is.committed to increasing its 

coordination with the Department of Public Health (DPH) Child, Youth and Family System of Care and TAY 

Behavioral Health System of Care to identify strategies to connect more cliildren, youth and families to 

appropriate services to support their emotional well-being. DCYF's investment in the High School Wellness 

Centers, Clinical Services for youth in the Juvenile Justice System and Early Childhood Mental Health 

Consultation have increased access to additional State funding for these services. In addition DCYF has. 

partnered with DPH to improve connections between community based providers and the mental health 

system. 

DCYF will continue this key partnership with the 

goal of improving service coordination. In addition, 

through Technical Assistance and Capacity 

Building investments, DCYF will partner with DPH 

to train and support CBOs on the implementation 

of a trauma-informed system of care model to 

improve how we understand, respond to and heal 

from trauma. The funding allocated to this service 

area does not reflect DCYF's full investment in 

emotional well-being. Additional funding for 

Ages Served 

r 
mental health services will be included in funds allocated within other Service Areas, including but not 

limit!=d to ECE and Justice Involved Services. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• Researchers and leading health organizations widely recognize mental health as an integral part of 

overall health. Untreated mental and emotional health issues in childhood have lasting results into 

adulthood. 

•!• Fifty-six percent of principals and child development center site supervisors surveyed identified 

· mental health services as one of the most frequent areas of need for the families they serve. 

•!• Community members reiterated the need for access to quality mental health services and 

increased emotional support in the classroom. 

•!• Youth talked about a need for services in school and the broader community to help them cope 

with and manage stress. While youth identified school-based wellness centers as a place they can 

seek help, they said that the current centers could not meet the needs of all students seeking their 

services. 

•!• Hispanic/Latino youth also felt that peer support and counseling services were essential to helping 

newcomer youth transition to the if new schools. 
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FAMILY EMPOWERMENT SERVICE AREA 

Parents c;Jre a child's first teachers and are the primary influence on a child's development. Children who 

grow up with the benefit of strong parent-child relationships have greater self-confidence, do better in 

school and have more positive relationships with peers. To this end, in partnership with First 5 San Francisco 

and the San Francisco Human Services Agency, DCYF will continue its investment in Family Resource 

Centers, which serve over 8,500 par·ents and caregivers per year, to foster strong parenting skills and 

practices among parents and caregivers in several San Francisco neighborhoods. Creating rich support 

networks for parents and caregivers enhances their ability to fulfill this critically important role in their 

child's life. 

Family Empowerment programs support parents 

and caregivers in their efforts to advocate on 

behalf of their families, learn about their children's 

social emotional development, access supports to 

meet basic needs and build community with other 

parents and caregivers. 

In the Family Empowetment Service Area DCYF 

seeks to fund P range of programming that is 

intended to create multiple pathways for. families 

and caregivers to access the support services. 

Ages Served 

Allocation Range 

These services will include programming facilitated through the Family Resource Center Initiative as well as 

youth-serving community based programs. DCYF will continue to support the Roadmap to Peace and Black 

to the Future initiatives. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

•!• There is strong evidence that family strengthening interventions help counteract the stress that 

families facing financial insecurity endure. 

•!• Forty-four percent of DCYF grantees serving ch_ildren aged 0-5 surveyed reported la~k of access to 

parent classes and other supports to help children reach developmental milestones as a barrier to 

entering school happy, healthy, and ready to 

learn. Additionally, many parents indicated a 

desire to be more involved in their children's 

education, but were unsure about how to 

engage. 

•!• Both fathers involved in the jus_tice system and 

probation officers emphasized the need for 

more culturally responsive family-oriented 

programs to help keep families together. 

•!• Young mothers discussed at length the desire 

for programming for fathers; specifically 

programs that help fathers better engage in 

their children's lives and to support the 

relationship between mother and father. 
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SERVICES TO SUPPORT RESULTS 

In order to achieve the Results outlined in this Allocation Plan, investments must also be 

made to build the overall quality of the service delivery system as well as ensure that 

children, youth and families have knowledge of- and access to- the services that we fund. 

DCYF understands that programs are better able to reach priority populations when 

strengthened by investments that build their capacity and when concentrated efforts are 

made to increase access. To meet this goal DCYF will support the Service Areas of Outreach 

& Access and Technical Assistance & Capacity Building. 

· The Outreach & Access Service Area helps to ensure that children, youth and families are 

both aware of avail.,1ble services and are able to access them. These services support all of 

DCYF's Service Areas by providing the underlying resources needed to inform community 

members about, and connect them to, services. 

In the Outreach & Access Service Area DCYF seeks to support a range of efforts, initiatives 

and pilots designed to broadly share information and increase usage of the other services 

DCYF funds. These services will include DCYF's nutrition programs, the San Francisco 

Healthy Kids Initiative and the Street Violence Intervention Program as well <JS exploration 

of a children, youth and family focused transportation network, support for continued 

efforts to build a web based tool to seamlessly connect youth to programming, and other 

outreach and access efforts that ensure wide knowledge of our services, especially for 

those.most in need. 

Technical assistance and capacity building underlie and support all of DCYF's Service Areas. 

These activities and resources are provided to grantees to help strengthen and build their 

capacity to increase and refine the quality of the programs they provide. DCYF understands 

that high quality programming is bolstered by the strength of the agency providing it. 

Therefore our technical assistance and capacity building efforts operate on both levels by 

providing training and resources that strengthen CBOs' fiscal, administrative and 

governance systems as well as helping programs deliver services at the highes~ level of 

quality possible. 

In the Technical Assistance & Capacity Building Service Area DCYF seeks to support a range 

of offerings that address agency and fiscal health, program quality and professional 

development. These offerings will include training, workshops and cohort learning 

opportunities on both administrative and programmatic topics, individualized coaching for 

both fiscal and program staff and access to resources for unanticipated and unbudgeted 

. need?, DCYF will also champion coordination with other overlapping systems and 

institutions to ensure consistent and unified capacity building opportunities are offered 

across the youth services field. 
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MEASURING .OUR PROGRESS 

EVALUATION 

Continuous investment in evaluation will increase awareness of what best supports the 

well-being of children, youth and families, as well as offer opportunities to reflect on 

accomplishment's. DCYF has historically dedicated resources to evaluation of its programs, 

and remains committed to using data to understand outcomes at both the 

programmatic and community levels. 

In accordance with requirements set forth in the City Charter, DCYF will continue to use 

evaluation to ensure program quality, support continual improvement and measure 

progress toward goals listed in our authorizing legislation and results identified through the 

Department's SAP planning process. DCYF may contract with consultants and outside 

experts for evaluation services to prepare the annual Evaluation and Data report required 

by the legislation, and to produce other evaluation materials and reports that support the 

Department's understanding of how DCYF-funded services are impacting the lives of 

children, youth and families. 

Evaluation expectations for: the next fiye years will be mapped out in our Evaluation Plan, 

which we will complete before the start of the Funding Cycle. DCYF recognizes the 

complexity of evaluating the diverse needs of children and families in San Francisco and the 

impact of the systems intervention. Through our Evaluation Plan we look forward to sharing 

a new method of tracking the· Results, Indicators and grantee Performance Measures 

developed through our Results Based Accountability process. The pages that follow offer a 

glimpse into our initial effort to understand population-level changes through identifying 

key indicators and exploring baseline data. 
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TRACKING COMMUNITY PROGRESS 

DCYF recognizes that San Francisco is one of the most diverse cities in the nation. We le.arned though our 

CNA that the circumstances and needs of communities in San Francisco are as diverse as its residents are. 

DCYF began our SAP planning process with a careful consideration of these needs as we identified the four 

key results that we hope to achieve for our children, youth and families. 

Figure 5. DCYF RESULTS 

With these vital results in mind, DCYF utilized the Results-Based.Accountability framework to select 17 key 

·popw lation-level indicators that we felt were strong markers of progress. These population-level indicators 

will become a fundamental component of DCYF's future evaluation efforts, offering a high level view of 

how the city is faring in each result area over time. 

DCYF will continue to measure these indicators to hold ourselves and our City partners accountable for 

making positive progress. The following table presents our 17 population-level indicators accompanied by 

a snapshot of the most recent data available, identification of whether the data shows population-level 

movement in a positive or negative direction, and an explanation of why each data point matters. It is 

important to note that while disparities were considered in the development of Service Areas (and outlined 

in the Priority Populations section), the data presented in support of the indicators below are not 

disaggregated by race/ethnicity. More detail about each indicator, including disaggregated data when 

available, wlll be made available on line with the release ofthe final SAP. 
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Children & Youth Are Supported by Nurturing Families & Communities 

;f :f il:.2tJf JiI11{1}J};i{~'.i(1'.tt:.,,,;,.: ;; .. ,:.,,;J'.J?tt}tjl 
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•• ................ . 
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1 Data for indicators on the Data Development Agenda are not currently available. We will seek to collect data on 
these indicators in the future. 
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MEASURING OUR PROGRESS 

Children & Youth Are Ready to Learn and Succeeding in School 
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MEASURING OUR PROGRESS 

Youth Are Ready for College, Work & Productive Adulthood 
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APPENDIX A: CITY CHARTER AMENDMENT 

APPENDIX A: CITY CHARTER AMENDMENT 

SECTION. 16.108. CHILDREN AND YOUTH FUND 

{a) Preamble. 

(1) By overwhelmingly reauthorizing the Children's Fund in 2000 with 74 percent approval, the 

people of the City and County of San Francisco found and declared that the Children's Fund {now 

to be known as the Children and Youth Fund) is essential in ensuring the health and success of 

every San Francisco child. 

(2) The previous investment of the Children and Youth Fund allowed for the Department of· 

Children, Youth, and Their Families to serve over 56,000 youth in FY 2012-2013, focusing on the 

children with the most need. 

(3) The Fund successfully stabilized and expanded services for children, youth, and their families, 

while leveraging other resources. 

(4) Addressing the level of unmet need among children and youth remains a significant challenge. 

The needs of San Francisco's children have been increasing: 

{A) One-third of San Francisco's African American and Latino children live below the 

poverty line. The number of San Francisco children in poverty has increased by 14% in the 

past 5 years. 

{B) The federal poverty level for a family of four is $23,000; adjusted to San Francisco,_ it is 

$35,000. Self-sufficiency in 'San Francisco for a family of four is three times that amount, 

and over half of all families cannot meet the self-sufficiency standard. The Children and 

Youth Fund provides services that support families and opportunities for children and 

youth that are essential to meeting their needs and providing pathways out of poverty. 

(C} State and federal cuts have significantly reduced children and youth services in San 

Francisco, including funding for child care, youth employment and high need disconnected 

transitional-aged youth. 

(5) The reauthorization of the Children and Youth Fund will enable the Department of Children, 

Youth and Their Families (DCYF) to build on the previous success of the Fund and strengthen DCYF's 

capacity for the fut~re, while fostering innovation and improving transparency and accountability. 

(b) Fund for Children and Youth Services. Operative July 1, 2001, there is hereby established a fund to 

expand children's services, which shall be called the Children and Youth Fund {"Fund"). Monies in the Fund 

shall be expended or used only to provide services for children and youth as provided in this section. 

(c) Goals. The goals of expenditures from the Fund and the planning process created in this section of the 

Charter shall be: 

(1) To ensure that San Francis~o's children are healthy, ready to learn, succeed in school and live 

in stable, safe and supported families and communities; 
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(2) To ensure that San Francisco is a family-friendly city and to support families as an important 

part of the City population and civic culture; 

(3) To focus on the prevention of problems and on supporting and enhancing the strengths of 

children, youth and their families; 

. (4) To complement the City's community development efforts; 

(5) To strengthen a community-based network of services in all neighborhoods; 

{6j To ensure that children and youth with the highest needs receive maximum benefit from the 

. Fund and that equity is a guiding principle of the funding process; 

(7) To distribute funds based on best-practices, and successful and innovative models in order to · 

ensure maximum impact; 

(8) To the maximum extent feasible; to distribute funds equitably among services for all age groups 

- from infancy to transitional-aged youth; 

(9) To ensure children are provide.d with gender-responsive and culturally-competent services; 

(10) To strengthel') collaboration around shared outcomes among all service providers for children, 

youth and their families, including collaboration among public agencies and non-profit 

o_rganizations; and 

(11) To fill gaps in services and leverage other resources whenever feasible. 
. . 

(d) Amount. There is hereby set aside for the Fund, from the revenues of the property tax levy, revenues in 
an amount equivalent to an annual tax of three cents ($.03) per one hundred dollars ($100) of assessed 

valuation for each fiscal year beginning with July 1, 2001-June 30, 2002, and ending with July 1, 2014-June 

30, 2015. 

For Fiscal Year 2015-2016, there is hereby set aside for the Fund, from _the reve·nues of the property tax 

levy, revenues in an amount equivalent to an annual tax of three and one-quarter cents ($.0325) per one 

hundred dollars {$100) of assessed valuation for each fiscal year. 

For Fiscal Year 2016-2017, there is hereby set aside for the.Fund, from the revenues of the property tax 

levy, revenues in an amount equivalent to an annual tax of three and one half cents ($.0350) per one 

hundred dollars ($100) of assessed valuation for each fiscal year. 

For Fiscal Year 2017-2018, there is hereby set aside for the Fund, from the revenu·es of the property tax 

levy, revenues in an amount equivalent to an annual !ax of three and three quarters cents ($.0375) per one 

. hundred dollars ($100) of assessed valuation for each fiscal year. 
.• 

For -Fiscal Year 2018-2019, and every fiscal year thereafter through Fiscal Year 2040-2041, there is hereby 

set aside for the Fund, from the revenues of the property tax levy, revenues in an amount equivalent to an 

annual tax of four cents ($.04) per one hundred dollars ($100) of assessed valuation for each fiscal year. 

The Fund shall be maintained separate and apart from all other City and County funds and appropriated by 

annual or supplemental appropriation. 
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(e) New SeNices. Monies in th~ Fund shall be used exclusively for the costs of services·to children less than 

18 years old provided as part of programs that predominantly serve children less than 18 years old and for 

Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth 18 through 24 years old. "Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth" 

are those who: are homeless or in danger of homelessness; have dropped out of high school; have a 

disability or other special needs, including substance abuse; are low-income parents; are undocumented; 

are new immigrants and/or English Learners; are Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and 

Questioning ("LGBTQQ"); and/or are transitioning from the foster care, juvenile justice, criminal justice or 

special education system. Monies from the Fund shall not be approprrated or expended for services that 

received any of the funds included in the higher of the Controller's baseline budget covering July 1, 2000-

June 30, 2001 appropriations, or the Controller's baseline budget covering July 1, 1999-June 30, 2000 

appropri::itions, whether or not the cost of si.Jch services increases. Nor shail monies from the Fund be 

appropriated or expended for services tha~ substitute for or replace services included or partially included 

in the higher of the two baselfne budgets, except and solely to the extent that the City ceases to receive 

federal, stat_e or private agency funds.that the funding agency required to be spent only on those services. 

The Controller's baseline budget shall mean the Controller's· calculation of the actual amount of City 

appropriations for services for children that would have been eligible to be paid from the Fund but are paid 

froni other sources. 

(f) Eligible Uses. The City shall only use monies from the Fund for the fqllow'ing purposes: 

(1) Services for children up to 18 years old and Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth up to and 

including 24 years old, including: 

(A) Affordable child care and early education; 

(B) Recreation, cultural and after-school programs, including without limitation, arts 

programs; 

· (C) Health services, including prevention, education, and behavioral and mental health 

services; 

(D)Training, employment and job placement; 

· (E) Youth empowerment and leadership developm.ent; 

(F) Youth violence prevention programs; 

(G) Youth tutoring and educational enrichment programs; 

(H) Family and parent support services; 

(I) Support for collaboration among grantees to enhance service delivery and provider 

capacity-building, and for community development efforts; and 

(J) Services responsive to issues of gender, sexual orientation, and gender identification, 

including, but not limited to, services to address the needs of girls and. LGBTQQ 

communities. 
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(2) Funding for the Department of Children, Youth and Their Families ("DCYF") and the Children, 

Youth and Their Families Oversight and Advisory Committee created in Section 16.108-1. 

("Oversight and Advisory Committee"). 

(3) Administration of the Fund and evaluation of Fund goals and services. 

(4) Technical assistance and capacity-building for service providers and community-based partners. 

(g) Excluded Services. Notwithstanding subsection (f), services for children and Disconnected Transitional

Aged Youth paid for by the Fund shall not include: 

(1) Services provided by the Police Department or other law enforcement agencies, courts, the 

District Attorney, Public Defender, City Attorney; or the Fire Department; detention or probation 

services mandated by state or federal law; or public transportation; 

(2) Any service that benefits children and Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth incidentally or as 

members of a larger population including adults; 

(3) Any service for which a fixed or minimum level of expenditure is mandated by state or federal 

law, to the extent of the fixed or minimum level of expenditur.e; 

(4) Acquisition of any capital item not for primary and direct use by children and Disconnected 

Transitional-Aged Youth; 

(5) Acquisition (other than by lease for a term of ten years or less) of any real property or land, or 

capital expenditures, or predevelopment or construction costs for housing; 

(6) Maintenance, utilities or any similar operating costs of any facility not used primarily and 

directly by children and Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth, or of any recreation or park facility 

(including a zoo), library, hospital, or housing; or 

(7) Medical health services, other than prevention, education, and behavioral and mental health 

support services. 

(h) Baseline. The Fund shall be used exclusively to increase the aggregate City appropriations and 

expenditures for those services for children and Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth that are eligible to 

be paid from the Fund (exclusive of expenditures mandated by state or federal law). To this end, the City 

shall not reduce the amount of such City appropriations for eligible services (not including appropriations 

from the Fund and exclusive of expenditures manaated by state or federal law) under this section below 

the amount so approp·riated for the fiscal year 2000-2001 ("the base year") as set forth in. the Controller's 

baseline budget, as adjusted ("the base amount"). 

The ·contrail.er shall calculate City appropriations made in fiscal year 2013-2014 for services for . 

Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth aged 18 through 24 years. Beginning with fiscal year 2014-2015, that 

amount shall be added to the base amount and adjusted as provided below. The City shall not reduce the 

amount of such City approp~iations for services for Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth (not including 

appropriations from the Fund and exclusive of expenditures mandated by state or federal law) under this 

section below the amount so appropriated forfiscal year 2013-2014, as adjusted. 
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The base amount shall be adjusted for each year after the base year by the Controller based on calculations 

consistent from year to year by the percentage increase or decrease in aggregate City an·d County 

discretionary revenues. In determining aggregate City and County discretionary revenue, the Controller 

shall only include revenues received by the City and County that are unrestricted and may be used at the 

option of the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors for any lawful City purpose. The method used by the 

Controller to determine discretionary revenues shall be consistent with method used by the Controller to 

determine the Library and Children's Baseline Calculations dated June 20, 2000, which the Controller shall 

place on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 000952. Errors in the Controller's estimate of 

discretionary revenues for a fiscal year shall be corrected by an adjustment in the next year's estimate. 

Within 90 days following the end of each fiscal year through Fiscal Year 2040-2041, the Controller shall 

calculate and publish the actual amount of City appropriations for services for children and Disconnected 

Transitional-Aged Youth that would have been eligible ·to be pa.id from the Fund but.are paid from other 

sources, separately identifying expenditures mandated by state or federal law. 

(i) Five-Year Planning Cycle. The City shall appropriate monies from the Fund according to a five-year 

planning process. This process is intended to: (1) increase transparency, accountability, and public 

er:igagement; (2) provide time and opportunities for community participation and planning; (3) ensure 

program stability; and (4) maximize the effectiveness of the services funded. 

(1) Year 1-Community Needs Assessment. During every fifth fiscal year beginning with Fiscal Year 

2015-2016, DCYF shall conduct a Community Needs Assessment (CNA) to identify services to 

receive monies from the Fund.- The CNA should include qualitative and quantitative data sets 

collected through interviews, focus groups, surveys, or 0th.er outreach mechanisms to determine 

service gaps in programming for children, youth, and families. Subject to the budgetary and fiscal 

prov}sions of the Charter, DCYF may contract with consultants and outside experts for such services 

.as the department may ·require to prepare the CNA. DCYF shall undertake a robust community 

process in every supervisorial district, soliciting input from a diverse cross-section of parents, 

youth, non-profit organizations, and other key stakeholders to develop the CNA: 

(A) DCYF shall develop a plan for how to conduct the CNA. The CNA shall include an equity 

analysis of services and resources for parents, children, and youth. DCYF shall develop a 

set of equity metrics to be used to establish a baseline of existing services and resources 

in low-income neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities, compared to services and 

. resources available in the City as a whole. The outreach for the CNA shall create 

opportunities for parents,·youth, nonprofit agencies, and other members of the public, to 

provide input. By September 1, DCYF shall provide its plan for conducting the CNA to the 

Oversight and Advisory Committee, the Service Provider Working Group created in Section 

16.108-l(e), and the Board of Supervisors. The plan shall be a public document. 

(Bl By March 1, DCYF shall complete a draft CNA and provide this draft to the Oversight 

and Advisory Committee and the Service Provider yvorking Group for review. DCYF shall 

also provide the draft CNA to interested City departments, including the First Five 

Commission, the Office of Early Care and Education (or any successor entity), the 

Recreation and Park Commission, the Health Commission, the Human Services 

Commission, the Youth Commission, the Juvenile Probation Commission, the Adult 
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Probation Department, the Commission on the Status of Women, the Police Commission, 

the Library Commission, and the Arts Commission. 

(C) By April 1, DCYF shall submit a final version of the CNA to the Oversight and Advisory 

Committee and the Board of Supervisors. The final version may incorporate any comments 

or suggestions made by the public or by the agencies that received copies of the draft CNA. 

(D) By May 1, the Oversight and Advisory Committee shall provide input on, approve or 

disapprove the CNA. If the Oversight and Advisory Committee disapproves the report, 

DCYF may modify and resubmit the report. 

(E) By June 1, the Board of Supervisors shall consider and approve or disapprove, or 

modify, the CNA. If the Board disapproves the CNA, DCYF may modify and resubmit the 

CNA, provided, however, that the City may not expend monies from the Fund until the 

Board of Supervisors has approved the CNA. 

(2) Year 2 - Services and Allocation Plan. During every fifth fiscal year beginning with Fiscal Year 

2016-2017, DCYF shall prepare a Services and Allocation Plan ("SAP") to determine services eligible 

· to receive monies from the Fund. DCYF shall use the following process to prepare the SAP: 

(A) DCYF shall prepare a draft SAP in consultation with interested City departments, 

including the First Five. Commission, the Office of Early Care and Education (or any 

successor entity), the Recreation and Park Commission, the Health Commission, the 

Human Services Commission, the Youth Commission, the Juvenile Probation Commission, 

the Adult Probation Department, the Commission on the Status of Women, the Police 

Commission, the Library Commission, and the Arts Commission, as well as the San 

Francisco Unified School District, community-based service providers, parents, children, 

youth, and other members of the public. The SAP must: 

(i) Demonstrate consistency with the CNA and with Citywide vision and goals for 

children and families; 

(ii) Include all services for children and Disconnected Transitional-Aged Youth; 

(iii) Be outcome-oriented and include goals and measurable and verifiable 

objectives and outcomes; 

(iv) Include capacity-building and evaluation of services as separate funding areas; 

(v) State how services will be coordinated and have specific amounts allocated 

towards specific goals, service models, populations and neighborhoods; 

(vi) lnclude funding for youth-initiated projects totaling at least 3 percent of the 

total proposed expenditures from the Fund for the cycle; 

(vii) Include evaluation data from the previous funding cycle and the details of the 

Children and Youth Baseline; and, 
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(viii) Incorporate strategies to coordinate and align all services for children funded 

by all governmental or private entities and administered by the City, whether or 

not those services are eligible to receive monies from the Fund. 

(B) The SAP shall include an equity analysis of services and resources for parents, children 

and youth. Using the equity metrics developed for preparation of the CNA, the SAP shall 

compare proposed new; augmented, and coordinated services and resources for low

income neighborhoods and disadvantaged communities with services and resources 

available to the City as a whole. 

(C) Subject to the budgetary and fiscal provisions of the Charter, DCYF may contract with 

consultants and outside experts for such services as the department may require to 

prepare the SAP, including the equity analysis of services and resources for parents, 

children and youth. 

(D) By March 1, DCYF shall provide th,e draft SAP to the Oversight and Advisory Committee 

and the Service Provider Working Group. DCYF shall also provide the draft SAP to the San 

Francisco· Unified School District and interested City departments, including the First Five 

Commission, the Office of Early Care and Education (or any successor entity), the· 

Recreation and Park Commission, the Health Commission, the Human Services 

Commission, the Youth Commission, the Juvenile Probation Commission, the Adult 

Probation Department, the Commission on the Status of Women, the Police Commission, 

the Library Commission and the Arts Commission. 

(E) By April 1, DCYF shall submit a final version of SAP to the Oversight and Advisory 

Committee and the Board of Supervisors. The final version may incorporate _any comments 

or suggestions made by the public or by the agencies that received copies of the draft SAP. 

(F) By May 1, the Oversight and Advisory Committee shall approve or disapprove the SAP. 

If the Oversight and Advisory Committee disapproves the SAP, DCYF may modify and 

resubmit the SAP. 

(G) By June 1, the Board of Supervisors shall consider and approve or disapprove, or 

modify, the SAP. If the Board disapproves the SAP, DCYF may modify and resubmit the SAP, 

provided, however, that the City may not expend monies from the Fund until the SAP has 

been approved by the Board of Supervisors. 

(H) During subsequent years of the planning cycle, DCYF, with the approval of the Oversight 

and Advisory Committee and the Board of Supervisors, may amend the SAP to address 

emerging needs. 

(3) Year 3-Selection of Contractors. During every fifth fiscal year beginning with Fiscal Year 2017-

2018, DCYF shall conduct competitive· solicitations for services to be funded from the Fund. 

(4) Year 4-Service Cycle Begins. Contracts for services shall start on July 1 of Year 4 of the planning 

cycle, beginning with Fiscal Year 2018-2019. During subsequent years of the planning cycle, DCYF, 

with the approval of the Oversight and Advisory Committee, may issue supplemental ·competitive 
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solicitations to address amendments to the SAP and emerging needs. All expenditures for services 

from the Fund shall be consistent with the most recent CNA and SAP. 

(5) DCYF may recommend, and the Oversight and Advisory Committee and the Board of 

Supervisors may approve, changes to the due dates and timelines provided in this subsection (i). 

The Board of Supervisors shall approve such changes by ordinance. 

(j) Evaluation. DCYF shall provide for the evaluation on a regular basis of all services funded through the 

Fund, and shall prepare on a regular basis an Evaluation and Data Report for the Oversight and Advisory 

Committee. Subject to the budgetary and fiscal provisions of the Charter, DCYF may contract with 

consultants and outside. experts for such services as the department may require to conduct such 

evaluations and to prepare the Evaluation and Data Report. 

(k) Selection of Contractors. The Oversight and Advisory Committee shall recommend standards and 

procedures for the selection of contractors to be funded from the Fund. It shall be the policy of the City to 

use competitive solicitation processes where appropriate and to give priority to the participation of non7 

profit agencies. 

(I) Implementation. 

(1) In implementation of this Section 16.108, facilitating public participation and maximizing 

availability of information to the public shall be primary goals. 

(2) DCYF shall administer the Fund and prepare the CNA and the SAP pursuant to this Section 

16.108. 

(3) The Board of Supervisors may by ordinance implement this Section 16.108. 

(ml Effect of Procedural Errors. No appropriation, contract or other action shall be held invalid or set aside· 

by reason of any error, including without limitation any irregularity, informality, neglect or omission, in 

carrying out procedures specified in subsections (i) through (!)·unless a court finds that the party challenging 

the action suffered substan.tial injury from the error and that a different result would have been probable 

had the error not oi::curred. 

(Amended November 2000; November 2014) 
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APPENDIX B: CITYWIDE INVESTMENT IN 

CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES 

One of DCYF's goals is to promote greater coordination and collaboration among City departments to 

ensure that the dollars spent on services for children and youth are impactful. Towards this end, DCYF 

routinely reviews data on the City's investment in children and youth services. 

The information for this analysis is from a fiscal mapping survey conducted by staff of the Our Children, Our 

Families Council during the summer of 2015. The survey aimed to collect data from City departments and 

the San Francisco Unified School District about budgeted expenditures for fiscal years 2015-2016 and 2016-

2017 that were used to serve children and youth ages Oto 24 and/or theirfamilies.1 The survey covered all 

sources of funding administered by City departments and SFUSD, including local, state, federal, and private 

dollars. The budgeted expenditures included in the survey covered both direct programmatic expenditures, 

such as direct services for children and youth, as well as indirect expenditures, such as facilities, business 

services, and overhead. 

Below are a list and OCOF's descriptions of the fiscal and programmatic information collected through the 

survey and presented in this section. 

•!• Funding Source: The level of government or type of entity that was the source of the funding. 

Categories include City, State, Federal, Blended: State/Federal, Private/Philanthropy, SFUSD, and 

Other. 

•!• Program Type: One of 13 program types: 

• Direct Instruction: Expenditures associated with the operating costs of direct classroom 

instruction including staff salary and benefits, facilities and material costs. 

• Child Care and Early Learning (ages 0-5): Funding of direct child care and/or early care and 

education services for children from birth through preschool age. 

• Out-of-School Time: Programs providing after-school, summer, or non-school day activities 

and programming for school aged children. Examples include programs and activities that 

promote the cultural enrichment of children (art, dance, music, creative expression), 

fitness and recreation, mentorship, youth empowerment and leadership development, 

etc. 

• Employment: Programs with a primary focus on preparing youth for employment through 

job readiness training, vocational/employment training, and/or work experience 

opportunities. 

• Family Support/Family Engagement: Programs that are designed to strengthen families, 

helping parents to raise their children, become self-sufficlent and take an active role in 

their communities. Examples include family resource centers, respite or drop-in child care, 

parenting education, or family case management services. 

1 Programs and services considered to be universal services that benefit all City residents more or less equally, such 
as bus and transit operations or expenditures related to the maintenance of public parks, were excluded from the 
survey. 
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• Health-Behavioral: Programs whose primary purpose is to provide case management, 

general counseling and mental health services to children, youth and families as well as 

crisis intervention. 

• Health-Primary Care: Programs whose primary purpose is to provide primary health 

services. 

• Shelter and Housing: Program whose primary purpose is to provide shelter or supportive 

housing, and related services to populations in need. 

• Child Protection: Any child protection activities not included in other categories. 

• Adult/Juvenile Justice and Violence Prevention: Programs whose primary. purpose is to 

address the needs of individuals involved in the justice system. 

• Safety Net/Basic Needs: Programs whose primary purpose is to prevent children and 

families from falling into poverty by offering cash transfers, in-kind transfers, price 

subsidies, fee waivers and exemptions to help cover the costs of food, utilities, public 

transport, healthcare or schooling. 

• °Transportation: Programs whose primary purpose is to provide access to transportation 

services. 

• Other Children, Youth and Family Activities: Programs that do not fit in any of the above 

categories. 

•!• Ages Served: The target age group of the budgeted expenditure: 0 to 5 years old, school-aged youth 

(6 to 17 years old), transitional aged youth (18 to 24 years old), or families with children or youth. 

If <;1 program or service served more than one of these age groups, respondents reported the 

estimated percentage of the budgeted expenditure for each group. 

To assist City departments in responding to the survey, OCOF held an information session for budget 

analysts and other City staff that provided background on the project and an open question and answer 

discussion. OCOF staff also provided one-on-one technical assistance to departments that requested 

support and conducted follow-up with several departments to clarify responses after an initial analysis of 

the survey data had been completed. 

L!M[TAT!ONS 

The City's investment in services for children, youth, and their families is difficult to determine with high 

precision. City agencies and departments do not regularly classify the programs and services in their 

budgets according to their expected impact on children, youth, and families. While the information 

reported by City departments to OCOF can provide useful estimates of the City's overall investments in 

these types of services, the estimates are s_ubject to various sources of error. For example, one budget line 

item in a department's response to the survey may encompass a wide range of programming for children 

and youth, so the Program Type may be difficult to categorize. Additionally, departments' survey responses 

·represent 2015 point-in-time estimates of budgeted expenditures for fiscal years 2015-16 and 2016-17 and 

do not reflect recent changes due to budget or policy shifts. San Francisco voters passed several ballot 

measures during the November 2016 election that may have had an impact on departmental budgets and 

spending on services for children, youth, and families since the date when the survey was completed. 

While these limitations are important to keep in mind,: the data collected by OCOF. provide a helpful 

overview of the City's investments in programs and services for children, youth, and their families at a high 
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level. Examining the data at a more granular level (i.e. by age group or program type within a City 

department) requires care given the nature of the collection of the data. 

RESULTS 

The tables on the following pages reflect only the responses of City departments reporting budgeted. 

expenditures for children, youth, and/or families that exceeded $10,000,000 in fiscal year 2015-16. The 

total amount budgeted by these departments sums to about $780,000,000. In total, 28 City departments 

responded t9 the survey and reported budgeted expenditures for children, youth, and/or families total 

$810,000,000 in fiscal year 2015-16.2 

2 Responding City agencies·and departments with budgeted expenditures for children and youth ages Oto 24 and/or 
their families include the Academy of Sciences; the Adult Probation Department; the Arts Commission; the Asian Art 
Museum; the Board of Supervisors; Child Support Services; First 5 San Francisco; the Department of Children, Youth 
and Their Families;_ the Department of Public Health; the Department of Public Works; the Department on the Status 
of Women; the District Attorney's Office; the Humari Services Agency; the Juvenile Probation Department; the 
Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development; the Municipal Transportation Agency; the Office of Civic 
Engagement and Immigrant Affairs; the Office of Early Care and Education; the Office of Economic and Workforce 
Developmen_t; the Office of the Treasur.er & Tax Collector; the Planning Department; the Police Department; the 
Public Defender's Office; the Public Library; the Public Utilities Commission; the Recreation and Parks Department; 
the San Francisco International Airporti the Sheriff's Department; and the Port of San Francisco. Note that a small 
number of City departments and agencies, such as the City Attorney's Office and the Department of the 
Environment, reported zero budgeted expenditures for programs or services that specifically targeted children, 
youth, or their families. · 
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Figure 6. CITY INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND/OR THEIR FAMILIES BY FUNDING SOURCE 

Funding Source FY2015-16 Investment 

SFUSD $8,596,000 

Not Specified $155,000 

Grand Total $779,613,884 

Figure 7. CITY INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND/OR THEIR FAMILIES BY DEPARTMENT 

FY2015-161nvestrnent 

Department of Children, Youth and Their Families3 $168,204,629 

Office of Early Care and Education $59,323,006 

Sheriffs Department $24,638,847 

Public Library $13,992,178 

&Re'cfeB'.H&K\rna'·Pt:i'rk . .•. ,_ ~ ... . 

Grand Total $779,613,884 

Figure 8. CITY INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND/OR THEIR FAMILIES BY DEPARTMENT AND FUNDING SOURCE 

{i)~Jt\\\~i~i~::rr11:11;1{/if:::: ...... . 
Department of Children, Youth and Their Families 

City 
Federal 
Private/Philanthropy 

3 DCYF's budget includes $70,414,117 in Public Education Enrichment Fund (PEEF) and PEEF Baseline funds, which 
support SFUSD purposes. 
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Department/ Funding Source 
State 

Office of Early Care and Education 
Blended: State/Federal 
City 
Private/Philanthropy 
State 

Sheriff's Department 
City 
Other 
SFUSD 

Public Library 
City 
Other 

Children and Families Commission - First 5 
Federal 

Grand Total 

FY2015-16 Investment. 
$2,974,864 

$59,323,006 
$2,558,818 

$55,783,497 
$325,000 
$655,691 

$24,638,847 
$16,150,363 

$217,484 
$8,271,000 

$13,992,178 
$13,842,348 

$149,830 

$11,977,010 
$214,510 

$779,613,884 

Figure 9. CITY INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND/OR THEIR FAMILIES BY PROGRAM TYPE 

Health-Behavioral $103; 708,481 
:Gfo1a 'tare-aiifffi~riviik~rnrn~ftjgeS:0:-sif , ······_xi. J·->:·:p··-->{"·_-J.:·•·--_: . • : ; ;··:······ :_· .-.·_- .- ;·,,-_- .•.•• :. :. ···_·;··$.'..1.@i:¢?-%.1~!$§~:~ 
Safety Net/Basic Needs $94,807,110 
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:.;::4;aDl.tY~Gv~O~Yr~:wts112~!~ric(:v.\6,l~r\t~:'er~v~~,H~A'ill::g\l;:J;:;:rn:~::J'fo::t/Hli)I@;: :gfli'.fa{~:l\:f,iiii1:'.::~@s.:~J~ss'}~~;-s:; 
Direct Instruction $64,600,000 

t:qµ,ilgff:'3i}iQ'6'[/i:\rn~::{1@'.i!NlB;RI;·;;lfl::!'irt\It;i:;1(1J;Bf;W;fll1IifoJit:1J1t-MfJ!'.fint,t1;;i~{f§,f[,;\{l));;~/[Mfff,:f WthN1$~G;}16')§2$;;\ 
Not Specified $34,901,088 

·:~!i~It~r1~;rei8~1u:s@tl:1ti#;;;.,.f:iim1:Jii::i;;;:;:u11:m:J(1,irm;rn:;:flw1111tit%mJ1ff:It'i&.:@fff@tm:i::.::ff?ll:;;;fr1::1ntMis.;34,~9:zvA02Yi 
Family Support/Family E_ngagement $21,663,311 

kg\'n'Si6y,nfo'fitH'-U:2.H;;,:rtj1jc1r~tm;t~:~:g,,.~jV,:jt:li:)fJ~~i:faitilH~i;}i~\Ij:,;·;;;fa:,;''.\'.:1\\c'.;tf,~Ji~ilt~B;i;~1l~,.i:;:;,;s:1faJ;il:;i:l;:t;:.;;~rr:,~iiF$j);liQ6'.41?·51,;: 
Other Children, Youth and Family Activities $15,347,571 

~--~§~·it6;RWm'?.iY;'.d~{~~~l~;;.;;(~;:::;J'.G~M;:~~~~;~~;~:~~;~::;;:,;::::i(::;:':~:;;;:~;I;;~;~:i~~~:;~·:;:~:rn1:;;;;1::~:i;f;1~:~;;;;;~~~;~;:.;:11~;'.::~:~i'.J;:'.\;}J,;'!}:;SQ;-~J~J~6§i] 
Transportation $4,946,711 

tt~tiwti'~f oitoltmlli1}1im :1\~t1tittiJJ!'::\':t1Ii:li!}rl:t1,;1fmHutr::mtimnr:i~$~tstxs1J1'lfH 
Grand Total $779,613,884 

Figure 10. CITY INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND/OR THEIR FAMILIES BY DEPARTMENT AND PROGRAM TYPE 

Department/ Program Type 
--- -- -- ,:v· .-. 

Department of Children, Youth anq Their Families 
· Adult/Juvenile Justice and Violence Prevention 

Child Care and Early Learning (ages 0-5) 
Direct Instruction 
Employment 
Family Support/Family Engagement 
Health-Behavioral 
Health-Primary Care 
Other Children, Youth and Family Activiti.es 
Out-of-School Time 
Safety Net/Basic Needs 

·!t~*;~~~ffi~~~~~I:t~~w~i;W~~~~~-·-;.:·:/;· 
t~;eJ:111111r 

t ;N,pt.Sp~'ci'ift~dn;t:,)i;H:i;f{ 
Office of Early Care and Education 

Child Care and Early Learning (ages 0-5) 
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FY2015-16 Investment 

$168,204,629 
$18,057,458 
$14/574,194 
$64,600,000 
$13,920,863 

$1,456,984 
$9,245,795 
$3,206,479 
$2,453,172 

$38,955,485 
$1,734,199 

$59,323,006 
$59,323,006 
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Department/ Program Type 

Sheriff's _Department 
Adult/Juvenile Justice and Violence Prevention 

Public Library 
Adult/Juvenile Justice and Violence Prevention 
Other Children, Youth and Family Activities 
Out-of-School Time 

Children and Families Commission - First 5 
Child Care and Early Learning (ages 0-5) 
Family Support/Family Engagement 
Health-Behavioral · 
Other Children, Youth and Family Activities 

Grand Total 
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FY2015-161 nvestment 

$24,638,847 
$24,638,847 

$13,992,178 
$12,933 

$11,923,060 
$2,056,185 

$11,977,010 
$4,438,131 
$5,336,663 
$1,844,485 

$357,731 

$779,613,884 
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APPENDIX C: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FV2016-

17 STRATEGIES AND FV2018-23 SERVICE AREAS 

DCY~ projects to allocate roughly $117 million annually between fiscal years 2018-19 and 2022-23 toward 

the Service Are·as described in this plan. This is roughly $8 million more than the $109 million that DCYF 

currently allocates toward direct grants, work orders, and professional services contracts in fiscal year 

2016-17. The growth in funding is primarily driven by projected growth in the Children and Youth Fund 

resulting from the final phased increases of the property tax set aside to the full four cents per every $100 

of assessed property value by FY2018-19 as per City Charter requirements. 

Figure 11 shows how DCYF's FY2016-17 funding strategies relate to the Service Areas deS'cribed in this plan. 

While our existing funding strategies can roughly be mapped onto the new Service Areas, the mapping does 

not imply that strategy structures (service models, require.ments, etc.) will exist in their current forms in 

the RFP. The Service Area section of this SAP describes the types of services that we expect to fund in each 

Service Area. Further details about the particular ser'l/ice models and requirements will be provided in the 

RFP. 

Figure 11. CROSSWALK BETWEEN CURRENT FUNDING STRATEGIES AND FY2018-23 SERVICE AREAS 

Current Funding Strategy FY2018-23 Service Area 

Comprehensive K-8 School-based Before & Afterschool Out of School Time 

Scholarships 

DCYF ExCEL Match School Year Out of School Time 

Beacon Initiative Out of School Time 

}~~it:ifo'.~ri:tra:nsiiic:i11t~:;i:;;;.::';.,i:iH'.frrn:;;; .. ,;;:;~ .. ;,:,::;;h.::ii1E:,;;:;.::Ji!;i;i:i~;:\,:%:~ib~:;:~;H:;~au~~~tBo~l;~~'PPPH~,::i;I1:;::I;;:::ii'.M;(lifai!ii:iii::iJ;:,:b.i1 
Alternative Education Educational Supports 

,;:;fr~·~~i~•Ut~:~.'k~:$,(b::!::!1mi.ln~i'.'-~:·:1~~riji:::1::1!::d:iti~t,;~~;i!folii11HH,;';E~ifi,1ti:i1 iifi;1!;i~jfo:;J~DCT§'tim:~hi1;~~s1~gt~r:ii~'i~,tS,:~n:!B.J:iil~JDf£!f:il:! 
Specialized K-8 Assigned Enrichment, Leadership & Skill Building 

£f,9w\tl•:~~pd.w~i.fo~i;ifarJ.:~a'.tW:faG'fH~foa,;org~BW:ni:mii:,;;::::i}dlfrL,,fai;~31;;i~h;~1:&0.~J1iE¢~:a·&r~~ifa:~:s%i'iiB.iin8f0ii::w;;; 
Youth Empowerment Fund: Youth-led Philanthropy Enrichment, Leadership & Skill Building 

::~p~~1~:f!?.~q;J:e,.er}?iii;,;;,1:'":''>D;;;:,:'::;::;itli,:;,j;·;::i:i;s;;~r;,:i,i::;;:;::~;;;i;;i;;;~;,::;;~;i;:;::g!JTJ.c:tim~0f.1:;:ti~~·ci.~r~~1p:&l5~rli:i~-L\)td.iing.:,.,i:;:: 
English Learner Leadership Enrichment, Leadership & Skill Building 

:i~:s1i0,Q:1le.~:B.~r.$R1p!&::AUisfop,Rr0g!im;;,i:fi:iQ:::ii:::: ;:;i:ii/i;-;;;~:1:;::;;:~n~l~8·;;n;gori.iL?~·:a:~;;.~Brp;$t:~rn,n···~:41:raxrg:,iVi; 
Secondary Prevention Enrichment, Leadership & Skill Building 

.i:;~W*r.~f$.:b';!;;:;tH:1;:;M: :l!!Ji0~Ht'Ef>~jy/if~fli{{::(f;:i:;:mr1mi:'t[~.frfjijVifl11i!t/?l!l 
Detention Alternatives Justice Services 

Aftercare/Reentry Justice Services 

Youth Workforce Development Youth Workforce Development 
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Current Funding Strategy FY2018-23 Service Area 

Youth Workforce Development for Justice System Involved Youth Workforce Development 

Youth 
~mii:~r-U4w.a:,eiii~ss;~; .. ~:;~;.;.;;,;~;~~;;;;;;,~;i:;,;;,;~,;;;;;.:.::.~:;~:.;:;.,;;:;;;;~;;;.;:.:.~~;;;,:~;;~;;;,:,r;;;utBiwiii~IBt6rre:rieve10pw4ii!;;,.;;$;;;;;:,ii;;l 
Creatin and Mana Private Sector Opportunities Youth Workforce Development 

;:,,.ni,:,·:·•,:::e•::)1.:;,;t:'.,,;;<::.,,<,, .... ::;r::;,,:::<:,.v,<f>i'.Yo.urt:ht:Wnilf6r.ce;Deve:lopmei.i:f·:7f:b:>•\•:}i 
Youth Workforce Develo ment 

Health and Wellness Emotional Well-Being · 

!.i¥ii.Kitt%tb~)ifoi@r:g;;,fo¥~·;::.:;;::;:::)5:;;i-·;,;i;:;;::;:;:.:·:;:.:::::;;;:::;2::;ifr:YLi#iiiiii.¥®ii~clwii.iim¢O[':E9!~::~At:#':w;::&1i~t 
Roadmap to Peace Family Empowerment 

~IFamdtfK~;;ourc:¢:Ce:ofop:•:•.·:1u.:.nH.· .. :.'Y: t .. ,-~_.:;;;.;iml:'.-: •. · ... • .. ::.J'.: .• /.;.•ua··iw'*rni1v<1:.ffipowermen1§mw:.··.··:'.bR .. f.J:''l.\fi::• 
System Support & Development Outreach & Access 

;;,iS.ff&I~ii:IB&!:tn11du.r.rg,~i~.~dr;i1T;i~1i,i•:::;.;·;-;:;,;;;,,;:;,:;,1;;,m1,iiihiit,::·.,r::,ii·•,,1~,;,;,;!1;r:,·rn;~i;fjmg(J&;~.~t$:mc;g1&l~~Pil~##;;~;01wi:ng,;t~ 
SF Team New Site Technical Assistance & Capacity Building 

,iS8.e.nGe'/Ice'i:J;irilofogyi48ngir;ie.ei;mgka:ntlt@"9tbitMiii0n.tmiWbt%,i~,1Igdin1ca'EAsst.s~fonc-:ei&t1ca'pa:§tlfyx;B11iJ<l1itg~t~ 
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APPENDIX D: INTERDEPARTMENTAL 

PARTNERSHIPS 

Figure 12 provides additional information about DCYF's FY 16-17 programmatic work orders, referred to as 

interdepartmental partnerships going forward. This table provides the City Department receiving funds 

from DCYF, the category of expenditure, a program descriptor, and a crosswalk of how the program fits 

into the new service areas of the SAP. While these funds are subject to annual agreement between 

departments, the general expectation is that these arrangements continue, and any changes should require 

careful discussion and planning between agencies. 

DCYF currently partners with ten other City departments to provide services t? the community. Of the totcJI 

funding, about 80% are funds going to community-based organizations through the partner agency. 

Organizations can compete for these funds as part of the partner department's contracting policies, 

although DCYF has involvement and oversight related to its contribution offund~. 

Figure 12. FY 2016-17 INTERDEPARTMENTAL PARTNERSHIPS (PROGRAMMATIC WORK ORDERS) 

District Attorney 

11r~~~~;~r·,T' 
Department of Public 

Health 

Department of Public 

Health 

Department of Public 

Health 

Department of Public 

Health 

·cso Contracts 

CBO Contracts 

CBO Contracts 

CBO Contracts 

CBO Contracts 
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. if t1I~t~!H~f tl~ti[f , .... 
Juvenile Restorative Justic.e Justice Services 

Emotional Well-Being 

Early Care & E_ducation 

Initiative 

Intensive Supervision and Justice Services 

Clinical Services 

Mental Health & Secondary Justice Services 

Services for At-Risk/Juvenile 

Justice 
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City Department 

Department of Public 

Health 

Department of Public 
Health 

First 5 

First 5 

First 5 

First 5 

Expenditure Type 

Departmental 

Direct Ex enditures 

Professional 
Services 

CBO Contracts 

CBO Contracts 

CBO Contracts 

Professional 

Services 

Human Services Agency CBO Contracts 

Human Services Agency CBO Contracts 

Human Services Agency CBO Contracts 
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FY2016-17 Program 

Children's Oral Health 

Transgender Youth Service_s 
- Medical and Psychological 
Care 

Family Resource Center 

(FRC) Initiative 

Inclusion Access 

Quality Improvement (QRIS 
to ECE) 

FRC Evaluation 

Service Area 

Funds expected to shift 
toDPH 

Funds expected to shift 
toDPH 

Family Empowerment 

Family Empowerment · 

Early Care & Education 

Evaluation 

Childcare Subsidies [City Early Care & Education 
Childcare] 

Childcare Subsidies for low- Early Care & Education 

Quality Gap Request [City Early Care & Education 
Childcare] 

G 
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Service Area 

Human Services Agency CBO Contracts Early Care & Education 

Human Services Agency CBO Contracts Emotional Well-Being 

Response Program 

Human Services Agency . Departmental OECE Staff Cost Share Early Care & Education 

Direct Expenditures 
0fGIT~~~~~~~~~~~Bf:: 

Public Defender 

CBO Contracts 

·--~rtm'~~t~t::j:~:; 
.-.. t.t'.iExP;~b:ait!:i:: . 

Professional 

Connection 

Services Program 

I~!~Y.i}i~~t;1i~t~}~!tll1It11:1itii,~:"';.'i ''°':f Jjijill/'.ttiThf 1~/f f "T· 
Recreation and Parks Departmental 

Department Direct Expenditures 
" ·,·'Adti:i"'·:'$: ' . '······, 

City Administrator CBO Contracts 
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APPENDIX E: EVALUATION REPORTS 

DCYF relied on the learnings from evaluation conducted in the 2013-2017 Funding Cycle to inform the 

development of our SAP. Many of these reports are available on the DCYF website at 

http:ljwww.dcyf.org/index.aspx?page=SS. 

First Five San Francisco. (2016). Community Report: 2015-2016. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families & SFUSD School Health Dept. (2016). Evaluating 

the San Francisco Wellness Initiative: Promising Practices, Key Findings, & Recommendations. 

Oakland, CA: Peterson, A., & Shields, J., ETR. 

· San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2013). Violence Prevention Initiative (VPI) and 

. Youth Workforce Development- High Risk (YWD-HR): Evaluation). San Francisco, CA: O'Brien-Strain, 

M., Theobald, N., Gunther, K:, Rosenberger, A., Marin, S. V., Mission Analytics Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2013). Violence Prevention Initiative and Youth 

Workforce Development- High Risk: Reaching In-Risk Youth. San Francisco, CA: Mission Analytics 

Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). DCYF Out-of-School Time Strategy: 

Analyses Conducted. Oakland, CA: Public Profit. 

San Frandsco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). Supporting Improved Program Quality: 

Lessons Learned from DCYF's 2014 Capadty-Building Training Efforts for Specialized Teen, Youth

Led Organizing, and Youth-Led Philanthropy Programs. Oakland, CA: Social Policy Research 

Associates: 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). Does VPI Reach Students at Risk of 

Juvenile Justice Involvement? Violence Prevention Initiative and Youth Workforce Development. 

San Francisco, CA: Mission Analytics Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). SFUSD Student Characteristics of Violence 

Prevention Initiative and Youth Workforce Development- High Risk Participants (Revised). San 

Francisco, CA: Theobald, N., O'Brien-Strain, M., Moody, J., Marin, S. V., Mission Analytics Group, 

Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). The Violence Prevention Initiative and 

Youth Workforce Development-Justice System Involved Referral Process Analysis. San Francisco, 

CA: Gunther, K., Marin, S. V., O'Brien-Strain, M:, Mission Ana.lytics Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2015). Specialized Teen and Youth 

Empowerment Programs Annual Report: FY2013-14. Oakland, CA: Sinicrope, C., & Lewis-Charp, H.,· 

Social Policy Research Associates. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2015). Youth Workforce Development Programs 

. Annual Report: FY2013-14. Oakland, CA: Betesh, H., Leshnick, S., & Sinicrope, C., Social Policy 

Research Associates. 
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_San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). DCYF Overview Brief. San Francisco, CA. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families: (2016). K-8 Strategies Executive Brief. San 

Francisco, CA: Marin, S. V., Mission Analytics Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). Teen Strategies Executive Brief. San 

Francisco, CA: Manasala, T., Mission Analytics Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). Violence Prevention and Intervention 

Executive Brief. San Francisco, CA. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). FY 2014-2015 Youth Workforce 

Development Service Area Summary. San Francisco, CA: Marin, S.V., Mission Analytics Group, Inc. 
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APPENDIX F: FOCUS GROUPS, INTERVIEWS, 

SURVEYS, AND INPUT SESSIONS 

DCYF's Community Needs Assessment and Services Allocation Pian incorporated input collected from 

children, youth .and families who engaged in DCYF and OCOF sponsored community input sessions, surveys, 

focus groups and interviews. This Appendix begins with a list of reports that summarize some of these 

qualitative data collection efforts that is followed by a list of the surveys, focus groups and interviews that 

were conducted. Evaluation firms Applied Survey Research (ASR) and ETR conducted some of the focus 

groups. 

REPORTS 

Our Children, Our Families {OCOF) Council. (2015). San Francisco Board of Education Parei:,t Advisory 

Council (PAC): Report of Findings from Our Children, Our Families Community Conversations. San 

Francisco, CA: PAC. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). Possible Service Solutions for San 

Francisco Children, Youth and Families: Responses Collected from Break-Out Sessions at the DCYF · 

March 23, 2016 All-Grantee Meeting. S?n Francisco, CA. 

San Francisco Dept. of. Children, Youth and Their Families . .(2016). Dept. of Children, Youth, and Their 

Families Community Needs Assessment Process: Findings for 11 District Meetings. San Francisco, 

CA: Learning for Action .. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2016). DCYF TAY Grant Evaluation Fall 2016 

Grantee Interviews: Key Themes and Quotes. San Francisco, CA: Harder+Co. 

SURVEYS 

·Our Children, Our Families (OCOF} Council. (2015). Survey of Low-Income Parents in Private School. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families. (2014). DCYF Principal and Provider Survey of 

Community Need. Survey administered by DCYF, completed by 254 principals and providers serving 

children and youth age 0-24. 

San Francisco Dept. of Children, Youth and Their Families & SFUSD's Student, Family & Community Support 

Division and Research, Planning, and Assessment Department. (2016). SFUSD Student Activities, 

Programs, & Services Survey of Middle and High School Youth. Survey administered by SFUSD, 

completed by 6,094 middle school students and 3,690 high school students . 

.FOCUS GROUPS AND MEETINGS 

Listed in chronological order 

Middle School Girls, June 2014, conducted by DCYF. 

Transitional Age Youth, November 2015, conducted by OCOF. 
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Youth age 17-20 in Case Management, November 2015, conducted by DCYF. 

Middle School Boys, December 2015, conducted by DCYF. 

Arab Youth, April 2016, conducted by ASR. 

Chinese Immigrant Families, April 2016, conducted by ASR. 

Latino/a Immigrant Families, May 2016, conducted by ASR. 

Fathers Matter (fathers aged 21-25), May 2016, conducted by DCYF. 

Samoan Youth, May 2016, conducted by ASR. 

LGBTQQ TAY, May 2016, conducted by CBO staff and a youth advocate, ASR took notes: 

LGBTQQ Middle School Youth, May 2016, conducted by CBO staff, ASR took notes. 

Youth in the SF Juvenile Detention facility, July 2016, DCYF. 

African American, Latino/a, and Pacific Islander students who participate in SFUSD Wellness Centers at 9 

different schools, Fall 2016, conducted by ETR and DCYF. 

Chinese Newcomer Youth ages 17-19, November 2016, conducted by ASR with assistance from· CBO staff. 

Families of Children with Special Needs, November 2016, conducted by ASR. 

Latino/a Newcomer Youth, December 2016, conducted by ASR. 

Young Mothers, January 2017, conducted by ASR. 

Young Women, January 2017, conducted by DCYF. 

INTERVIEWS 

Listed in chronological order 

Marlo Simmons Interview, April 2016: Evaluator Penny Huang from ASR interviewed Marlo Simmons from 

the Department of Public Health on transitional-age youth with mental health and substance use 

challenges. 

Rena Jlasa Interview, May 2016: Evaluator Penny Huang from ASR interviewed Rena llasa, a probation 

officer from the Adult Probation Department, specifically to get more information on the needs of 

system involved Samoan TAY. 

Juvenile Justice Coordinating Council Interviews, Summer 2016: Twenty-two interviews were conducted 

with 30 individuals from 13 agencies/organizations that serve juvenile-justice system involved 

youth, interviews conducted by DCYF staff. 
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Print Form 

By a Member of the Board of Supervisors 05.Ma1or,
11

,, 
3 ,i.d I Jur, -5 PM : l+ 

~ Time stamp· 

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one/' v - --------1.oi:.meeting date 

[{] 1. For reference to ·Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion ot Charter.Amendmentr 

D 2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee. 

D .3. Request for hearing on a ·subject matter at Committee. 

D 4. Request for letter beginning :"Supervisor inquiries" 
~----------------~ 

D 5. City Attorney Request. 

D 6. Call File No. , from Committee. 

D 7. Budget Analyst request ( attached written motion). 

D 8. Substitute Legislation File No. 
,---..:.._-=======;----~--' 

D 9. Reactivate File No. ~---~-------
D 10. Question(s) submitted for M~yoral Appearance before the BOS on ~I_. --------~-__,/ 

)lease check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following: 

D Small Business Commission D Youth Commission D Ethics Commission 

D Planning Commission D Building Inspection Commission 

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use the Imperative Form. 

Sponsor(s): 

Cohen 

Subject: 

Department of Children, Youth and Their Families 2016 Community Needs Assessment and 2018-2023 Services 
Allocation Plan 

The text is listed: 

Attached 

Signature of Sponsoring Superviso . 

For Clerk's Use Only 
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